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**Earth Science**

- **METEORITES** by Bruce L. Stinchcomb. Over 500 full-color images and engaging text provide insight into these interesting collectibles from out of this world. These rocks tell tales to those who know how to read them of nebulae, novas, supernovas, red giants, and impacting celestial bodies. Readers can explore metallic, stony-iron, and stony meteorites, meteorite falls, meteorites, and rare meteorites. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. Item #337808X $21.95

- **EVERYTHING YOU KNOW ABOUT PLANET EARTH IS WRONG** by Matt Brown. The human race has living on planet Earth pretty well worked out. Or have we? Actually, there is plenty still to explore on our constantly changing planet and much remains unexplained—from the location of the twin layers of the core. Well illus. 160 pages. Batsford. Pub. at $12.95. Item #6975186 $9.95

- **THE CENTRE OF THE EARTH: The Traveller’s Guide** by Dougall Jerrom. What if we could tunnel down to the Earth’s core? This guide tells you everything you need to know about a trip there. Starting with your first entry through the Earth’s mantle, at a boundary in the tectonic plates, you’ll travel on through the geological layers to reach the twin layers of the core. Well illus. 160 pages. Palazzo Editions. Pub. at $14.95. Item #2863715 $11.95

- **ON THE TRAIL OF STARDUST** by Jon Larsen. Stardust—known as micrometeorites—is the oldest matter anywhere. Larsen reveals the techniques he has developed so you too can discover stardust as near as your own rooftop! The guide explains the best places to look and offers step by step photo sequences of the methods he has developed to assemble his collection. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Voyager. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. Item #*942631* $14.95

- **WEIRD LIFE: The Search for Life That Is Very, Very Different From Our Own** by David Toomey. Takes readers to the edges of organic chemistry, planetary science, nuclear physics and cosmology to consider incredible organisms, some observed, others only theorized, that challenge our definition of life. Photos. 268 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #6975186 $4.95

**Environment & Ecology**

- **PRECYCLE!** by Paul Peacock. Take a trip down the supermarket aisles and discover how you can make at home the items you find on the shelves for a fraction of the cost: butter, baked beans, cheese, bacon, beer, deodorant, shampoo, furniture polish, and lots more! 224 pages. The Good Life Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. Item #6699721 $3.95

- **WHITE MAN’S GAME: Saving Animals, Rebuilding Eden, and Other Myths of Conservation in Africa** by Stephanie Hanes. A eye-opening expose of the problems that arise when Westerners try to “fix” complex, messy situations in the developing world, acting with the best intentions yet potentially overlooking the wishes of the people who live there. 287 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $29.00. Item #6850073 $6.95

- **LIGHTING THE WORLD: Transforming Our Energy Future by Bringing Electricity to Everyone** by Jim Rogers with S.P. Williams. Describes how an international coalition can come together to secure financing, spearhead the newest and cleanest technologies, and work with the governments, entrepreneurs, and NGOs already on the ground to ensure that everyone has access to a steady and reliable supply of power. 245 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. Item #5724023 $3.95

- **DVD WHAT IS KILLING LAKE WINNIPEG AND HOW TO SAVE IT** Can we save one of the world’s largest freshwater lakes? This documentary program reveals how a perfect storm of agriculture, hydro practices, sewage run-off, flooding and marsh destruction have devastated Lake Winnipeg in Manitoba, Canada. 44 minutes. TMW Media Group. Item #6748716 $3.95

- **THE BURNING ANSWER** by Keith Barnham. Uncovers the connections between physics and politics that have resulted in our dependence on a high-carbon lifestyle, which only the solar revolution can now overcome. Barnham provocatively and passionately outlines actions that all of us can take to make an impact now and on future generations. 386 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. Item #6765858 $4.95

**Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology**

- **THE BURNING ANSWER** by Keith Barnham. Uncovers the connections between physics and politics that have resulted in our dependence on a high-carbon lifestyle, which only the solar revolution can now overcome. Barnham provocatively and passionately outlines actions that all of us can take to make an impact now and on future generations. 386 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. Item #6765858 $4.95

- **TESTING AIRCRAFT, EXPLORING SPACE: An Illustrated History of NASA and NASA** by Roger E. Bilstein. In this richly illustrated account, Bilstein combines the stories of NASA and NASA to provide a fresh look at the agencies, the problems they faced, and the hard work as well as inventive genius of the men and women who found the solutions, 218 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $51.00. Item #3705315 $9.95
Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology

Item #698033 $4.95

THE UNKNOWN UNIVERSE: A New Exploration of Time, Space, and Cosmology By Stewart Clark. A groundbreaking guide to the universe and how our latest deep-space discoveries are forcing us to revisit what we know, and what we don’t know. 303 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95
Item #686258 $7.95

THE ALIENS ARE COMING! The Extraordinary Science Behind Our Search for Life in the Universe By Ben Miller. An eye-opening, comprehensive, and hugely entertaining guide to the contemporary search for life in the universe. Miller covers it all, from the beginnings of life on Earth to the very latest on our search for extraterrestrials. 294 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95
Item #676266 $4.95

DECODING THE MESSAGE OF THE PULSARS By Paul A. LaViolette. Using extensive scientific data to corroborate his theory, the author shows that pulsars are distributed in the sky in a nonrandom fashion, often marking key galactic locations, and that their signals are of intelligent origin–fashion, often marking key galactic locations, and that their signals are of intelligent origin. 211 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
Item #6772013 $4.95

MARS: Making Contact By Rod Pyle. Traces 50 years of Mars exploration. With unrivaled access to NASA’s archives, the author illuminates each mission with photographs, schematics, maps, and personal annotations. Featuring first hand accounts, as well as detailed information on all the main spacecraft involved. 192 pages. Ande Deutsch. 9½x11¾. Pub. at $35.00
Item #2807505 $6.95

LEAVING ORBIT: Notes from the Last Days of American Spacelift By Margaret Lazarus Dean. In a time of austerity and in the wake of high-profile disasters like Challenger, the dream of spacelift has ended. Dean attended the last three space shuttle launches in order to bear witness to the end of an era, and try to find the answer to what it means that a spacefaring nation won’t be going to space anymore. 317 pages. Graywolf. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
Item #6904386 $6.95

COMPLETE GUIDE TO STARGAZING By Robin Scagell. Provides you all the information you need to explore the night sky. Includes an overview of the heavens and how they change during the year; a clear explanation of how to observe through binoculars or a small telescope; a month-by-month guide to the constellations; a complete set of star charts; and more. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95
Item #6915787 $12.95

YOU ARE HERE: Around the World in 92 Minutes By Chris Hadfield. Featuring the astronaut’s favorite images, this collection of spectacular photographs is divided by continent and represents one (idealized) orbit of the International Space Station. This planetary photo tour provides a breathtakingly beautiful perspective on the wonders of the world. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $26.00
Item #458967 $6.95

HOW TO MAKE A SPACESHIP: A Band of Renegades, an Epic Race, and the Birth of Private Spacelift By Jeffrey Kluger. From Mission Control to the astronauts’ homes, from the test labs to the launch pad, the full story of Apollo 8 has never been told. Here is the tale of a mission that was both a calculated risk and a wild crapshoot, a stirring account of how three American heroes forever changed our view of the home planet. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 307 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
Item #6882951 $12.95

Item #6877346 $17.95

THE MOBIS STRIP: Dr. August Mobius’s Marvelous Band in Mathematics, Games, Literature, Art, Technology, and Cosmology By Clifford A. Pickover. Lavishly illustrated, this volume is an infinite fountain of strange and wondrous forms that can help explain how mathematics has permeated every field of scientific endeavor. Following the tortuous path of the Mobius strip, we learn how mathematics has changed the way we understand the cosmos. 244 pages. Basic. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.99
Item #7656246 $11.95

APOLLO 8: The Thrilling Story of the First Mission to the Moon By Jeffrey Kluger. From Mission Control to the astronauts’ homes, from the test labs to the launch pad, the full story of Apollo 8 has never been told. Here is the tale of a mission that was both a calculated risk and a wild crapshoot, a stirring account of how three American heroes forever changed our view of the home planet. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 307 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
Item #6882951 $12.95

THE PRAGMATIC GUIDE TO THE NIGHT SKY By Jane A. Green. Exploring the Sun, the Solar System, and the observable Universe and gives a brief history of astronomy. Includes lists of useful resources, simple star maps, a moon map and a full glossary. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Haynes. 8¾x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95
Item #6843108 $16.95

GOLDLOCKS AND THE WATER BEARS By Louisa Preston. What might life look like on other worlds? Preston gives us a tale of the origins and evolution of life on Earth, and the quest to find it on other planets, on moons, in other galaxies, and throughout the Universe. Illus. 288 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00
Item #6810285 $7.95

STARMUS: 50 Years of Man in Space By Gark Israelian et al. Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, Bill Anders, Yuri Baturin, and others tell their personal stories about the first space walk, the lunar landing, the heroic recovery of Apollo 13, and much more. A thrilling celebration of a critical moment in human history that captures our first steps into space and where they may ultimately take us. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Sheller Harbor. 9¼x11¾. Pub. at $40.00
Item #6606717 $29.95

Item #2782826 $17.95
### Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology

**THE HUNT FOR VULCAN**
- By Thomas Levenson
- For more than 50 years, the world’s top scientists searched for the “missing” planet Vulcan, whose existence was mandated by Isaac Newton’s theories of gravity. Now, that all but forgotten quest for the planet that never existed unfolds in this captivating work of science history. Illus. 229 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**PHOTOGRAPHING THE DEEP SKY: Images in Space and Time**
- By Chris Bader
- Takes the reader on a journey through space and time to the Deep Sky, far beyond our Solar System, in an awe-inspiring wondrous pictorial tour. With a concise, clear discussion on the background of astronomical science, this is a volume to celebrate the beauty and fascination of space. 171 pages. White Owl. Pub. at $32.95

**ASTRONOMY–HOW THE WORLD WORKS: From Plotting the Stars to年薪15x11½. Pub. at $37.50**
- By Anne Rooney
- Paperbound. Pub. at $11.00

**THE DASSAULT ADVENTURE: A First Century of Aviation**
- By W.J. Boyne & P. Handleman
- Using a Q&A approach, Ridley gives us an accessible primer to reading and understanding Charles Darwin’s work. He concentrates primarily on the scientist’s two most important books, On the Origin of Species and The Descent of Man, but also examines samples from a number of lesser-known works. 117 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.00

**THE LOST TOMB OF VIRACOCHA:**
- By Maurice Cotterell
- Entombed in a mysterious underground complex, the tomb of the Viracocha is one of the most enigmatic of all the New World’s pyramids. Illus. 184 pages. Oxbow. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99

**ARCHAEOLOGY**
- By R. Rante & A. Rebay-Salisbury

**EMBODIED KNOWLEDGE: Historical Perspectives on Belief and Technology**
- Ed. by M.L.S. Sorensen & K. Rebey-Salibury
- Focuses on two different kinds of practices—belief and technology—that are usually presented as opposites, with technology generally approached as non-discursive “know-how” and beliefs as abstract thought. This academic study of this intersection. Illus. 154 pages. Oxbow. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99

### Airplanes & Airlines

**DVD ESSENTIAL PLANES COLLECTION**
- Learn the plane truth about the history of aviation in this thrilling collection of five top Discovery Channel programs. From the earliest fixed-wing aircraft to the radical prototypes of the future, this collection soars straight to the heart of the fascinating world of flight. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $14.98

**THE 25 MOST INFLUENTIAL AIRCRAFT OF ALL TIME**
- By W.J. Boyne & P. Handleman
- Relates the fascinating progression of flying technology from flimsy wood and fabric biplanes to thunderous supersonic wonders. The larger than life characters who designed and built these aeronautical marvels are an indispensable part of the story, too, along with the fearless pilots who gave life to the shining examples of a new and dynamic industry. 365 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $35.00

**RUSSIA RUSSIAN AIRLINERS OUTSIDE RUSSIA**
- By D. Komissarov & Y. Gordon
- Published in 1909, this new edition includes the oldest part of the site. Well illus., some color. 289 pages. Quercus. Paperbound.

**SVETI PAVAO SHIPWRECK**
- By A. Zovko
- Paperbound. Pub. at $59.99

**ARCHAEOLOGY**
- By C. Houlbrook & N. Armitage
- Features nine essays that address the value of the material record as a resource in investigations into magic, ritual practices, and popular beliefs. The chronological and geographic focus of the papers vary from prehistory to the present-day, including numerous interpretations of fossils and ritual deposits in Bronze Age Europe, and Neolithic America.

### Paleontology & Evolution

**UNDENIABLE: How Biology Confirms Our Intuition That Life Is Designed**
- By Douglas Axe
- In this engaging study, Axe argues that the key to understanding our origin is the "design intuition"–the innate belief held by all humans that we would need knowledge to accomplish can be accomplished only by someone who has that knowledge. He dismantles the belief that evolution is indisputably true. 298 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**ON NATURAL SELECTION: Great Ideas**
- By Charles Darwin
- Extract from The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin, whose theory of evolution turned the Victorian world upside down, utterly rerouted our notions of life on earth, and is still attacked by religious creationists today. 117 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.00

**HOW TO READ DARWIN**
- By Mark Ridley
- Using a Q&A approach, Ridley gives us an accessible primer to reading and understanding Charles Darwin’s work. He concentrates primarily on the scientist’s two most important books, On the Origin of Species and The Descent of Man, but also examines samples from a number of lesser-known works. 119 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**THE LOST TOMB OF VIRACOCHA:**
- By Maurice Cotterell
- Entombed in a mysterious underground complex, the tomb of the Viracocha is one of the most enigmatic of all the New World’s pyramids. Illus. 184 pages. Oxbow. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99
### Archaeology

**Dating and Interpreting the Past in the Western Roman Empire**
By David Bird. Presents a substantial collection of more than 30 scholarly papers on Roman pottery, dedicated to one of Europe’s leading scholars on the subject, Brenda Dickinson. While they focus primarily on Dickinson’s principal area of study—samarit—also touch on her other interests in the field. 357 pages. Oxbow. Item #6770312. $9.95

**Pilgrimage in Early Christian Jordan**
By Burton MacDonald. A literary and archaeological guide focusing on early Christian pilgrimage in Jordan, the region east of the Jordan River. After an introduction to each site, its biblical significance, and a citation of relevant biblical sources with commentary, MacDonald lists the literary sources that pertain to early Christian pilgrimage activity. 252 pages. Oxbow. Item #6841910. $6.95

### Life Science

**The Accidental Botanist: The Structure of Plants Revealed**
By Robbie Honey. Features more than 90 specimens of flowers collected from as far afield as the Malaysian rain forests, the African veldt, and an English churchyard. Each specimen is de-constructed and photographed in full-color, giving traditional botany a contemporary new edge. 160 pages.

**The Origins of Creativity**
By Edward O. Wilson. Biologist Edward O. Wilson offers a sweeping examination of the relationship between the humanities and the sciences: what they offer to each other, how they can be united, and where they still fall short. Both endeavors, Wilson reveals, have their roots in human creativity—the defining trait of our species. 243 pages. Liveright. Item #5887775. $17.95

**Unbiased Stereology: A Concise Guide**
By Peter R. Mouton. The most complete up to date resource on the science of unbiased stereology. Those new to bioscience research as well as experienced practitioners will find that Mouton’s explanations are the perfect companion for stereology courses and workshops. Illus. 177 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperback. Pub. at $48.95. Item #689089X. $17.95

**Restless Creatures: The Story of Life in Ten Movements**
By Matt Wilkinson. This guide is the essential understanding on how life on Earth was shaped by the simple need to move from point A to point B. Wilkinson shows how the physical challenges of moving from place to place—when coupled with the implacable logic of natural selection—offer a uniquely powerful means of illuminating the living world. Photos. 308 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.99. Item #5992443. $8.95

### Anthropology

**The Accidental Botanist: The Structure of Plants Revealed**
By Robbie Honey. Features more than 90 specimens of flowers collected from as far afield as the Malaysian rain forests, the African veldt, and an English churchyard. Each specimen is de-constructed and photographed in full-color, giving traditional botany a contemporary new edge. 160 pages.

**Inside the Neolithic Mind: Consciousness, Cosmos and the Realm of the Gods**
By D. Lewis-Williams & D. Pearce. Drawing on the latest research, the authors skillfully link material on human consciousness, imagery and religious concepts to propose groundbreaking new theories about the origins of social complexity, and how the birth of agriculture came about. Illus., some in color. Bi Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. Item #2850486. $12.95

**The Quantum Guide to Life: How the Laws of Physics Explain Our Lives from Laziness to Love**
By Kunal K. Das. Learn how quantum physics affects your daily life and discover practical ways to put that knowledge to good use! Join a theoretical physicist on this surprising and enlightening adventure as he applies the laws of physics to our daily lives and gives us the tools to better understand ourselves. Illus. 310 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95. Item #6890481. $2.95

**The Quantum Guide to Life: How the Laws of Physics Explain Our Lives from Laziness to Love**
By Charles S. Cockell. A biologist argues in this fascinating examination, that the laws of physics narrowly constrain how life can evolve. Despite the astounding diversity of living things on the planet, evolution’s outcomes are predictable at every level of life’s structure, from colonies of ants to the very atoms from which they are made. 337 pages. Basic. Pub. at $14.99. Item #6817483. $11.95

**The Quantum Guide to Life: How the Laws of Physics Explain Our Lives from Laziness to Love**
By Martin. Item #6841910. $23.95

### Chemistry & Physics

**Doing Physics, Second Edition**
By Martin H. Krieger. Make concepts of physics easier to grasp by relating them to everyday knowledge. Addressing some of the models and metaphors that physicists use to explain the physical world, Krieger describes the conceptual world of physics by means of analogies to economics, anthropology, theater, carpentry, and machine tool design. 218 pages. INUP. Paperback. Pub. at $24.03. Item #6817483. $11.95

**The Equations of Life**
By Charles S. Cockell. A biologist argues in this fascinating examination, that the laws of physics narrowly constrain how life can evolve. Despite the astounding diversity of living things on the planet, evolution’s outcomes are predictable at every level of life’s structure, from colonies of ants to the very atoms from which they are made. 337 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00. Item #6827823. $23.95

**The Quantum Guide to Life: How the Laws of Physics Explain Our Lives from Laziness to Love**
By Kunal K. Das. Learn how quantum physics affects your daily life and discover practical ways to put that knowledge to good use! Join a theoretical physicist on this surprising and enlightening adventure as he applies the laws of physics to our daily lives and gives us the tools to better understand ourselves. Illus. 310 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95. Item #6890481. $2.95
### Chemistry & Physics

**THE LOST ELEMENTS** by Marco Fontani et al. When the Periodic Table of Elements took shape in the 19th century, it became clear that it contained many gaps and omissions. These undiscovered elements initiated a rush to fill the blanks, including countless false discoveries, retractions, and dead-ends. Collected here are these most notable examples of scientific folly. 331 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $39.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>$11.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Social Science

**THE MOST GOOD YOU CAN DO** by Peter Singer. Effective altruism is built upon the simple but profoundly unsettling idea that living a fully ethical life involves the most good you can do. Singer introduces us to remarkable people who are restructuring their lives in accordance with these ideas, and how living altruistically often leads to greater fulfillment than living for oneself. 211 pages. Yale. Pub. at $25.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>$697380</th>
<th>$9.55</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ASSASSINATION GENERATION: Video Games, Aggression, and the Psychology of Killing** by Dave Grossman et al. Drawing on crime statistics, cutting-edge social research, and scientific studies of the teenage brain, Grossman shows how video games that depict antisocial, misanthropic, and casually savage behavior can warp the mind—with potentially deadly results. 264 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>$6797474</th>
<th>$5.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**BECOMING A CITIZEN ACTIVIST: Stories, Strategies & Advice for Changing Our World** by Nick Licata. Licata outlines how to get organized and master the tactics to create change by leveraging effective communication strategies, how to effectively engage traditional media channels, and how to congregate local and national people power. 206 pages. Sasquatch. Pub. at $16.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>$5992524</th>
<th>$4.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INVISIBLE MEN: A Contemporary Slave Narrative in the Era of Mass Incarceration** by Flores A. Forbes. Combines Forbes’s knowledge, wisdom, and experience with incarceration, sentencing reform, judicial inequity, hiding and reentry into society, and the increasing struggles and inequality of formerly incarcerated men into a collection of poignant essays, giving invisible men a voice and face in society. 182 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>$6823327</th>
<th>$4.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**THE END OF ABSENCE: Reclaiming What We’re Losing in a World of Constant Connection** by Michael Harris. Amid all the changes we’re experiencing, the most interesting is the one that future generations will find hardest to grasp. That is the end of absence, the loss of lack. The daydreaming silences in our lives are filled, the burning solitude is extinguished. Today’s rarest commodity to be alone with your own thoughts. 243 pages. Current. Pub. at $26.99

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>$2840154</th>
<th>$4.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**FIREFIRE IN THE ASHES: Twenty-Five Years Among the Poorest Children in America** by Jonathan Kozol. In this powerful and culminating work about a group of inner city children he has known for many years, the author returns to the scene of his previous prize-winning works, and to the children he has vividly portrayed, to share with us their fascinating journeys and unexpected victories as they grow into adulthood. 354 pages. Sasquatch. Pub. at $16.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>$2816558</th>
<th>$4.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**WHISPER OF FEAR: The True Story of the Prosecutor Who Stalks the Stalkers** by S. G. Shuckauld & R. B. Saunders. Prosecutor Rhonda B. Saunders has made a career of battling against stalking. She has prosecuted on behalf of such celebrities as Madonna, Steven Spielberg and Gwyneth Paltrow. Now the woman who wrote the law on stalking shares pivotal stories from her career. 16 photos. 306 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

| Item # | $6712800 | $3.95 |

---

**THE REVENGE OF ANALOG** by David Sax. Something is subverting our digital utopia: we are falling back in love with the analog goods and ideas that tech gurus are trying to wean us from. Blending psychology and observant wit with first-rate reportage, Sax reveals the limited appeal of the digital life—and the robust future of the world outside it. 282 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $25.99

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>$6712800</th>
<th>$4.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**THE NATION IN HISTORY** by Anthony D. Smith. A professor of Ethnicity and Nationalism at the London School of Economics analyzes the major debates between historians and social scientists on the nature and development of ethnic communities, nations, and nationalism. 106 pages. Brandeis. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

| Item # | $2769117 | $4.95 |

**THE BROKEN LADDER: How Inequality Affects the Way We Think, Live, and Die** by Keith Payne. Examines how inequality divides us not just economically, but also how it has profound consequences for how we think, how we respond to stress, how our immune systems function, and even how we view moral concepts such as justice and fairness. 246 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

| Item # | $6819118 | $12.95 |

**TONG SING: The Chinese Book of Wisdom** by Charles Windridge. Inspired by the centuries-old work, the Tong Sing, which means “Know Everything Book,” Windridge has compiled a volume that will answer every question the reader might ask about the Chinese way of life. This fascinating volume offers the Western reader an incomparable insight into the oriental philosophy, astrology, folklore, medicine and food. Illus., some in color. 288 pages.

| Item # | $2826839 | $12.95 |

**WHISPER OF FEAR** by Boye Lafayette De Mente. Examines the meaning and cultural context of the most important “code words” or concepts that are fundamental to the Korean language and culture. Their significance goes much deeper than their literal translations. They are the key to truly understanding how Koreans think and by examining each concept the reader will gain insight into the character of the Korean people. 374 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

| Item # | $8789959 | $11.95 |

**THE KOREAN MIND: Understanding Contemporary Korean Culture** by Boye Lafayette De Mente. Examines the meaning and cultural context of the most important “code words” or concepts that are fundamental to the Korean language and culture. Their significance goes much deeper than their literal translations. They are the key to truly understanding how Koreans think and by examining each concept the reader will gain insight into the character of the Korean people. 374 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

| Item # | $6876870 | $9.95 |

---

**WABI SABI: The Japanese Art of Impermanence** by Andrew Juniper. Wabi Sabi describes a traditional Japanese aesthetic sensibility based on an appreciation of the transient beauty of the physical world. With its focus on the delicate subtleties, objects, effects, and environments of the natural world, wabi sabi promotes an alternative approach to the appreciation of both beauty and life itself. Illus.

| Item # | $9746077 | $4.95 |

---

**SECOND THAT EMOTION: How Decisions, Trends, & Movements Are Shaped** by Jeremy D. Holstein. Provides an essential and entertaining glimpse into our decision-making processes and how passion—for an idea, a politician, or a brand—and emotion based illogical leaps drive our support for movements of all kinds. Photos. 287 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00

| Item # | $5910986 | $4.95 |

**RESIST NOT EVIL** by Clarence S. Darrow. First published in 1902, and reprinted in 1972. An important analysis by one of the outstanding defense lawyers of his time, it throws light on the development from traditional nonresistance to reform-oriented pacifism; and provides a measure of Darrow. 186 pages. Patterson Smith. Pub. at $25.00

| Item # | $2836106 | $4.95 |

**RISING TO THE CHALLENGE: My Leadership Journey** by Carly Fiorina. Sharing the lessons she’s learned from both her difficulties and triumphs, Fiorina diagnoses the largest problem facing our country today—untapped potential. She provides a vision that reaches across the usual barriers of gender, race, income, and party affiliation to craft a message that appeals to a wide range of Americans, a message of hope. 198 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $26.95

| Item # | $9846077 | $4.95 |
HONOR BOUND: How a Cultural Ideal Has Shaped the American Psyche By Ryan P. Brown. Integrates contemporary research, current events, and personal stories to explain how honor impacts nearly every aspect of people’s lives from spontaneous bar fights to romantic relationships, foreign policy decisions, and even how parents name their children. 214 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.00.

FALTER: Has the Human Game Begun to Play Itself Out? By Bill McKibben. Tells the story of the converging trends of global warming and the new technologies like artificial intelligence, and of the ideological fervor that keeps us from bringing them under control. A powerful and sobering call to arms to save not only our planet but also our humanity. 292 pages. Holt. Pub. at $24.00.

CAT CALL: Reclaiming the Feral Feminine By Kristen J. Sollie. This account tracks the cat’s connection to women and femininity by combining historical research, pop culture, art analysis and interviews to uncover what the “feral femininity” might mean to witches, sluts, feminists, artists, historians, philosophers, cat ladies, and cat lovers today. 190 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE: Taste in an Age of Endless Choice By Tom Vanderbilt. Comprehensively researched and insightful, Vanderbilt’s discussion is an intellectual journey that helps us better understand how we perceive, judge, and appreciate the world around us and how our preferences and opinions are constantly being shaped by countless forces. 305 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.00.

THE BEST AMERICAN INFographics 2015 Ed. by Gareth Cook. Showcases visualizations from the worlds of politics, social issues, health, sports, arts, culture, and more. The rise of info-graphics across nearly all print and electronic media reveals patterns in our lives and the world in often surprising and eye-opening ways. In color. 159 pages. HMH. 8¾x11½. $20.00.

ANOTHER DAY IN THE DEATH OF AMERICA By Gary Younge. On an average day in America there are statistically seven deaths of children and teenagers due to gun violence alone. Journalist Gary Younge singles out one particular day to relate to us the stories of the children whose lives were lost due to guns with-in that 24-hour span. 267 pages. Nation Books. Pub. at $25.99.

ATTACK OF THE 50 FT. WOMEN: How Gender Equality Can Save the World! By Catherine Mayer. Harnessing insights gleaned from her hands-on political experience together with global research and wide-ranging interviews, Mayer tackles some of the biggest questions of our age. Mayer’s answers may surprise you, and her text will inspire you. 352 pages. H0.

WORSHIPPING THE GREAT MODERNISER: King Chulalongkorn, Patron Saint of the Thai Middle Class By Irene Stengs. The influence of globalization since the 1980s has inspired a cult in Thailand which revolves around King Chulalongkorn the Great (1868-1910) that reworked the idea of Buddhist kingship, creating a new foundation for Thai identity which is an amalgamation of popular religion, Buddhism, and material culture. Color photos. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00.

LIVES OF WOMEN Attacked by Lindsey German. Looks at the remarkable impact of war on women in Britain and shows how conflict has changed women’s lives and how those changes have put women at the heart of peace campaigns. German also looks at how the changing nature of war, especially the involvement of civilians, increasingly involves significant numbers of women. Color photos. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00.

A MURDER OVER A GIRL: Justice, Gender, Junior High By Ken Corbett. In February 2008, during an English class, Brandon McNerney shot and killed fifteen-year-old Larry King who had recently begun to identify as Leticia. In this lucid account, Corbett reveals a wrenching and unforgettable drama of the human psyche that will leave readers shaken, yet newly fortified by the hope that it comes from knowledge. 273 pages. Hott. Pub. at $27.00.

BROKE AND PATRIOTIC: Why Poor Americans Love Their Country By Francesco Duina. Why are poor Americans so patriotic? Duina contends that the best way to answer this question is to speak directly to America’s most impoverished. Duina conducted over sixty revealing interviews in which his participants explain how they view themselves and their country. 227 pages. Stanford. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

UNDERSTANDING ARABS, SIXTH EDITION: A Contemporary Guide to Arab Society By Margaret K. N ydkell. Beautifully captures the contrasts and characteristics of a great, largely misunderstood civilization and brings them vividly to life. From religion and society to social norms and communication styles, this all encompassing guide reveals what Arab culture is really like. 311 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95.

HOMO DEUS: A Brief History of Tomorrow By Yuval Noah Harari. Explores the projects, dreams and nightmares that will shape the twenty-first century, from overcoming death to creating artificial life. It asks the fundamental questions: Where do we go from here? And how will we protect this fragile world from our own destructive powers? This is the next stage of evolution. Illus. most in color. 449 pages. £17.95.

BROKEN: Hollywood’s Sex Scandals By Gary Younge. On an average day in America there are statistically seven deaths of children and teenagers due to gun violence alone. Journalist Gary Younge singles out one particular day to relate to us the stories of the children whose lives were lost due to guns with-in that 24-hour span. 267 pages. Nation Books. Pub. at $25.99.

YOU PLAY THE GIRL: On Playboy Bunnies, Stepford Wives, Train wrecks, & Other Mixed Messages By Carina Chocano. Blends formative personal stories with insightful and emotionally powerful analysis. Moving from Bugs Bunny to Playboy Bunnies, Chocano explores how growing up in the shadow of “the girl” taught her to think about herself and the world and what it means to raise a daughter in the face of conditioned reflections. 275 pages. HMH. Paperback.
**Social Science**

**PLUNDER OF THE ANCIENTS** By Lucinda Delaney Schroeder. Offers a rare look inside the underground investigation undertaken by special agent Lucinda Schroeder who exposed Indian Art thieves and dealers in Santa Fe who were exploiting sacred artifacts for huge sums of money. Illus. 248 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $22.95. Item #694843 $4.95

**DRAW YOUR WEAPONS** By Sarah Sentilles. Through a dazzling combination of memoir, history, reporting, visual culture, literature, and theology, the author offers an impassioned defense of life lived in peace and principle. It is a literary collage with an urgent hope at its core that art might offer tools for remaking the world. 304 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00. Item #694843 $9.95

**WHO WE BE: A Cultural History of Race in Post-Civil Rights America** By Jeff Chang. Re-examines the tumultuous half-century from the peak of the civil rights era to the colorization and strife of the Obama years. This volume uncovers a hidden history of American arts and cultural and social movements that have changed the ways we see each other. Illus., some color, 403 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. Item #695008 $5.95

**JOURNALISM AND THE NSA REVELATIONS: Privacy, Security and the Press** Ed. by Risto Kunoelius et al. Edward Snowden’s revelations about the mass surveillance capabilities of the NSA and other security services triggered an ongoing debate about the relationship between privacy and security in the digital world. This looks at discussions of these debates in the mainstream media in the USA, Europe and China. 178 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00. Item #576403 $7.95

**HUMAN: A Portrait of Our World** By Yann Arthus-Bertrand. Companion volume to the documentary Human. Over three years, the author and GoodPlanet Foundation gathered more than 2,000 interviews in 70 countries; essays by eminent journalists and human rights activists; and portraits and aerial photographs to create a portrait of humanity at the dawn of the 21st century. 224 pages. Abrams. $19.11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. Item #669964 $9.95

**A HISTORY OF FUTURE CITIES** By Daniel Brook. Presents a pioneering exploration of four cities where East meets West and past becomes future: St. Petersburg, Shanghai, Mumbai, and Dubai. At once a crucial reminder of globalization’s long march and an inspiring look into the possibilities of our Asian Century. 457 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95. Item #669239 $6.95

**POSITIONING YOGA: Balancing Acts Across Cultures** By Sarah Strauss. Embarks on an illuminating, globe-spanning journey to examine the vast spread of modern yoga practice. Venturing from India to Germany and America, and back again to India, Strauss reveals how yogic practices and ideas have been transformed as they have crossed cultural boundaries. 185 pages. Berg. Pub. at $37.95. Item #669240 $9.95

**TWO BILLION EYES: The Story of China Central Television** By Ying Zhu. With over 1.2 billion viewers globally, CCTV reaches the world’s single largest audience. This volume looks at how commercial priorities and journalistic ethics have competed with the demands of state censorship and how Chinese audiences themselves have grown more critical. 292 pages. New Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. Item #674198 $4.95

**ON THE SLEEVE OF THE VISUAL: Race as Face Value** By Alessandra Raengo. In this landmark work of critical theory, Raengo presents an investigation of race and the ontology of the visual. Photos. 232 pages. Dartmouth. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. Item #672114 $4.95

**KILL ALL NORMIES: Online Culture Wars from 4chan and Tumblr to Trump and the Alt-Right** By Angela Nagle. Explores some of the cultural genealogies and past parallels of these styles and subcultures, drawing from transgressive styles of 60s libertinism and conservative movements and to make the case for a rejection of the perpetual cultural turn. 120 pages. Zero Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #666422 $12.95

**IDENTIFYING THE ENGLISH** By Edward Higgs. Looks not only at forms of identification developed by the state, but also at how English men and women identified themselves in law and as consumers, and how they recognized their dead. Examines the genesis of the name; the strange story of the replacement of the seal by the signature; the development of the passport and ID card; and 286 pages. Continuum. Pub. at $48.00. Item #687522 $9.95

**NO-DRAMA DISCIPLINE: The Whole-Brain Way to Calm the Chaos and Nurture Your Child’s Developing Mind** By T.P. Bryson. Complete with candid stories and playful illustrations that bring the suggestions to life, Siegel and Bryson show you how to work with your child’s developing mind, peacefully resolve conflicts, and inspire happiness and strength resilience in everyone in the family. 255 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00. Item #581051 $7.95

**THE GREAT SURGE** By Steven Radelet. This is the untold story of the global poor today: a distinguished expert and adviser to developing nations reveals how we’ve reduced poverty, increased incomes, improved health, curbed violence, and spread democracy—and explains how to ensure these improvements continue. 354 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00. Item #580603 $9.95

**ALL ON ONE PLATE: Cultural Expectations on American Mothers** By Solveig Brown. Drawing on interviews, surveys, cultural analysis, and the latest academic research, Brown’s thoughtful and compassionate exploration of the gamut of parenting experiences provides readers with a tremendous resource for figuring out their own solutions to the issues that every parent faces. 231 pages. Paragon House. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. Item #578480 $3.95

**A DEADLY WANDERING: A Tale of Tragedy and Redemption in the Age of Attention** By Matt Richtel. A landmark exploration of the vast and expanding impact of technology, told through the lens of a deadly collision. Paralleling the story of the accident with leading edge scientific findings regarding human attention and the impact of technology on our brains, Richtel shows how these devices play to our deepest social instincts, and prey on our need for stimulation. 403 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99. Item #575007 $3.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Science</th>
<th>Psychology</th>
<th>Psychology</th>
<th>Psychology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WARRIORS AND WORRIERS: The Survival of the Sexes</strong> By Joyce F. Benenson with H. Marcusville. Proposes a new, innovative theory of gender differences that turns familiar wisdom on its head. Drawing on an array of studies and stories, Benenson examines the way boys and men collaborate to deter their enemies, while girls and women exclude other females in their quest to find mates and assistants to aid them in</td>
<td><strong>THE PRODIGY’S COUSIN: The Family Link Between Autism and Extraordinary Talent</strong> By J. Ruthsatz &amp; K. Stephens. Examines the stories of extraordinary children to propose a startling possibility: What if the abilities of child prodigies stem from a genetic link with autism? And could prodigies—children who have many of the strengths of autism but few of the challenges—be the key to an autism breakthrough? 272 pages. Current Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td><strong>SELFIE: How We Became So Self-Obsessed and What It’s Doing to Us</strong> By Will Storr. Full of thrilling and unexpected connections among history, psychology, economics, neuroscience, and more, Storr’s thought provoking volume about our focus on “self” ranges from Ancient Greece through the Christian Middle Ages to the self-esteem evangelists of 1960s California, the rise of narcissism and the “selfie” generation, to our era of hyper-individualism. 403 pages. Overlook. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00</td>
<td><strong>HOW EMOTIONS ARE MADE: The Secret Life of the Brain</strong> By Lisa Feldman Barrett. This lucid report from the cutting edge of emotion science reveals the profound real-world consequences of this break-through for everyone from science and medicine to the legal system and even national security, laying bare the immense implications of our latest and most intimate scientific revolution. 425 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item # 4615034</td>
<td>Item # 6705332</td>
<td>Item # 2936839</td>
<td>Item # 6841112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE TAO OF PSYCHOLOGY, 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION</strong> By Jean Shinoda Bolen. By relaying the concepts of Tao and synchronicity, the author reveals the important links between psychology and mysticism, right brain and left, the individual and the external world. This work provides the key for each individual to interpret the synchronistic events in his or her life and gives fresh insight to transform our existence. 112 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99</td>
<td><strong>ELASTIC: Unlocking Your Brain’s Ability to Embrace Change</strong> By Leonard Mlodinow. In this startling look at how the human mind deals with change, Mlodinow teaches us to unleash the natural abilities we all possess so we can thrive in these dynamic and troubled times. Mlodinow outlines how we can learn to let go of comfortable ideas and become accustomed to ambiguity and contradiction. 252 pages. Adams Media.</td>
<td><strong>THE REASON I JUMP: The Inner Voice of a Thirteen-Year-Old Boy with Autism</strong> By Naoki Hijikata. Written by a smart, self-aware, and very charming 13-year-old boy, this one-of-a-kind account of the experience of autism clearly conveys how an autistic mind thinks, feels, perceives, and responds in ways few of us could imagine. SHOPWORN. 135 pages. Random. Pub. at $22.00</td>
<td><strong>UNDERSTANDING THE BRAIN: From Cells to Behavior to Cognition</strong> By John E. Dowling. This volume describes our understanding of brain function, conveys the real-world consequences of this break-through for everyone from neuroscience and medicine to the legal system and even national security, laying bare the immense implications of our latest and most intimate scientific revolution. 425 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item # 3061434</td>
<td>Item # 6629040</td>
<td>Item # 587983</td>
<td>Item # 2819462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FROM BACTERIA TO BACH AND BACK: The Evolution of Minds</strong> By Daniel C. Dennett. The matter of how our minds came to be has largely remained a mystery. Dennett builds on ideas from computer science and biology to show how a comprehending mind could have arisen from a mindless process of natural selection. An exploration of the acquisition of understanding of brain function, conveys the real-world consequences of this break-through for everyone from neuroscience and medicine to the legal system and even national security, laying bare the immense implications of our latest and most intimate scientific revolution. 425 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td><strong>MANHOOD: The Bare Reality</strong> By Laura Dodsworth. Sensitive and compassionate, this volume collects 100 photos and interviews with men about manhood and “manhood.” Men from all walks of life share their honest reflections about their bodies, sexuality, relationships, fatherhood, work and health. 304 pages. Pinter &amp; Martin. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td><strong>CRACKED: The Unhappy Truth About Psychiatry</strong> By James Davies. In an effort to enlighten a new generation about its growing reliance on psychiatry, Davies shows that today’s psychiatric crises can be explained by one startling fact: The field has become so motivated by power that it has put the pursuit of pharmaceutical riches above its patients’ well-being. 269 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95</td>
<td><strong>ON FREUD’S JEWISH BODY: Mitigating Circumcisions</strong> By Jay Geller. Exploring overlapping layers of gender, sexuality, ethnically, and racial and identity construction, theories of trauma, fetishism, and writing, Geller looks at Freud’s representation of the Jewish body, and shows how Freud reinscribed the virile masculine norm and the at once hypervirile and effeminate Jewish other into the discourse of psychoanalysis. 335 pages. Fordham. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item # 6874627</td>
<td>Item # 5877224</td>
<td>Item # 6741452</td>
<td>Item # 586965X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOW DOES THAT MAKE YOU FEEL? True Confessions from Both Sides of the Therapy Couch</strong> Ed. by Sherry Amatenstein. Breaks confidentiality like never before in this no-punches-pulled collection of riveting stories. Therapists and clients open up and tell all, revealing both sides of the relationship dynamic between therapist and client. 301 pages. Seal. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00</td>
<td><strong>MODERN MAN IN SEARCH OF A SOUL</strong> By C.G. Jung. A comprehensive introduction to the thought of Jung, a chief founder of psychoanalysis. Jung examines some of the most contested and crucial areas of analytical psychology: dream analysis, the primitive unconscious, and the relationship between psychology and religion. 244 pages. Hartcourt. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td><strong>OVERPOWERED! The Science and Showbiz of Hypnosis</strong> By Christopher Green. Tackling the reputable aspects of the subject of hypnotism—brain imaging, clinical trials and hypnotherapy—alongside the smoke and mirrors of stage hypnosis, this is the first illustrated history of the art. 160 pages. British Library. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td><strong>ON FREUD’S JEWISH BODY: Mitigating Circumcisions</strong> By Jay Geller. Exploring overlapping layers of gender, sexuality, ethnically, and race in identity construction, theories of trauma, fetishism, and writing, Geller looks at Freud’s representation of the Jewish body, and shows how Freud reinscribed the virile masculine norm and the at once hypervirile and effeminate Jewish other into the discourse of psychoanalysis. 335 pages. Fordham. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item # 8687723</td>
<td>Item # 6868836</td>
<td>Item # 6792537</td>
<td>Item # 586965X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Words & Language**

**WORDS FOR EVERY OCCASION: Toasts & Speeches** By Sarah Russell. Make memorable speeches and toasts no matter what the event. This volume includes over 90 ideas to incorporate into your speeches and contains essential information on writing and giving a great speech, coping with nerves, and salutations and toasts for holidays and festivals around the world. 160 pages. Hinkler. Paperbound. Item # 2882000. Pub. at $3.95

**AGE DOESN'T MATTER UNLESS YOU'RE A CHEESE** By Katheryn & Ross Petras. From Julia Child’s secret of longevity to Einstein’s equation for happiness, here are the wisest things men and women over 65 have said about life and its unexpected turns and twists. 409 pages. Workman. 4x6. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. Item # 5912948. $3.95

**THE QUOTABLE BOOK LOVER** Ed. by B. Jacobs & H. Hjalmarsson. Robust collection of more than 500 quotes that capture the wisdom and wit of books, with comments from Woody Allen, Salma Rushdie, Thomas Jefferson, Groucho Marx, Jane Austen, and many others. Drawings. 241 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. Item # 7682947. $4.95

**DAD: Hundreds of Awesome Quotes About the Guy Who Does It All** A collection of quotes about the incredible relationship between father and child. Four hundred voices from the worlds of sports, entertainment, politics, and history describe the profound influence a dad can have. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. Item # 6926500. $4.95

**BENJAMIN FRANKLIN NOTEBOOK** Let the wit and wisdom of Benjamin Franklin inspire your own creativity as you write, brainstorm, or sketch your thoughts alongside Franklin’s most timeless quotes with-in the pages of this little notebook. Attractively bound in imitation leather. Illus. Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. Item # 5971594. $9.95

**QUOTATIONS FROM CHAIRMAN FRANK SINATRA** Sinatra was more than just a successful singer; he was also an accomplished film actor and an unofficial ambassador of Las Vegas. He did everything with style, panache, joy and seeming ease. His quotes remind us of the great man, and show his humanism and love of life, 40 pages. Laughing Elephant. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item # 6637601. $7.95

**THE LITTLE BOOK OF COUNTRY MUSIC QUOTATIONS** By Chris Parton. Offers the wise words of country stars past and present on topics like love, family, fun, work, health, and heartache to offer the full big-picture view of country wisdom. 286 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $16.00. Item # 6926202. $11.95

**IRISH CURSES, BLESSINGS, AND TOASTS: A Little Book of Wit, Wisdom, and Whimsy** By Nicholas Nero. An Irish treasure trove of words and sentiments for any and all occasions that both entertains and informs, featuring more than 500 quotes. This fun and inspirational volume provides readers the opportunity to revel in the wit and wisdom of the Celtic tradition. 280 pages. Harpton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item # 6829244. $11.95

**RURAL WIT & WISDOM: Time-Honored Values from the Heartland** By Jerry Apps. An anthology that celebrates the wisdom and commonsense values of America’s heartland, this collection of wise sayings is sure to warm your heart and make you think. 153 pages. Fulcrum. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item # 5916207. $12.95

**ZEN PENCILS: Cartoon Quotes from Inspirational Folks** By Gavin Aung Than. Turns your favorite quotes into fun and unique comics that will inspire and motivate. Here are the famous words of modern thinkers including Neil Gaiman, Stephen Fry, John Green, and Roger Ebert, as well as historic greats like Marie Curie, C.S. Lewis, Bruce Lee and Confucius. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. Item # 6922317. $11.95

**THE MARGARET THATCHER BOOK OF QUOTATIONS** Ed. by I. Dale & G. Tucker. Margaret Thatcher’s political career has spanned five decades and her influence in world politics is undeniable. She is the most quoted British political leader since Winston Churchill and in this unique collection Dale and Tucker have picked out her most memorable remarks. 328 pages. Biteback. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item # 3625249.

**foreign Language**

**COLLINS ROBERT FRENCH DICTIONARY** By Pierre-Henri Cousin et al. A comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of all the words and phrases you need, and is ideal for intermediate learners. Provides insight into life in French and English speaking countries. 878 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item # 6843409. $5.95


**INSTANT TAGALOG, REVISED EDITION: Phrasebook & Dictionary** By J.T. Gaspi & S.M.R.L. Martori. Learn 100 key words and phrases, and instantly say 1,000 different things. The trick is knowing which 100 words to learn. They’re all in here: the words you’ll use over and over again, even with a vocabulary this small, you’ll be amazed how many things you can say! Illus. 160 pages. Pub. at $6.85. Item # 2801647. $4.95

**50 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR FRENCH** By M–J. Morelle & L. Wright. Do you have a working knowledge of French, but want to improve? This guide presents 50 top tips for improving your French, with explanations as to why and why people sometimes go wrong. 142 pages. McGraw–Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.00. Item # 6750463. $4.95

**WRITING CHINESE CHARACTERS: Practice Makes Perfect** By Zhong Jiaoshe. Perfect for advanced-beginner to intermediate learners of Chinese, this workbook leads you step by step through the complexities of writing simplified characters, offering plenty of practice with formatting strokes, dots, hooks, and radicals used in everyday Chinese writing. 112 pages. McGraw–Hill. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. Item # 6813644. $4.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Foreign Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHAT THEY DIDN'T TEACH YOU IN GERMAN CLASS</strong> By Daniel Chattley. Offers slang phrases for the club, bar, bedroom, ball game, and more. The content is not to be used in any type of formal setting. Adults only. 191 pages. Ulysses. Pub. at $11.99</td>
<td>Item #6890283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE VOCABULARY GUIDE TO BIBLICAL HEBREW</strong> By G.D. Pratico &amp; M.V. VanPelt. A complete toolkit for mastering the Hebrew vocabulary of the Old Testament, organized to facilitate vocabulary memorization and review in a visually appealing format. Provides students with all of the Hebrew vocabulary that occurs ten times or more in the Old Testament, as well as numerous special lists and more information designed to facilitate learning the language. 307 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99</td>
<td>Item #6794414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLLINS JAPANESE DICTIONARY: Essential Edition</strong> Up to date, with all the latest words, phrases and translations from both Japanese and English. Improve your Japanese with additional example phrases. Provides extra guidance on the key points of Japanese grammar. 430 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95</td>
<td>Item #2601426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GET STARTED IN BEGINNER'S BRITISH ENGLISH</strong> By Cindy Cheetham. With authentic conversations, simple grammar information, useful vocabulary, clear illustrations, practice and review, this guide provides you with the tools you need to speak, write and understand British English for work, school or just for fun. 300 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99</td>
<td>Item #687426B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEGINNING JAPANESE, PART 1</strong> By H.R. Jorden &amp; H. Chaplin. Contains thirty five lessons, all of which have the same basic pattern and involve the same procedures. Each lesson requires many hours of class work supplemented by outside study and, if possible, laboratory work. This text is concerned only with spoken Japanese. 409 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td>Item #370646X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FROM AMOURETTE TO ZAL:</strong> Bizarre and Beautiful Words from Europe By Alex Rawlings. From the melancholy to the funny to the downright peculiar, you’ll go on a fascinating journey around Europe in twelve everyday use, 559 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99</td>
<td>Item #3692726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE THAMES &amp; HUDSON DICTIONARY OF THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE</strong> Ed. by J.R. Hale. Whether you are an art lover who wants to check facts and discover the background to the masterpieces of painting and sculpture or a student who needs a guide to the complicated maze of Italian Renaissance history, this is an indispensable volume. SHOPWORN. Illus. 360 pages. Thames &amp; Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95</td>
<td>Item #6929532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CORRECT YOUR ENGLISH ERRORS, SECOND EDITION</strong> By Tim Collins. Learn to write and speak English like a native by eliminating common mistakes: mispronouncing and misspelling words; confusing subject-verb agreement putting verbs in the wrong tense and more. Exercises cover all parts of English grammar, and a pretest will help you identify your problem areas. 341 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00</td>
<td>Item #6732381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CATALAN PRACTICAL DICTIONARY:</strong> Catalan-English/English-Catalan By A. Pardines. This volume is designed for English speakers who want to learn Catalan or for intermediate students who have learned some Greek but are unsure of their accents. This handy resource avoids theory and instead concentrates on taking the reader through the essentials in a natural sequence and reinforces learning by means of simple exercises that accompany each lesson. 110 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td>Item #694764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ITALIAN DEMYSTIFIED, 3RD EDITION</strong> By Marcel Danesi. Covers key grammar fundamentals such as common verb tenses, nouns, pronouns, and gender. Step-by-step, you’ll build your Italian vocabulary with essential words and phrases and quickly master the language. Provides a quiz at the end of each chapter to chart your progress. 480 pages</td>
<td>Item #6805250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**CD INSTANT IMMERSION INGLES learn English as a second language in just five minutes a day with this comprehensive beginner’s course. Each audio lesson is broken up into short, easy-to-follow sessions that teach a range of topics, from alphabet and correct pronunciation to essential words for travel and common verbs. Set includes eight audio CDs, an mp3 CD, and a 176-page workbook. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $33.99</td>
<td>Item #6785349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Philosophical Essays**

- **The Internet of Us: Knowing More and Understanding Less in the Age of Big Data** by Michael Patrick Lynch. The explosion of technological innovation which has revolutionized the way we learn and know, has also produced a curious paradox: even as we know more, we seem to understand less. Lynch builds on previous works by Nicholas Carr, James Gleick and Jaron Lanier to give us a necessary guide on how to navigate the philosophical quagmire that is the Information Age. 237 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $25.95
  - Item: #281000X
  - Price: $3.95

  - Item: #2830213
  - Price: $4.95

- **A Fine Mess: A Global Quest for a Simpler, Fairer, and More Efficient Tax System** by T.R. Reid. With an uncancky knack for making a complex subject not just accessible but gripping, the author investigates what makes good taxation and brings that knowledge home where it’s needed most. Doing our taxes will never be America’s favorite pastime, but it can and should be much easier and fairer. 289 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00
  - Item: #2959143
  - Price: $4.95

- **Janesville: An American Story** by Amy Goldstein. The story of what happens to an industrial town when its factory stalls. Goldstein spent years immersed in Janesville, Wisconsin, where the nation’s oldest operating General Motors plant shut down and shows the human consequences of one of America’s biggest political issues, and why it’s so hard in the 21st century to re-create a healthy, prosperous town. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00
  - Item: #6973042
  - Price: $6.95

- **America’s Bank: The Epic Struggle to Create the Federal Reserve** by Roger Lowenstein. For nearly a century, America’s lack of a central bank resulted in economic chaos. It would take a crusade by a financier, an economic meltdown, a high-level tour of Europe, and a conspiratorial effort by Wall Street to finally yield the Federal Reserve. The institution’s turbulent birth is brought to vivid life here. Photos. 355 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $29.95
  - Item: #6578055
  - Price: $6.95

**Economics**

- **Principles of Economics, Second Edition: Schaum’s Outlines** by D. Salvatore & E. Diulio. This outline presents all the essential course information in an easy to follow, topic by topic format. You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills. 400 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00
  - Item: #6960480
  - Price: $6.95

- **The Book of Money: Everything You Need to Know About How World Finances Work** by D. Conaghan & D. Smith. Takes you from global economies down to personal finances and answers all the questions you were afraid to ask about tax, banking, investment houses, stock markets, hedge funds, pensions and more. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $29.95
  - Item: #6731597
  - Price: $23.95

- **Against Charity** by D. Raventos & J. Wark. Charity is not a gift argues Raventos, it is yet another manifestation of class structure, a sterile one-way act upholding the status quo. He reveals in this analysis that postmodern versions of nineteenth-century charity aim to keep wealth and power in a few hands, mocking our desire for greater income equality. 294 pages. AK Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
  - Item: #6806238
  - Price: $12.95

- **Surviving the Future: Culture, Carnival and Capital in the Aftermath of the Market Economy** by David Fleming. The celebrated intellectual sets out a powerfully different vision for a new economy in a post-growth world. The market economy will not survive beyond the early decades of this century, and in its stead we must forge a new economy based on the play, humor, conversation, and reciprocal obligations of a rich culture. Illus. 279 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00
  - Item: #6876117
  - Price: $15.95

- **Break Up the Banks! A Practical Guide to Stopping the Next Global Financial Meltdown** by David Shilliff. This persuasive discussion lays out the specific steps that governments and legislators need to take to avoid another financial crisis–concrete solutions grounded in political reality. With great clarity and a keen sense of humor, Shilliff gives us this essential, practical guide to what exactly we can do. 111 pages. Melville House. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95
  - Item: #6825439
  - Price: $4.95

**Economics**

- **Why the Rest Is Good for the West** by Charles Kenny. America is in decline, and the rise of the East suggests a bleak future for the world’s only superpower—or so goes conventional wisdom. The author argues that America’s alleged decline is relative to the newfound success of other countries. And there is tremendous upside to life in a wealthier world. 240 pages. Basic. Pub. at $26.99
  - Item: #5854283
  - Price: $4.95

**Economics**

- **Let Me Be Clear: Barack Obama’s War on Millennials, and One Woman’s Case for Hope** by Katie Kieffer. Kieffer argues that Barack Obama’s lies and incompetence have damaged the economic status and curtailed the civil liberties of the Millennial Generation. She addresses why the Great Recovery has been unsuccessful, how housing has become unaffordable for young people, suggests care solutions, and more. 337 pages. Crown.
  - Item: #5851406
  - Price: $4.95

**Who Should Keynes Do? How the Greatest Economists Would Solve Your Everyday Problems** by Tyler Patrington. By comparing and contrasting what the greatest economists of all time would have to say about 40 questions from your everyday life, this informative volume will help you get to grips with all of the important economic theories in an original and thought-provoking way. Illus.
  - Item: #6941664
  - Price: $15.95

**The Upside of Down: Why the Rise of the Rest Is Good for the West** by Charles Kenny. America is in decline, and the rise of the East suggests a bleak future for the world’s only superpower—or so goes conventional wisdom. The author argues that America’s alleged decline is relative to the newfound success of other countries. And there is tremendous upside to life in a wealthier world.
  - Item: #6941236
  - Price: $11.95

**Lives & Works of Philosophers**

- **Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals** by Immanuel Kant. Translated by H.J. Paton. Considered one of the most profound, influential, and important works of philosophy, this classic text introduces the famous Categorical Imperative and lays down a foundation for all of Kant’s writings. 148 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99
  - Item: #2931940
  - Price: $4.95

- **Critique of Pure Reason** by Immanuel Kant. The German philosopher argues that human knowledge is limited by the capacity for perception. He attempts a logical designation of two varieties of knowledge; a posteriori, knowledge acquired through experience, and a priori, knowledge not derived through experience. Originally published in 1781, it is a cornerstone of Western philosophy. 480 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00
  - Item: #6910289
  - Price: $9.95

- **A Fine Mess** by T.R. Reid. With an uncancky knack for making a complex subject not just accessible but gripping, the author investigates what makes good taxation and brings that knowledge home where it’s needed most. Doing our taxes will never be America’s favorite pastime, but it can and should be much easier and fairer. 289 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00
  - Item: #2959143
  - Price: $4.95

- **Janesville: An American Story** by Amy Goldstein. The story of what happens to an industrial town when its factory stalls. Goldstein spent years immersed in Janesville, Wisconsin, where the nation’s oldest operating General Motors plant shut down and shows the human consequences of one of America’s biggest political issues, and why it’s so hard in the 21st century to re-create a healthy, prosperous town. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00
  - Item: #6973042
  - Price: $6.95

- **America’s Bank: The Epic Struggle to Create the Federal Reserve** by Roger Lowenstein. For nearly a century, America’s lack of a central bank resulted in economic chaos. It would take a crusade by a financier, an economic meltdown, a high-level tour of Europe, and a conspiratorial effort by Wall Street to finally yield the Federal Reserve. The institution’s turbulent birth is brought to vivid life here. Photos. 355 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $29.95
  - Item: #6578055
  - Price: $6.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>FAILURE TO ADJUST: How Americans Got Left Behind in the Global Economy</em></td>
<td>Edward Alden</td>
<td>Rowman &amp; Littlefield</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>THE BRIDGE: How the Roeblings Connected Brooklyn to New York</em></td>
<td>Peter J. Tomasi</td>
<td>Scribner</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>THE 50 GREATEST CHURCHES AND CATHEDRALS OF THE WORLD</em></td>
<td>Sue Dobson</td>
<td>UMnP</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>LANDSCRAPERS: Building with the Land</em></td>
<td>Aaron Betsky</td>
<td>97th Street Press</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>NEW SPIRITUAL ARCHITECTURE</em></td>
<td>Phyllis Richardson</td>
<td>97th Street Press</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>THE BIG HOUSE: A Century in the Life of an American Summer Home</em></td>
<td>George Howe Colt</td>
<td>97th Street Press</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ECOVILLAGES AROUND THE WORLD: 20 Regenerative Designs for Sustainable Communities</em></td>
<td>Frederica Miller</td>
<td>97th Street Press</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>MINNESOTA ARCHITECTS: A Biographical Dictionary</em></td>
<td>Alan K. Lathrop</td>
<td>97th Street Press</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Architectural Surveys**

**SETTLING IN A CHANGING WORLD: Villa Development in the Northern Provinces of the Roman Empire** By Diederick Habermehl. An in-depth analysis of the developments in rural habitation in the northern provinces of the Roman Empire. Adopting a social-spatial approach that transcends traditional villa studies, the author surveys long-term trajectories in the organization of settlement space and house building. Illus., 240 pages. Amsterdam UP. 8¼x11¾. Pub. at $115.00

Item #6946097 $19.95

**Monographs on Architects**

**THOMAS BALSLEY: Uncommon Ground** A renowned American landscape architect, Thomas Balsley’s, NYC based studio is responsible for some of the most notable and richly awarded spaces throughout the U.S. and Asia. This volume of selected works displays the sweeping range of that work over the past twenty-five years, and attests to his extraordinary level of design excellence. 295 pages. QRO Editions. 10x11¾. Pub. at $45.00

Item #2981920 $11.95

**PHILIP JOHNSON AND HIS MISCHIEF: Appropriation in Art and Architecture** By Christian Bjone. A review of Philip Johnson’s body of work that shows his use of appropriation as a design strategy from the very beginning of his illustrious career, and as a singular tastemaker, how he influenced art, architecture and design during the second half of the 20th century. Fully illus., some in color. 96 pages. Images Publishing Group. 7x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

Item #5875412 $5.95

**Regional Architectural Styles**

**HOW TO READ SCOTTISH BUILDINGS**

By Daniel McCannell. This clearly laid out, user friendly guide enables the non-specialist to appreciate Scottish buildings with regard to their ages, styles, influences and functions, as well as the messages that their builders, owners and occupants intended them to convey. Well illus. 224 pages. Birlinn. 5x7¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

Item #5813240 $7.95

**Monographs on Architects**

**EDWARD A. KILLINGSWORTH: An Architect’s Life** By J.M. Volland & C. Mullion. The first monograph on one of California’s most important mid modern architects. There are 42 in depth examinations of his most compelling projects, all illustrated with architectural plans, photographs, and renderings—most never seen before. 334 pages. Hennessy + Ingalls. 10x11¼. Pub. at $65.00

Item #6882302 $14.95

**Medical Science**

**THE UNDOING PROJECT: A Friendship That Changed Our Minds** By Michael Lewis. Forty years ago, Israeli psychologists Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky wrote a series of groundbreaking original papers that invented the field of behavioral economics. In this engaging volume Lewis shows how their Nobel Prize-winning theory of the mind altered our perception of reality. 362 pages. Norton. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6975143 $49.55

**THE MAN WHO WASN’T THERE** By Anil Ananthaswamy. Offers an intimate look at the latest neuroscience of schizophrenia, autism, Alzheimer’s disease, ecstatic epilepsy, Cotard’s syndrome, out-of-body experiences and other conditions revealing the awesome power of the human sense of self. 305 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.95

Item #5736218 $6.95


Item #6943950 $6.95

**HERDING HEMINGWAY’S CATS** By Kat Arney. Drawing on stories ranging from six toed cats and stickback hogs to Mickey Mouse mice and zombie genes—told by researchers working at the cutting edge of genetics—Arney explores the mysteries in our genomes with clarity, flair and wit. 288 pages. Bloombury. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

Item #6843718 $5.95

**Medical Science**

**SHOCKED: Adventures in Bringing Back the Recently Dead** By David Casarett. As a young medical student, Dr. David Casarett was inspired by the story of a two-year-old girl named Michelle Funk who was resuscitated after being underwater for over an hour. Here he chronicles his exploration of the cutting edge of resuscitation and reveals just how far science has come. 260 pages. Current. Pub. at $27.95

Item #5854989 $5.95

**THE HEART HEALERS: The Misfits, Mavericks, and Rebels Who Created the Greatest Medical Breakthrough of Our Lives** By James Forrester. World-renowned cardiologist James Forrester tells the story of the medical mavericks who defied the wisdom of the day to begin conquering heart disease. He chronicles a history of science as compelling as any thriller, populated with visionaries who took risks with their own lives and the lives of others to heal the most elemental of human organs—the heart. Photos. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

Item #5849330 $3.95

**MEDICINE AND HEALING IN THE ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN WORLD**

By Demetrios Michaelides. Features 42 essays covering many aspects of medicine in the Mediterranean world during Antiquity and early Byzantine times, bringing together both internationally established specialists on the history of medicine and researchers in the early stages of their career. Illus. 354 pages. Oxbow. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $95.00

Item #2835940 $19.95

**WHAT THE F. WHAT Swearing Reveals About Our Language, Our Brains, and Ourselves** By Benjamin K. Bergen. Bergen, a linguistic and professor of cognitive science, shares with us an informative history and study of swearing. He elaborates on how specific words evolved to be “swear” words, and answers questions like: why does one word usage describe something vulgar where another usage describe something vulgar where another

Item #6608264 $7.95
ASMR: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! by J. Young & J. Blansett. Autonomous sensory meridian response (ASMR) results in feelings of deep calm and relaxation. This guide offers an easy to understand explanation of what it is and how it works and its benefits. Included is guidance on using ASMR for safe and natural relief of insomnia. 258 pages. Pub. at $19.95

HARRISON’S NEPHROLOGY AND ACID-BASE DISORDERS, 3RD EDITION Ed. by J.L. Jameson & J. Loscalzo. This concise, full-color clinical companion delivers the latest knowledge in the field backed by scientific rigor and authority. Features contributions from more than 40 renowned contributors with a helpful appendix of laboratory values of clinical importance. 338 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $90.00

$6.95

$3.95

$24.95

$3.95

$4.95

$3.95

MUSCULOSKELETAL IMAGING Ed. by Philip G. Conaghan et al. A portable, succinct, and reliable guide to difficult and challenging areas of radiological practice. The included illustrations of the various imaging techniques and joints will aid in understanding. Organized by anatomical region and specific musculoskeletal disorder to allow easy access to information, 457 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $90.00

$11.95

THE HERETICS: Adventures with the Enemies of Science by Will Storr. Using a mix of personal memoir, investigative journalism and the latest research from neuroscience and experimental psychology, Storr reveals why the facts just won’t convince some people. This volume will change the way you think about thinking. Picador. Paperbound. Item #4638794

$3.95

This IS IMPOSSIBLE TOO: Synchronized Cows, Speedy Brain Extractors and More WTF Research by Marc Abrahams. Another addictive, quirky, and often hilarious collection of bizarre, jaw-dropping research illuminates all the irs and outs of the very improbable experimental innovation that is the human body. 317 pages. OneWorld. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

Item #4350293

$4.95


Item #6711952

$7.95

EYE, RETINA, AND VISUAL SYSTEM OF THE MOUSE Ed. by L.M. Chalupa & R.W. Williams. This comprehensive guide to current research captures the first wave of studies in the field, with 59 chapters by leading scholars that demonstrate the usefulness of mouse models as a bridge between experimental and clinical research. Well illus. many color. 754 pages. MIT Press. 8½x11. Pub. at $135.00

Item #3858655

$9.95

ON THE MOTION OF THE HEART AND BLOOD IN ANIMALS by William Harvey. A rebel in medical science, William Harvey (1578-1657) began his investigation into the action of the heart and the blood’s circulation by observing their action in live animals and by a lengthy series of dissections. This volume stands as a triumph of true scientific inquiry. 91 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound.

Pub. at $14.99

Item #6828518

$4.95

MOB RULES: What the Mafia Can Teach the Legitimate Businessman by Louis Ferrante. The Mob is notorious for its cruel and immoral practices, but its most successful members have always been extremely smart businessmen. Now, former mobster Louis Ferrante reveals its surprisingly effective management techniques and explains how to apply them—legally—to any legitimate business. Three Cups. Paperbound. Item #5990939

$3.95

IF YOU'RE SO SMART, WHY AREN'T YOU HAPPY? by Raja Raghunathan. Takes readers on a fun and meaningful tour of the best research available on some of the very determinants of success may also come to deflate happiness. The author explores the seven most common inclinations that successful people need to overcome, and the seven habits they should adopt instead.

Pub. at $25.95

Item #2950057

$4.95

THE CROWDSOURCERESS: Get Smart, Get Funded, and Kickstart Your Next Big Idea by Alex Daly. Takes you deep inside Daly’s most successful Kickstarter campaigns, showing you how to get fans and influencers excited about your project and run a powerful designed campaign, and avoid the most common headaches and pitfalls. 238 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6765904

$4.95

SMALL TIME OPERATOR, 14TH EDITION: How to Start Your Own Business, Keep Your Books, Pay Your Taxes, and Stay Out of Trouble by Bernard B. Kamoroff. How to start your own business, keep your books, pay your taxes, and stay out of trouble. Updated to include recent changes in U.S. tax law as well as a chapter devoted to the needs of contract workers in the on-demand economy. 256 pages. Taylor Trade. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Item #5848881

$13.95

CREATIVITY RULES: Get Ideas Out of Your Head and into the World by Tina Seelig. Learn how to work through the four steps of “The Invention Cycle”: Imagination, Creativity, Innovation, and Entrepreneurship: and use each step to build upon the last. Seeling provides the essential knowledge to take a compelling idea and transform it into something extraordinary. 239 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

Item #4551068

$4.95

THE HOLLYWOOD MBA: A Crash Course in Management from a Life in the Film Business by Tom Reilly. Explores the ten key strategies that Reilly, a professional filmmaker, has used to manage big crews, big budgets, and big personalities on major motion pictures, and he shows us how these strategies can be leveraged in any business for success. 258 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

Item #2900793

$4.95

BREAKING INTO FREELANCE ILLUSTRATION: The Guide for Artists, Designers and Illustrators by Holly DeWolf. The boundaries between art, design, and illustration are blurring, and with all the new opportunities for visual creatives, now is the perfect time to unleash your talent on the world. This guide provides a step by step road-map for promoting yourself and running your creative business. Illus. 260 pages. HOW Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

Item #2941988

$4.95
**Business**

**RUN YOUR BUSINESS, DON'T LET IT RUN YOU** By Clay Mathile. Discusses proven management fundamentals applied in a practical way, one that has been used by thousands of business owners. You'll get real-world details that academic courses don't teach—true stories from those who implemented these fundamentals and thrived. 205 pages. Berrett-Koehler. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. Item #3764877 $4.95

**THE ART OF WAR: The Definitive Interpretation of Sun Tzu's Classic Book of Strategy** By Stephen F. Kaufman. Whether you are a student of the martial arts or a corporate warrior, this guide will enable you to fully comprehend Sun Tzu's powerful words. 109 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. Item #2914387 $9.95

**BLACK EDGE** By Sheelah Kolhatkar. A riveting, true life legal thriller that takes readers inside the government’s pursuit of Stephen A. Cohen, a billionaire hedge fund manager, and his employees, and raises urgent and troubling questions about the power and wealth of those who sit at the pinnacle of modern Wall Street. 344 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00. Item #2811715 $2.95

**THE PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT** By Frederick Winslow Taylor. This brief essay by the founder of scientific management, first published in 1911, has served for more than one hundred years as a primer for administrators and for students of managerial techniques. 144 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. Item #6825915 $4.95

**THE KIM KARDASHIAN PRINCIPLE: Why Shameless Sells (And How to Do It Right)** By Jeetendr Sehdev. Reveals the people, products, and brands that do it best—from your YouTube sensations like Jenna Marbles to billionaire tech mogul Elon Musk—and proves why the old strategies aren’t working. A fresh, provocative, and eye-opening guide to understanding why only the boldest and baddest ideas will survive—and how to make sure yours is one of them. Illus. 240 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. Item #2900882 $4.95

**GENERATION CHEF: Risking It All for a New American Dream** By Karen Stabiner. Takes us inside the high stakes, high speed world of the restaurant chef, where the pressure to succeed each day is intense. Passion and talent are essential but not enough to prevail in an increasingly crowded field: a young chef needs business savvy, a thick skin, and a lot of luck. 312 pages. Avery. Pub. at $26.00. Item #6948502 $4.95

**YOU GET WHAT YOU PITCH FOR: Control Any Situation, Create Fierce Agreement, and Get What You Want in Life** By Tony Sullivan with V. Vandehultz. Sullivan reveals the secrets behind his seemingly superhuman ability to persuade others and offers guidance teaching you the skills he dubs the ten “Pitch Powers.” He shows that pitching is all about engaging a person face to face and eye to eye so they feel like you’re speaking directly to them. 232 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $26.00. Item #6926290 $6.95

**GOOD FOR THE MONEY: My Fight to Pay Back America** By Bob Benmosche et al. An unyielding leader’s memoir of a career spent fixing companies through thoughtful, unconventional strategy. With his brash, no holds barred approach to the job, Benmosche restored AIG’s employee morale and its good name, fully repaying the government bailout, and then some. His story offers incomparable lessons in leadership and perseverance. 16 pages of photos. 271 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.95. Item #6816290 $5.95

**ORIGINALS: How Non-Conformists Move the World** By Adam Grant. Discover the successful techniques of: An entrepreneur who pitches his startups by highlighting the reasons not to invest in them; a woman at Apple who dared to challenge Steve Jobs from three management levels below; an analyst who overturned the rule of secrecy at the CIA; and more, ultimately revealing how to think for yourself. 322 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00. Item #6748112 $4.95

**THE OUTSOURCED SELF** By Arlie Russell Hochschild. In our for-profit world, even the private life components of love, friendship, and child-rearing are being transformed into packaged expertise to be sold back to confused, harried Americans. Drawing on hundreds of interviews and original research, Hochschild charts this burgeoning phenomenon that turns every stage of intimate life into a marketing ploy. 300 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $27.00. Item #5898404 $5.95

**IN BUSINESS WITH BEES: How to Save Bees, Beekeepers, and Your Business by Offering Useful products and Services** By Kim Flottum. Shows you how to save bees, beekeepers, and your business by offering useful advice for converting your passion into a part-time or full-time career with measurable results. This how-to guide offers all of the in-depth answers to the questions you didn’t know you had. With this expert advice, you can become knowledgeable, confident, and successful. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Quarry. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99. Item #2944588 $21.95

**SIX-Figure CROWDFUNDING** By Derek Miller with N. Pugh. In this irreverent and hilarious how-to guide, Miller takes his millions of dollars of Super Crowdfunding experience and delivers everything you need to know about being a modern entrepreneur in today’s global marketplace. Learn how to embrace community and maximize your message, mechanics, and marketing. 243 pages. ROM! Studios. Pub. at $19.99. Item #6964117 $14.95

**SENSEMAKING: The Power of the Humanities in the Age of the Algorithm** By Christian Madsbjerg. In this overdue defense of human intelligence, Madsbjerg argues that our fixations with data often mask stunning defining human capabilities. The risks for humankind are enormous. He lays out five principles for how business leaders, entrepreneurs, and individuals can use sensemaking to solve their thorniest problems. 216 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00. Item #6934935 $4.95

**THE ORIGINS OF CORPORATION: The Mills of Toulouse in the Middle Ages** By Germain Sicard. An important contribution to research on the history and legal origins of the corporation. Based on archival research, Sicard shows that the corporate form derives from a unique ownership contract from Medieval Europe called pariage, and a culture of strong property rights and municipal self governance. 486 pages. Yale. Pub. at $100.00. Item #6898910 $19.95

**CD THE REAL-LIFE MBA** By Jack & Suzy Welch. Read by Sean Pratt. How can leaders unlock the passion and performance of every person on their team? Jack and Suzy Welch provide the answer, drawing on their experiences over the past decade working closely with businesses of every size and in every industry around the world. Over six hours on 6 CDs. Harper. Pub. at $29.99. Item #6831419 $5.95


**LEAD LIKE IKE: Ten Business Strategies from the CEO of D-Day** By Geoff Lotus. Lotus weaves a fly-on-the-wall narrative from Ike’s perspective as supreme allied commander overseeing the Normandy invasion, and draws you to a cache of battle-tested strategies and tactics with direct applications to modern-day business leadership. 280 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99. Item #5883296 $5.95
THE ONLY BUSINESS WRITING BOOK YOU'LL EVER NEED  By Laura Brown. Addresses a wide-ranging spectrum of business communication with its straightforward seven-step method. These easy to follow lessons take you from start to finish, and helpful checklists will boost your confidence as they keep you on track. 296 pages. Norton. Pub. at $24.95 Item #2885638 $17.95

THE GRAPHIC DESIGNER’S GUIDE TO CLIENTS, SECOND EDITION  By Ellen Shapiro. This newly revised, essential resource blends insights from the author’s years of experience in the design field with the advice of more than fifty designers and design clients from a range of corporate, retail, and entertainment businesses and nonprofit organizations around the country. 245 pages. Item #6834378 $7.95

CITIZEN COKE: The Making of Coca-Cola Capitalism  By Bartow J. Elmore. By examining “the real thing” ingredient by ingredient, this brilliant history shows how Coke used a strategy of outsourcing and leveraged free public resources, market muscle, and lobbying power to build a global empire on the sale of sugary water. Once a giant, Coke is now embattled with resources, market muscle, and lobbying power to build a global empire on the sale of sugary water. Once a giant, Coke is now embattled with $11.95 Item #5882265 $9.95

DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE IN A WEEK  By N. Langford-Wood & B. Salter. A simple and straightforward guide to handling all sorts of people and behaviors, giving you everything you really need to know in just seven short chapters. From understanding behaviors to managing conflict you’ll discover how to reduce your stress levels and operate more effectively around difficult people. Murray. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 Item #588067X $6.95

ESTATE SALES MADE EASY: A Practical Guide to Success from Start to Finish  By Victoria Gray. An experienced estate sales manager guides you through what it takes to run a successful estate sale. With a thorough exploration of the legal, financial, familial, and business issues she lays out the nuts and bolts of an estate sale with sensitivity to emotions that might arise during the process. Illus. 125 pages. Hay House. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 Item #2836785 $11.95

SHOW AND TELL: How Everybody Can Make Extraordinary Presentations  By Dan Roam. Introduces a new set of tools for making extraordinary presentations in any setting. Roam draws on ideas he’s been honing for more than two decades to give you three fundamental rules: tell the story, tell a story, and use pictures. You’ll soon be giving the performance of a lifetime. Well illus. 260 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $27.95 Item #767907 $5.95

THE COMMUNICATION CLINIC  By B. Pachter & D. Cowie. A comprehensive and commonsense guide to getting the job of your dreams and presenting yourself in the best light through your writing, speaking, body language, and overall appearance. With this information you can show everyone that you understand your job and that you work well with others with clear effective communication. 282 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 Item #6664139 $5.95

WHEEL & DEAL Captures the best mobile business concepts of recent years and aims to compile the breadth of these design and marketing efforts, highlighting new ideas and concepts in mobility with the best of commerce on wheels. Fully illus. in color. 316 pages. Gingko Press. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $39.95 Item #5622224 $4.95

ROCKET: Eight Lessons to Secure Infinite Possibilities  By Dan Roam. Introduces a new set of tools for making extraordinary presentations in any setting. Roam draws on ideas he’s been honing for more than two decades to give you three fundamental rules: tell the story, tell a story, and use pictures. You’ll soon be giving the performance of a lifetime. Well illus. 260 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $27.95 Item #767907 $5.95

WHAT’S YOURS IS MINE: Against the Sharing Economy  By Tom Slee. Argues how the so-called sharing economy extends harsh free-market practices into previously protected areas of our lives, and allows a few people to make fortunes on the backs of the most vulnerable among us. 223 pages. OR Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 Item #679563 $12.95

THE HEAD GAME  By Philip Mudd. Mudd gives us the definitive guide for how to approach complex decisions in today’s world. Filled with logical yet counter-intuitive answers to ordinary problems his HEAD (High Efficiency Analytic Decision-making) methodology provides readers with a set of guiding principles that promise to bring order to chaotic business problems. 266 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95 Item #5866243 $4.95

LESSONS FROM THE HANOI HILTON: Six Characteristics of High-Performance Organizations  By Taylor Baldwin Kilander et al. Why were the American POWs imprisoned at the Hanoi Hilton so resilient in captivity and so successful in their subsequent careers? This guide presents the six principles practiced within the POW organizational culture that can be used to develop high-performance teams everywhere. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 Item #667904 $9.95


BEAUTIFUL MINECRAFT  By James Delaney. This volume is a compendium of stunning artwork built in Minecraft. Using millions of blocks and spending hundreds of hours, these artists have created floating steam punk cities, alien worlds, detailed classical sculptures, fantastical landscapes, architectural marvels, and more. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. No Starch. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $19.95 Item #2921065 $6.95

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: The Quest for the Ultimate Thinking Machine  By Richard Urwin. Learn how artificial intelligence has evolved over the years into a fascinating and dynamic field of technology, and also opens a potentially frightening world of possibilities. Illus. 191 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 Item #6776213 $7.95

UNSUBSCRIBE  By Jocelyn K. Glei. A modern guide to getting rid of email anxiety, reclaiming your focus, and spending more time on the work that really matters. Includes tips on how to: Process your inbox based on what (and who) really matters, craft messages that get people to pay attention and take action, manage clients, customers, and critics with tact and humanity, and more. Illus. 228 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 Item #6819236 $4.95
THE STORY OF MATHEMATICS
By Anne Rooney. Traces humankind’s greatest achievements, plotting a journey from innumerable cave-dwellers, through the towering mathematical intellects of the last 4,000 years, to where we stand today. Profiles fascinating personalities such as Euclid, Apollonius, Napier, Newton, Russell and many more. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Item #4639111 $7.95

HOW NOT TO BE WRONG: The Power of Mathematical Thinking
By Jordan Ellenberg. Presents a tour of mathematical thought and a guide to becoming a better thinker. Drawing from history as well as from the latest theoretical developments, Ellenberg explores how profound ideas are present whenever we reason, from politics to theology to language, from the commonplace to the cosmic. 468 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95 Item #5542379 $14.95

WHAT’S MATH GOT TO DO WITH IT? REVISED
By Jo Boaler. Outlines concrete solutions that can transform students’ math experiences, including classroom approaches, essential strategies for students, and advice for parents. Now updated to address the controversial Common Core. 246 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 Item #3569896 $7.95

A CASE AGAINST ACCIDENT AND SELF-ORGANIZATION
By Dean L. Overman. Using logical principles and mathematical calculations in this illuminating work, Overman answers the question that has long perplexed biologists and astrophysicists. Is it mathematically possible that accidental processes caused the formation of the first form of living matter from non-living matter? 244 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 Item #284169X $5.95

WHY ARE ORANGUTANS ORANGE? Science Questions in Pictures—With Fascinating Answers
Ed. by Mick O’Hare. Illustrated for the first time with 80 photographs showing the beauty, complexity and mystery of the world around us, here are science questions and answers from O’Hare and his team at New Scientist. From ripples in glass to “holograms” in ice, the natural world’s wonders are unveiled by the magazine’s knowledgeable readers. 209 pages. Pegasus. Item #2807920 $14.95

DAWN OR DOOM: The Risks & Rewards of Emerging Technologies
By Greg Kline et al. Based on a Purdue University conference series, this collection of essays by speakers from the first two years of the conference addresses concerns and questions about technological innovations in the fields of robotics, artificial intelligence, cybernetic and synthetic biology, genetic modification, and space travel. Fully illus. in color. 98 pages. Purdue UP. 12x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Item #5913918 $11.95

AGAINST THEIR WILL: The Secret History of Medical Experimentation on Children in Cold War America
By Allen M. Hornblum et al. During the peak of the Cold War, thousands of children in hospitals, orphanages, and mental asylums became the subjects of experimental studies. Based on years of research this is the first comprehensive history of how the medical establishment used institutionalized children as guinea pigs. Photos. 266 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $27.00 Item #2889480 $5.95

ATOM
By Piers Bizony. The incredible story of the atom’s discovery was as bizarre and capricious as the atom itself. This is the account of a handful of revolutionary young scientists who made a great leap into the world of quantum science, revealing the discoveries that upset everything we thought we knew about reality. 16 pages of photos. 206 pages. Icon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #2762468 $4.95

CAESAR’S LAST BREATH: Decoding the Secrets of the Air Around Us
By Sam Kean. With every breath, you literally inhale the history of our world. Tracing the origins and ingredients of our atmosphere, Kean reveals how the alchemy of air reshaped our continents, steered human progress, powered revolutions, and continues to influence everything we do. Illus. 373 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 Item #8907203 $6.95

VOYAGING IN STRANGE SEAS: The Great Revolution in Science
By David Knight. Ideas, experiments, characters, conflicts and achievements—all come to life in this account of the rise of science and how it changed the world. Knight’s landmark history takes us on the great voyage of discovery that ushered in the modern age. 329 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 Item #6990037 $7.95

SCIENCE WAS WRONG
By S.T. Friedman & K. Manten. Throughout history, it has been difficult, even impossible, to promote the acceptance of new discoveries. This work presents a fascinating collection of stories about the pioneers who created or thought up the impossible cures, theories, and inventions. ‘they’ said couldn’t work. Photos. 255 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 Item #2936623 $12.95

HOW TO SPEAK SCIENCE
By Bruce Benamran. Takes us on a rollicking historical tour of the greatest discoveries and ideas that make today’s cutting-edge technologies possible. The author explains the fundamental ideas of the physical world and acquaints us with what scientists know, and how they think, so each of us can appreciate the world. The book is beautiful chaos. 324 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $15.95 Item #2984128 $11.95

THE POETICS OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND
By Claire Preston. This study examines the way that scientists in the 17th and 17th centuries, who had not studied “science” formally, used the tool of their literary education to formulate ideas about science and, at the same time, how the remarkable 17th century scientific developments inspired non-scientific writers to make fictions of discovery. Illus. 293 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $95.00 Item #8226930 $12.95

EUREKA! The Birth of Science
By Andrew Gregory. Explores the origins of Western civilization and the genesis of science through the works of early thinkers such as Plato, Aristotle, Pythagoras, Archimedes and Hipocrates. 77 pages. Icon Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #6663214 $3.95

THE HUMAN SIDE OF SCIENCE
By C.M. Wynn Sr. & A.W. Wiggins. Humans conceive and operate science, and thus it is connected to all of our human foibles. Focusing on the people who create science, this survey reveals the contention, cooperation, and connection among scientists that make for good, bad, and sometimes ugly scientific interactions. Illus. 364 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00 Item #6840531 $5.95

REMAKING HISTORY, VOLUME 3: Makers of the Modern World
By William Gurstelle. Learn the fascinating stories behind the inventions of Modern Makers, and build your own skills as you follow in their footsteps. Full-color photographs, illustrations, and diagrams accompany step-by-step instructions. The book is full of handy lists of materials and tools tell you everything you need. You’ll learn to build a truss bridge using the “polygon of forces” and much more. 170 pages. Maker Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 Item #6694157 $14.95

NEWTON’S APPLE AND OTHER MYTHS ABOUT SCIENCE
Ed. by R.L. Numbers & K. Kripouarakis. Debunks the widespread belief that science advances when individual geniuses experience “Eureka!” moments and enforces the idea that science has always been a cooperative enterprise of dedicated, fallible human beings for whom context, collaboration, and sheer good luck are the essential elements of discovery. 287 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $27.95 Item #4597311 $9.95

SECRET WARRIORS: Key Scientists, Code Breakers and Propagandists of the Great War
By Taylor Downing. The war effort wasn’t confined to the battlefield during the Great War. Chemists and engineers, doctors, code breakers and scientists all played vital roles. Out of their contribution came dramatic developments in technology, medicine, and philosophy that helped to shape the world the way it is today. The book explores the successes and legacies of this research and creativity. 16 pages of photos. 438 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Item #6868517 $6.95
**SCIENCE & INVENTION**

**THE FLAME OF MILETUS: The Birth of Science in Ancient Greece and How It Changed the World**
By John Freely. It was in Miletus, a wealthy town in ancient Greece during the sixth century BC, that the great traditions of Greek science and philosophy sparked into life, setting in motion a chain of knowledge that would change the world forever. 238 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback.

*Item #2778734*  
Pub. at $15.95
$7.95

**HOW TO SURVIVE A PLAGUE: The Inside Story of How Citizens and Science Tamed AIDS**
By David France. The powerful story of the grassroots movement of activists, many of them in a life or death struggle, who seized on scientific research to help develop the drugs that turned HIV from a mostly fatal infection to a manageable disease. This richly detailed account is destined to become an essential part of the literature of AIDS. Illus., some in color. 624 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00

*Item #2846276*  
$6.95

**THE STORY OF COMPUTING: From the Abacus to Artificial Intelligence**
By Dermot O’Riordan. Takes you on an incredible journey through history and through the ideas, the discoveries, and the personalities that shaped the modern technology on which we have come to rely. Well illus., many in color. 208 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $14.99

*Item #6935621*  
$11.95

**HEAVENS ON EARTH: The Scientific Search for the Afterlife, Immortality, and Utopia**
By Michael Shermer. A noted skeptic takes us on a scientific exploration into humanity’s obsession with the afterlife and eternal life. From across the extension to cryonic suspension to mind uploading, he considers how realistic these attempts are from a proper skeptical perspective. Illus. 306 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

*Item #2807934*  
$5.95

**GOD’S BRAIN**

*Item #5778461*  
$12.95

**WHERE GOD AND MEDICINE MEET: A Conversation Between a Doctor and a Spiritual Messenger**
By N.D. Walsh & B. Cooper. Is there a place for God in the system of modern Western medicine? Is there an intersection between physicality and spirituality where the two become one? Could healing engage the Source from which many believe we have emerged? Answers can be found in this fascinating dialogue between a medical doctor and a writer on contemporary spirituality. 189 pages. Rainbow Ridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

*Item #5950007*  
$12.95

**DEUS IN MACHINA: Religion, Technology, and the Things in Between**

*Item #5920227*  
$6.95

**SEARCHING FOR STARS ON AN ISLAND IN MAINE**
By Alan Lightman. Drawing on sources ranging from Saint Augustine’s conception of absolute truth to Einstein’s theory of relativity, Lightman gives us a profound inquiry into the human desire for truth and meaning and a journey along the different paths of religion and science that become part of that quest. 226 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

*Item #2903407*  
$11.95

**RADIANCE FROM HALCYON**
By Paul Eli Ivey. The story of the community and its uniquely inventive members’ contributions to religion and science. Theosophy’s new synthesis of religion and science laid the foundation for advances made by the children of the founding members. Ivey’s account is an intriguing tale of how a little-known utopian religious community profoundly influenced modern science. Photos. 312 pages. Umnp. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

*Item #581406X*  
$3.95

**FAITH, SCIENCE, AND SOCIETY**
By Peter E. Hodgson. Science and technology have combined to change our understanding of the natural world. Here Hodgson explores the theological basis and history of these changes and their effects on human society. 252 pages. Springer. Paperbound.

*Item #1659944X*  
$4.95

**SAVING THE ORIGINAL SINNER**
By Karl W. Giberson. Giberson calls for a renewed conversation between science and Christianity and for more open engagement with new scientific discoveries, even when they threaten central doctrines. He argues Christians should not be made to choose between their faith and their understanding of the universe. 212 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $27.95

*Item #5899292X*  
$6.95

**THE NEW SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALITY READER**
Ed. by E. Laszlo & K.L. Dennis. This collection of essays explores phenomena at the crossroads of science and religion—such as the nonlocal mind, conscious evolution, and quantum consciousness—and offers strategies to promote the fusion of science and spirituality in order to move our worldview forward to meet today’s global challenges. Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

*Item #6999763*  
$11.95

**OVERCOMPLICATED: Technology at the Limits of Comprehension**
By Samuel Arbesman. Offers a fresh, insightful field guide to living with complex technologies that dethy human comprehension. As technology grows more complex, Arbesman—a complexity scientist—argues that behavior mimics the vagaries of the natural world more than it conforms to a mathematical model. 244 pages. Current. Pub. at $23.00

*Item #2922894*  
$4.95

**MADNESS AND MEMORY: The Discovery of Prions—A New Biological Principle of Disease**
By Stanley B. Prusiner. A first-person account of a revolutionary scientific discovery, first championed as heresy by many in the scientific establishment but now considered crucial to unraveling the mysteries of such brain diseases as mad cow, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and Lou Gehrig’s.

*Item #6922833*  
$4.95

**SEASTEADING**
By Joe Quirk with P. Friedman. Proposing a visionary new plan to solve the world’s ills, Quirk and Friedman reveal how constructing floating nations on our planet’s oceans would restore the environment, enrich the poor, cure the sick, and liberate humanity from politicians. Color photos. 366 pages. Free Press. Pub. at $27.00

*Item #8599321*  
$3.95

**HOW TECHNOLOGY WORKS: The Facts Visually Explained**
By Jack Challoner et al. We live in an age of amazing discoveries and inventions that are transforming our lives. But we also come to depend on technologies that many of us don’t understand. With clear, easy to understand graphics and packed with fascinating facts, this guide takes apart the machines and devices of our world. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $22.00

*Item #2942801*  
$16.95
ZIKI: The Emerging Epidemic By Donald G. McNeil, Jr. McNeil sets the facts straight in a fascinating exploration of Zika’s origins, how it’s spreading, the race for a cure, and what we can do to protect ourselves now. 203 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #956919 $4.95

THE REALITY FRAME: Relativity and Our Place in the Universe By Brian Clegg. Weaving together the great ideas of science, Clegg takes us on a thrilling journey from empty space all the way to the human mind. 310 pages. Icon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #970535 $5.95


BOSNIA’S MILLION BONES: Solving the World’s Greatest Forensic Puzzle By Christian Jennings. Delivers the extraordinary story of how a team of international forensic scientists and human rights experts developed groundbreaking technology to identify victims’ remains, developed in the aftermath of 1995’s tragic Srebrenica massacre in Bosnia. 241 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $28.00. Item #863384 $5.95

ADVANCED TEXTILES FOR HEALTH AND WELL-BEING By Marie O’Mahony. Celebrates the latest technological advances in fibers and fabrics, looking first at the materials themselves, and then the design innovations that have been made possible in clothing, transport, and the environment. These advanced textiles have the potential to transform human habitats, protect the environment, and support personal health. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $50.00. Item #618628 $6.95

THE GENE MACHINE: How Genetic Technologies Are Changing the Way We Have Kids--and the Kids We Have By Bonnie Rochman. Navigates the dizzying and expanding array of prenatal and post-natal tests, from choosing to genome sequencing, while considering how access to more tests is altering perceptions of disability and changing the conversation about what sort of life is worth living. 272 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00. Item #678386 $3.95

PHOTO MANUAL & DISSECTION GUIDE OF THE FETAL PIG By Fred Bohensky. Each text in this series is designed to guide the biology student through the study of anatomical structures. Using clearly marked photographs and illustrations, the accompanying text offers the student easy to follow dissection instructions and factual information about the section under observation. 128 pages. Square One Publishers. Pub. at $14.95. Item #675377 $5.95

THE INFOGPHIC GUIDE TO SCIENCE By Tom Cabot. In this eye-catching volume, spectacular visuals give compelling insights into how the world really works. Covering all the major branches of scientific understanding, it utilizes the power of visual design to illustrate and demystify scientific concepts of the universe, Earth, life, and humans. 256 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $24.95. Item #671988 $19.95

THE SCIENCE OF WHY 2: Answers to Questions About the Universe, the Unknown and Ourselves By Jay Ingram. Embark on a tour of the universe and explore wonders big and small, from the farthest reaches of space to the marvels of who we are and what we’re made of. Full of wisdom, whimsical illustrations and mind-bending facts, this collection will delight and fascinate science readers of all ages. 172 pages. S&S. Pub. at $24.95. Item #675588 $13.95

BUTTERFLIES OF INDIANA: A Field Guide By Jeffrey E. Belth. Over 500 color photographs illustrate all of the species and highlight the variations found among them, both seasonally and between males and females. This thorough guide also offers an introduction to the natural history of butterflies, 324 pages. INUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. Item #695000 $4.95

FOLLOWING THE WILD BEES: The Craft and Science of Bee Hunting By Thomas D. Seeley. This is a delightful foray into the pastime of bee hunting, an exhilarating outdoor activity. The author describes the history and science behind this pastime and how anyone can do it. The bee hunter’s reward is a thrilling encounter with nature while also gaining insights into the remarkable behavior of honey bees living in the wild. Illus. in color. 164 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #795261 $13.95

BEGINNING BEEKEEPING: Everything You Need to Make Your Hive Thrive By Tanya Phillips. Learn the history of beekeeping, how a hive works, and what to do during specific seasons with this photographic guide. You’ll also discover how to harvest honey, wax and other hive products; protect your bees from adverse weather, invasive pests and other threats, and troubleshooting techniques for common and difficult problems. 192 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. Item #836668 $16.95

THE BEEKEEPER’S HANDBOOK: FOURTH EDITION By D. Sammataro & A. Avilabile. This fourth edition has been thoroughly redesigned, expanded, updated, and revised to incorporate the latest information on Colony Collapse Disorder, green IPM methods, regional overwintering protocols, and procedures for handling bees and managing diseases and pests. Illus. 308 pages. Cornell. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. Item #281569 $24.95

THE GREAT GYPSY MOTH WAR: A History of the First Campaign in Massachusetts to Eradicate the Gypsy Moth, 1890-1901 By Robert J. Spear. Tells the untold story behind the importations, release, and subsequent war on the gypsy moth in North America during the Civil War. Etienne Trouvelot imported them while experimenting with silkworm production, and inadvertently allowed them to escape. Spear also traces the rise of modern economic entomology and the birth of the pesticide industry. Photos. 308 pages. UMAP. Pub. at $37.50. Item #662995 $7.95

GETTING STARTED IN FLY FISHING By Tom Fuller. Features such information as casting problems, reading the water, choosing the right fly, and going beyond trout to salmon, bass, steelhead, and saltwater fish. Well illus. 195 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #291800 $4.95

HUNTING DANGEROUS GAME: True Tales From Around the World Ed. by Vin T. Sparano. After reading these stories, you will know how it feels to track down a rogue elephant, survive a grizzly attack, face a charging buffalo, and drive an arrow into a brown bear at 20 feet. These classic tales will be sure to make you a bit more apprehensive next you are in the deep woods. 148 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #673532 $4.95

DVD OPERATION GROUND CONTROL Outdoor TV producer Rick Young springs into action at Rock Chuck Hole, Montana, to save ranchers from property destruction. Joined by a group of U.S. Government and State Law Enforcement officers, he employs the latest tactical gear for a white-hot long-range hunt against land-destroying varmints. Contains Impact Shots. 60 minutes. Stoney-Wolf. Item #916038 $2.95

A FLYFISHER’S WORLD By Nick Lyons. This collection of articles and essays chronicles the fishing life of one of America’s most popular writers on fly fishing. Includes sections on tarpon and pike fishing in the Marquesas and in France, bass bugging on a small Connecticut pond, and trout fishing on unnamed creeks and blue ribbon rivers. SHOPWORN. Photos. 287 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95. Item #8680066 $4.95

DVD JIM SHOCKEY’S MONSTER MOOSE Join Jim Shockey and Eva Shockey as they take part in one of the most difficult moose hunts they’ve ever attempted. The Rogue River Outfit battles elements and one of God’s mightiest beasts in four riveting moose hunts on one DVD. 60 minutes. Stoney-Wolf. Item #939033 $2.95
Fishing & Hunting

**GUN DIGEST SHOOTER’S GUIDE TO AKS**
By Mario Vorobiev. A former member of an elite Soviet Spetsnaz unit and an avid AK-47 historian, Vorobiev offers a detailed look inside the design, development, operation and maintenance of the most prolific firearm of all time. Fully illus. 254 pages. Gun Digest Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. Item #674970 $6.95

**DO IT-YOURSELF PROJECTS FOR BOWHUNTERS**
By P. Fiduccia & L. Somma. Presents dozens of useful, easy to make projects for the bowhunter, including an Arrowhead Game Plaque, a Boot Storage Bench, an Antler Tie Rack and more, along with articles on field dressing, skinning and quartering, and planting food pots. Well illus. 259 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. Item #295516 $5.95

**NERVOUS WATER: Variations on a Theme of Fly Fishing**
By Steve Raymond. This collection of articles and essays, examines our sport from many angles—from important, ponderous topics such as the very definition of fly fishing, to more whimsical concepts such as how different fly shops have particular, defining aromas, smells you sometimes carry with you for a lifetime. Illus. 214 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. Item #599098X $2.95

**FIELD & STREAM THE TOTAL GUN MANUAL**
By D.E. Petrali & P. Bourjaily. The complete guide to figuring out what you really need, and then picking the right shotgun, rifle, and ammo for whatever sport you want. Increase your rifle accuracy, boost your shotgun scores, and come home with game instead of excuses. Includes field tested tips on how to get big and small game and much more. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00. Item #6813410 $9.95

**THE SEASONANGLER**
By Nick Lyons. Relive an entire year of outdoor adventures through the eyes of one of the world’s most passionate fishermen who has loved fishing deeply since early childhood. Not only for avid fishermen, this engaging story is for everyone who appreciates fine writing about nature. 177 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95. Item #688163 $4.95

**GUN DIGEST SHOOTER’S GUIDE TO SHOTGUN GAMES**
By Nick Silsey. Whether you want to improve your skills or find your next shotgun, this guide will give you expert instructions in clay breaking how-to, the truth about shooting a moving target, extensive coverage of the best shotguns and reloading tips for serious shooters. Well illus. 251 pages. Gun Digest Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. Item #671821X $5.95

**LONG RANGE HUNTING**
Featuring hunts for whitetail deer, mule deer, elk, sheep and antelope—with shots from 200 to 630 yards—this program is the perfect blend of long-range shooting and big game hunting. Filled with tips on choosing from the newest equipment for optimizing your long-range capabilities. 83 minutes. Stoney-Wolf. Item #591601 $4.95

**CRUNCH & DES: Classic Stories of Saltwater Fishing**
By Philip Wylie. Wylie’s enthralling tales of saltwater fishing have been entertaining readers of the Saturday Evening Post since 1939. This collection presents 22 of his best stories, including classics like “Widow Voyage,” “Light Tackle,” “The Way of All Fish,” “Smuggler’s Cove,” and more. 372 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. Item #5770254 $5.95

**TRUE TALES FROM AN EXPERT FISHERMAN: A Memoir of My Life with Rod and Reel**
By John Bailey. Bailey shares his horrifying brushes with espionage and death in the world’s most remote and inhospitable places, and introduces readers along the way to a motley array of characters, as well as an immense variety of fish. Written with great enthusiasm for the wild, this volume is a singular record of one man’s lifelong passion with fishing. Well illus. in color. 216 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. Item #6854281 $11.95

**AR-15 SKILLS & DRILLS: Learn to Run Your AR Like a Pro by Tiger McKee**
Reveals McKee’s methods to develop and hone the skills you need to manipulate the AR efficiently and shoot it accurately. Features detailed instructions that provide you with dry- and live-fire drills to practice your skills along with hundreds of images demonstrating the concepts. 270 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8 ¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $32.99. Item #5962595 $24.95

**THE ART OF THE FISHING FLY**
By Tony Lollis, photos by B. Curtis. A beautifully illustrated reference that provides insight into and an appreciation of the lore and art of the fly. Lollis profiles 80 flies in four major divisions of patterns—Atlantic Salmon, Trout, Saltwater, and Warm Water. You’ll also find practical information on equipment and instruction by three experts for tying a fly. 226 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $27.95. Item #6869157 $17.95

**SHARK WEEK**
Predator of the Deep Discovery Channel crews risk life and limb—quite literally—to bring you the ultimate up-close look at these captivating creatures of the deep. Collected here are five riveting Shark Week programs: Air Jaws Apocalypse: Shark Week’s 25 Best Bites; Shark Fight, Adrift: 47 Days with Sharks; and Great White Highway. Over 3 hours. Cinedigm. Item #6658296 $2.95

**Fishing & Hunting**

**RUN YOUR AR LIKE A PRO**
By Tiger McKee. A former member of an elite Soviet Spetsnaz unit and an avid AK-47 historian, Vorobiev offers a detailed look inside the design, development, operation and maintenance of the most prolific firearm of all time. Fully illus. 254 pages. Gun Digest Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. Item #674970 $6.95

**Diockens Takes on the World**

**FISH & SPORT Catch & Cook**
By Peter Godfrey-Smith. It has become clear that a very distant branch of the tree of life has also sprouted higher intelligence, the cephalopods. The squid, the cuttlefish, and above all the octopus are the closest we will come to meeting an intelligent alien. The author casts new light on the octopus mind, and on our own. 164 pages. UPiP. Pub. at $35.00. Item #2850079 $6.95

**500 FRESHWATER AQUARIUM FISH: A Visual Reference to the Most Popular Species**
Ed. by Greg Jennings. A handy reference to over 500 species and varieties of cichlids, catfish, cyprinids, characoids, loaches, and others. Includes basic facts, dietary requirements, aquarium conditions and breeding habits. Fully illus. in color. 528 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6916791 $19.95

**Shark Week: Everything You Need to Know**
By Martha Brockenbrough. From the unique look of the prehistoric toothed shark to the hunting techniques of the great white, all the thrills and chills of Discovery Channel’s Shark Week are now here for year-round reading. For every shark fanatic who wants to get even more up close and personal! Fully illus. in color. 150 pages. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. Item #6849806 $4.95
So begins his story of hope, redemption, commitment, and love.

Horses & Horsemanship

★ HORES Presents a lavish exploration of more than 70 of the world’s most charismatic and beautiful horse breeds, from the refined Arab, Akhal-Teke and Andalusian, through working horses like the mighty Shire, to ferel breeds such as the Mustang, each illustrated with spectacular full-color photography. 160 pages. Bloomsbury. 8¼x10¼. Paper. At $35.00 $24.95

★ DVD SAVING THE MUSTANG: North America’s Horse on the Brink of Extinction The Mustang once roamed North America in the millions, but today they face total extinction. This documentary explores the state of wild horses in our modern world, interweaving three hopeful stories of perseverance and determination in the fight to save the species. 52 minutes. TMW Media Group. $13.95

★ HOW TO LOOK AFTER YOUR HORSE: Essential Skills and Professional Tips By Peter Brookesmith. This practical reference includes a guide to breeds, basic handling care and riding techniques, tips for feeding and grazing from spring to winter, and guidelines for understanding your horse’s character and history. Well illus. 192 pages. Amber. Paperbound. At $29.95 $22.95

★ STOREY’S GUIDE TO RAISING DAIRY GOATS, FOURTH EDITION By J. Belanger & S.T. Bredesten. Covers all the essentials, including individual breeds, feeding and housing, health care and disease prevention, breeding and kidding, and milking and dairying, 296 pages. Storey. Paperbound. At $19.95 $14.95

★ POCKETFUL OF Poultry: Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Turkeys By Carol Ekarius. Barnyard birds have a special knack for making us smile. Enjoy their charm and discover interesting facts about a variety of fabulous fowl in this fun and informative handbook. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Storey. Paperbound. At $10.95 $9.95

★ LAST CHANCE MUSTANG: The Story of One Horse, One Horseman, and One Final Shot at Redemption By Mitchell Bornstein. Samson, a wild-at-heart American mustang, was plucked from his mountainous Nevada home and thrown into the domestic horse world where he was brutalized and victimized. Then he met Bornstein, the compassionate horse trainer who took him in.

Horses & Horsemanship

Final Shot at Redemption

By Mitchell Bornstein.

AMAZING HORSE FACTS AND TRIVIA: An Illustrated Guide to the Equine World By Gary Muller. Packed with fascinating facts, from physical characteristics and folklore to safety tips and horse care musts, this is a treat for lovers of horses and trivial alike. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Charwell. Spiralbound. $7.95

HANDY HINTS FOR THE HORSE PERSON: Hundreds of Tips to Save Time and Money By Karen Bush. This compact yet comprehensive little book is full of tips that range from stable-chore time-savers and tack and rider apparel care to finding new uses for old equipment. 137 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. At $12.95 $9.95

Farm & Domesticated Animals

EPIC EGGS: The Poultry Enthusiast’s Complete and Essential Guide to the Most Perfect Food By Jennifer Sartell. This is the indispensable companion for any backyard poultry keeper. The author explores the production and anatomy of eggs, explaining poultry reproductive systems, how colors are distributed to egg shells, and even breeding for specific egg colors. This guide is sure to prove an essential primer for anyone getting into raising poultry. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Voyageur. 8x10. Paperbound. At $21.99 $19.95

Pocketful of Poultry

SWIMMING TO THE PIRANHAS AT FEEDING TIME By Richard Conniff. In this thrilling foray into the animal kingdom, Conniff takes readers on an adventure-packed journey as he courts the most dangerous animals and lives to tell the tale. It’s a trip you won’t want to miss. 299 pages. Norton. Paperbound. At $15.95 $9.95

★ WHY WE LOVE DOGS, EAT PIGS, AND WEAR COWS: An Introduction to Carnism By Melanie Joy. Explores how it is that we are so willing to eat some animals while we’d never dream of eating others. The author argues that we ignore the facts of animals’ ability to feel pain, inhumane husbandry practices, that we don’t need meat in our diet, and we most often live longer and better without it. 208 pages. Conari Press. Paperbound. At $19.95 $14.95

★ STOR EY’S GUIDE TO RAISING DAIRY GOATS, FOURTH EDITION By J. Belanger & S.T. Bredesten. Covers all the essentials, including individual breeds, feeding and housing, health care and disease prevention, breeding and kidding, and milking and dairying, 296 pages. Storey. Paperbound. At $19.95 $14.95

★ AMBER: The World One Heart at a Time By Steve Jenkins et al. In the summer of 2012 Jenkins and his partner agreed to adopt an adorable micro-piglet. But, it turned out there was nothing “micro” about Esther. Within three years, Tiny Esther grew to a whopping 600 pounds. Follow Jenkins and Walter’s heartwarming adventure from reluctant pig owning-advocates for animals. Color photos. 226 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. At $15.99 $11.95

★ WEAR COWS: An Introduction to Carnism By Ben Goldfarb. This captivating volume reveals how beavers are environmental Swiss Army knives, capable of tackling just about any ecological dilemma. Trying to slow down floods or filter out pollution? There’s a beaver for that. Concerned about erosion, salmon runs, or wildfire? Take two beaver families and check back in a year. Color photos. 286 pages. Chelsea Green. Paper. At $24.95 $22.95

★ MYTHS & TRUTHS ABOUT COYOTES: What You Need to Know About America’s Most Misunderstood Predator By Carol Cartaino. Myths and misunderstanding about coyotes are rooted partly in the actual habits and activities of coyotes and partly in our fear of and fascination with them. This guide gives readers a course in Coyote 101—defeating the myths, illuminating the truths, and delivering a few surprises along the way. Illus. 189 pages. Menasha Ridge. Paperbound. At $12.95 $9.95

★ MARK OF THE GRIZZLY, SECOND EDITION By Scott McMillion. Reveals the true accounts of dozens of attacks from Yellowstone National Park to Alaska, from 1977 to 2010. McMillion examines each attack and its aftermath, interviewing victims, survivors, and investigators—offering lessons that others should know. 286 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. At $16.95 $12.45

★ What You Need to Know About America’s Most Misunderstood Predator

By Ben Goldfarb.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#866322</td>
<td>CATTIVATING BLUEBIRDS: Exceptional Images and Observations</td>
<td>Stan Tekiela</td>
<td>Caxton</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2811014</td>
<td>A SHADOW ABOVE: The Fall and Rise of the Raven</td>
<td>Joe Shute</td>
<td>Stackpole</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2811113</td>
<td>PENGUIN PLANET, SECOND EDITION: Their World, Our World</td>
<td>Kevin Schäfer</td>
<td>Stackpole</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5902703</td>
<td>GULLS SIMPLIFIED: A Comparative Approach to Identification</td>
<td>F. Dunne &amp; R.T. Karlson</td>
<td>Princeton</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6611113</td>
<td>PENGUIN PLANET, SECOND EDITION: Their World, Our World</td>
<td>Kevin Schäfer</td>
<td>Stackpole</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6566332</td>
<td>CAPTIVATING BLUEBIRDS: Exceptional Images and Observations</td>
<td>Stan Tekiela</td>
<td>Caxton</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5997127</td>
<td>THE BIRD COLLECTION</td>
<td>Derek Harvey</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5764424</td>
<td>THE BIRD COLLECTION</td>
<td>Derek Harvey</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5987903</td>
<td>BLUEBIRDS STILLS DON'T WEAR WHITE</td>
<td>L.A. White &amp; J.A. Gordon</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6877435</td>
<td>CPTIVATING BLUEBIRDS: Exceptional Images and Observations</td>
<td>Stan Tekiela</td>
<td>Caxton</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Books for Birders:**

- **GOD BIDERS STILL DON'T WEAR WHITE** by L.A. White & J.A. Gordon
- **LOST AMONG THE BIRDS: ACCIDENTALLY FINDING MYSELF IN ONE VERY BIG YEAR** by Neil Hayward
- **TEMPLE OF THE EAGLE: An Illustrated Natural History** by M. Unwin & D. Tipling
- **WORLD OF HUMMINGBIRDS** by Erik Hanson
- **THE JOY OF BIRD FEEDING** by Jim Carpenter
DO BIRDS HAVE KNEES? By Stephen Moss. Answers 450 questions aimed at birdwatchers of all levels, conveying a veritable feast of bird-related information. Drawing on up to date research and illustrated with more than 200 color photos, this edition will enthral, amuse and enlighten everyone with an interest in birds. 240 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 Item #5784824 $14.95

THE ULTIMATE INTERACTIVE GUIDE TO THE HUMAN BODY By Camilla de la Bedoyere. Discover the science and beauty of the human body with this colorful, informative guide. Learn the vital role of each organ and body system with the detailed illustrations and comprehensive text. Includes a 3D rotating model of the eye and an informative removable poster. Ages 7 & up. 48 pages. Silver Dolphin. 12x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95 Item #2965801 $7.95


Science & Nature for Children

LIVES OF THE SCIENTISTS: Experiments, Explosions (and What the Neighbors Thought) By Kathleen Krull, illus. by K. Hewitt. This entertaining volume takes the young reader through the centuries and across the globe, profiling the fascinating men and women whose curiosity has transformed our understanding of our world. Ages 10-12. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Harcourt. 8x10½. Pub. at $20.99 Item #6956300 $4.95

BUNNY ISLAND By Pippa Kennew, photos by Y. Fukuda. Come spend a day with the bunnies of Bunny Island in this adorable little volume. As your young ones flip through the pages, they will see beautiful photos of these irresistible creatures as they “hop, hop, hop,” “zoom, zoom, zoom,” “dig, dig, dig,” and more. Preschoolers. Firefly. Pub. at $14.95 Item #6731619 $11.95

LAKES AND PONDS! With 25 Science Projects for Kids By Johannah Hanney. Discover the special relationship between humans and the lakes and ponds that speckle the planet. Through fun facts, links to online resources, cool illustrations, and STEM projects, readers explore the plants and animals living in lakes and ponds. Ages 7-10. 90 pages. Nomad Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #5824821 $11.95

WHOSE BUTT? By Stan Tekiela. A giggle-worthy volume that asks you to guess whose animal butt is in the picture, then turn the page and discover the answer. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Adventure Publications. 10x8½. Pub. at $14.95 Item #6876951 $11.95

Essays on Nature

ALASKAN TRAVELS: Far-Flung Tales of Love and Adventure By Edward Hoagland. Thirty years ago, the celebrated writer Edward Hoagland, in his early fifties and already with a dozen acclaimed books under his belt, decided to have a madlife adventure. Pencil and notebook at the ready, Hoagland set out to explore and write about one of the last truly wild territories remaining on earth: Alaska. He offers his chronicle here. 196 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $22.95 Item #6936075 $6.95

UNSEEN CITY: The Majesty of Pigeons, the Discreet Charm of Snails & Other Wonders of the Urban Wilderness By Nathanael Johnson. Takes the reader on a journey that is part nature lesson and part love letter to the world’s urban jungles. With the right perspective, a walk to the subway can be every bit as entrancing as a walk through a national park. 224 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99 Item #6952855 $6.95

THOREAU’S NOTES ON BIRDS OF NEW ENGLAND During his two-year residence at Walden Pond, Thoreau became keenly aware of the natural world that surrounded him. This volume, originally published in 1910, collects his thoughts on the various bird species that populated the New England woods, from the great blue heron to the kingbird and the American finch. 16 pages of color illus. 336 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 Item #2931877 $14.95

THE EYE OF THE SANDPIPER: Stories from the Living World By Brandon Keim. Pairs cutting-edge science with a deep love of nature, conveying Keim’s insights in prose that is both accessible and beautiful. Reporting from the frontiers of science while celebrating the natural world’s wonders, he poses new questions about our relationship to the rest of life on Earth. 251 pages. Cornell. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 Item #2819974 $16.95

Blu-ray FASCINATION CORAL REEF 3D: Hunters and the Hunted Widescreen. In this adventure you’ll observe sharks on the lookout for the next bite and swarms of diverse fish as they make their way through the reef, confusing hungry attackers with their vast display of shapes and colors. Although this struggle sounds barbaric, there is balance between the 3D and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 53 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $12.99 Item #6813445 $5.95

The DISASTER PREPAREDNESS HANDBOOK, 2ND EDITION: A Guide for Families By Arthur T. Bradley. The world can turn deadly at any moment—no one is completely safe. But this guide will help your family create a practical disaster preparedness plan that covers all fourteen basic human needs. From first aid to sheltering your family in case of an emergency, it’s all here. Color photos. 536 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 Item #6936296 $4.95

OUTDOOR LIFe THE ULTIMATE SURVIVAL Manual By Richard Johnson et al. You’re lost in the woods without food or water. Confronted by an angry bear. Forced to drive through a deadly blizzard. Whether it’s in the wild, during a disaster, or in an urban crisis, this guide has you covered with all the strategies for survival. Fully illus. in color. Weldon Owen. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 Item #5835899 $5.95

WHEN ALL HELL BREAKS LOOSE: Stuff You Need to Survive When Disaster Strikes By Cory Lundin. Introduces home-tested techniques, tips, and tricks that will help anyone become more self-reliant in any situation. Lundin outlines a simple survival system using everyday household items to survive catastrophes. Photos, some in color. 450 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 Item #6732488 $6.95

More Works on Nature

WONDERS OF THE URBAN WILDERNESS By Kathleen Krull, illus. by K. Hewitt. This entertaining volume takes the young reader through the centuries and across the globe, profiling the fascinating men and women whose curiosity has transformed our understanding of our world. Ages 10-12. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Harcourt. 8x10½. Pub. at $20.99 Item #6956300 $4.95


When the Disasters are Over: People of the Ice; The Great Adventure; Lords of the Discreet Charm of Snails & Other Wonders of the Urban Wilderness By Nathanael Johnson. Takes the reader on a journey that is part nature lesson and part love letter to the world’s urban jungles. With the right perspective, a walk to the subway can be every bit as entrancing as a walk through a national park. 224 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99 Item #6952855 $6.95

The ULTIMATE WILDLIFE HANDBOOK: More Works on Nature By World Class Films. They are fierce, frightening, and fascinating: they are predators. Get to know some of the world’s most interesting creatures, including honey badgers, crocodiles, jackals, cheetahs, lions, African wild dogs, and an elusive black leopard in these eight films. Over 4 hours on eight DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99 Item #5835899 $5.95

MORE WORKS ON NATURE By Brandon Keim. Pairs cutting-edge science with a deep love of nature, conveying Keim’s insights in prose that is both accessible and beautiful. Reporting from the frontiers of science while celebrating the natural world’s wonders, he poses new questions about our relationship to the rest of life on Earth. 251 pages. Cornell. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 Item #6813445 $5.95

More Works on Nature
More Works on Nature


Item #6735290 $2.95

**COLOUR: Seeing, Experiencing, Understanding** By Ueli Selier-Hermes. A delightfully illustrated introduction to the world of colors. Packed with full color pictures, it leads from perception to understanding, and from experience to practice. This volume is ideal for parents, teachers and anyone seeking to develop a deeper knowledge and appreciation of the phenomenon of color. 134 pages. Temple Lodge. Pub. at $40.00

Item #6933440 $5.95

**ISLANDS BEYOND THE HORIZON** By Roger Lovorgen. Takes the reader on a journey to twenty of the most remote and remarkable places on Earth. From the familiar to the little known, the range is diverse and spectacular. Lovorgen tells the story of each island as well as the impact of mankind on these fragile ecosystems. Photos, some color. 228 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Item #5863791 $5.95

**EARTHQUAKE STORMS: The Fascinating History and Volatile Future of the San Andreas Fault** By John Dvorak. Tells the dramatic story of the rugged and eccentric scientists, from Charles Whitney and John Muir to Andrew Lawson and Charles Richter, who honed our current knowledge of the San Andreas fault—what it is, where it is, and how it works—and the true nature of earthquakes. Photos. 254 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

Item #5927386 $6.95

**MINERAL TREASURES OF THE OZARKS** By Bruce L. Stinchcomb. Discusses the “Mississippi Valley Type” (MVT) minerals, their deposition, how they fit into the broader scope of North American mineralogy, and the locations of MVT minerals around the world. Stinchcomb focuses on the minerals that occur along the Ozarks’ extensive waterways. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

Item #6853803 $24.95

**MUSHROOMS AND OTHER FUNGI OF NORTH AMERICA** By Roger Phillips. Over 1,000 full-color photographs make this an essential resource, with detailed descriptions for each variety describing color and texture of flesh; odor and taste; habitat and season; distribution and appearance of spores; and edibility and poison warnings. 384 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

Item #674059 $23.95

**BRILLIANCE AND FIRE: A Biography of Diamonds** By Rachelle Bergstein. Offers a gliterring history of the world’s most coveted gemstone and its greatest champions and most colorful enthusiasts and to the likes of Audrey Hepburn, Elizabeth Taylor, and Kate West who have dazzled in them. 16 pages of photos, some color. 375 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Item #6925731 $4.95

**EASTERN FORESTS: Peterson Field Guides** By John Kricher. A comprehensive field guide that identifies trees, birds, mammals, wildflowers, mushrooms, reptiles, butterflies, beetles, and other insects found in the forests of North America. This is the one field guide to carry! Well illus., many in color. 488 pages. Houghton. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

Item #6742092 $14.95

**OUTDOOR SURVIVAL GUIDE** By Randy Gerke. Provides you with essential survival information to help you overcome the most frequently encountered outdoor hazards. Practical, step-by-step instruction guides you through implementing skills and techniques under even the most stressful circumstances. 16 pages of color photos. 233 pages. Human. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Item #6746888 $3.95

**MOSSES, LIVERWORTS, AND HORNWORTS** By Ralph Pope. A photo-based field guide to the more common or distinctive bryophytes of northeastern North America that gives beginners the tools they need to identify most specimens without using a compound microscope. 308 pages. Cornell. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

Item #2816164 $21.95

**FEATHERS: The Evolution of a Natural Miracle** By Thor Hanson. They’ve decorated queens, jesters, plague doctors, Aztec priests, and the tailed birds of paradise. They silence the flight of owls, give shimmer to hummingbirds, and keep penguins dry below the ice. They are at the root of biology’s most enduring debate: whether birds are dinosaurs. Yet their story has never been fully told, until now. Illus. 360 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

Item #6866239 $11.95

**METEOROLOGY MANUAL: The Practical Guide to the Weather** By Storm Dunlop. With over 400 color photographs and explanatory text, this down-to-earth manual describes the atmosphere, weather processes and precipitation; and how to observe the weather and to forecast it. 172 pages. Haynes. 8½x11. Pub. at $34.95

Item #6643213 $26.95

**NATURAL HISTORIES: 25 Extraordinary Species That Have Changed Our World** By B. Westwood & S. Moss. From David Attenborough on gorillas to Randy Pausch on dinosaurs, Moss and Westwood show how our relationships with twenty-five species have permanently changed the way we see the world. Full of science, history, pop culture and folklore, they bring us face to face with nature, in all its wonder, complexity and invention. Color plates. 428 pages. John Murray. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

Item #6853626 $16.95

**COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO THE THREE PHASES OF TITANIA: Rutile, Anatase, Brookite** By Robert J. Laut. A thorough and informative text describes the fascinating diversity of the mineral Titania and lists the classic localities where the mineral can be found. Laut also provides a solid explanation of the structures of rutile, anatase, and brookite and their phase relations. Fully illus. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

Item #66267X $16.95

**COLLECTOR'S GUIDE TO MOSSES, LIVERWORTS, AND OTHER FUNGI OF NORTH AMERICA** By Roger Phillips. Over 281 species are described within this volume, including pertinent information on everythiing from the familiar to the little known. Unusual tidal maps, as well as other graphics and advice. A visual exploration of the ebbs and flows of the world’s seas along its shores. 208 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $27.99

Item #6864483 $21.95

**TIDES AND THE OCEAN: Water’s Movement Around the World, from Waves to Whirlpools** By William Thomson. The author’s lyric look at the sea’s cycles, interspersed with little known facts, gorgeous graphics and delightful tales of surfing the waves and charting the tides. Gives the reader unusual tidal maps, as well as other graphics and advice. A visual exploration of the ebbs and flows of the world’s seas along its shores. 208 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $27.99

Item #6900933 $21.95

**THE CURE FOR CATASTROPHE** By Robert Muir-Wood. The author recounts the ingenious ways in which people have fought back against natural disasters. He shows the power and promise of new predictive technologies, and envisions a future where information and action come together to end destruction wrought by natural catastrophes. 356 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.99

Item #6814876 $5.95

**50 EVENING ADVENTURES** By Tim Meek et al. Make the most of your evening hours after school and after work with these 50 simple and exciting ideas for spending time together outdoors during the working week. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Frances Lincoln. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

Item #5919991 $3.95

**THE LAWS FIELD GUIDE TO THE SIERRA NEVADA** By John Muir Laws. A comprehensive field guide to the natural wonders of the rich variety of Sierra life—trees, wildflowers, tans, fungi, lichens, fish, reptiles, amphibians, birds, mammals, insects, and other small animals. Fully illus. in color. 368 pages. Heyday. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

Item #2857391 $17.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5826055</td>
<td>GETTING STARTED IN YOUR OWN WOOD</td>
<td>By J. Evans &amp; W. Rolls</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5949858</td>
<td>EXPLORE THE PACIFIC ISLANDS NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARIES WITH JEAN-MICHEL COUSTEAU</td>
<td>Introduces three unique underwater marvels in the Pacific Ocean.</td>
<td>308 pages.</td>
<td>Vintage</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6669603</td>
<td>HISTORIC DENALI NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE</td>
<td>By Tracy Salcedo</td>
<td>143 pages.</td>
<td>Lyons</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5733529</td>
<td>A POCKET GUIDE TO THE ORCHIDS OF BRITAIN AND IRELAND</td>
<td>By Simon Harrop</td>
<td>256 pages.</td>
<td>Bloomsbury</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5732360</td>
<td>THE WEATHER EXPERIMENT: The Pioneers Who Sought to See the Future</td>
<td>By Peter Moore</td>
<td>395 pages.</td>
<td>FSG</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5834608</td>
<td>ULTIMATE ACADIA, SECOND EDITION: 50 Reasons to Visit Maine's National Park</td>
<td>By Virginia M. Wright</td>
<td>128 pages.</td>
<td>Down East</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6674720</td>
<td>TREES IN BLACK &amp; WHITE: A Visual Tour</td>
<td>By Tony Howell</td>
<td>126 pages.</td>
<td>Amherst Media</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6669608</td>
<td>THE NAKED SHORE: Of the North Sea</td>
<td>By Tom Blass</td>
<td>94 pages.</td>
<td>Down East</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6623878</td>
<td>WILD THINGS, WILD PLACES: Adventurous Tales of Wildlife and Conservation on Planet Earth</td>
<td>By Jane Alexander</td>
<td>330 pages.</td>
<td>Vintage</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6574882</td>
<td>THE WORLD'S MOST BEAUTIFUL NATIONAL PARKS</td>
<td>By Elena Blanchi</td>
<td>272 pages.</td>
<td>White Star</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6872470</td>
<td>STORM CHASER: A Visual Tour of Severe Weather</td>
<td>By David Mayhew</td>
<td>120 pages.</td>
<td>University Press</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6583939</td>
<td>A BEAUTY COLLECTED: Captivating ABC Book to Discover the Beauty Around You</td>
<td>By Rachelle Garahan</td>
<td>168 pages.</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6853384</td>
<td>THE EVER-CHANGING COASTLINE: Tidal Forces at Work</td>
<td>By Joseph R. Votano</td>
<td>160 pages.</td>
<td>Familius</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5915142</td>
<td>BARK! The Herald Angels Sing</td>
<td>By Peter Thorpe</td>
<td>95 pages.</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**More Works on Nature**

- **GETTING STARTED IN YOUR OWN WOOD**
- **A WILDER LIFE: A Season-by-Season Guide to Getting in Touch with Nature**
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Nature Photography

**THE CENTRE CANNOT HOLD** By David Gulden. Arresting images exhibit David Gulden’s exceptional photographic talent, as well as his bold reinvention of the craft. Set primarily in Kenya’s Aberdare National Park, his camera ensures African wildlife in dramatic black and white, forging a compelling commentary on the devastating effects of our shifting climate. Glitterati. 10x13¼. Pub. at $75.00. Item #4636899 $11.95

Nutrition & Weight Management

**CHOOSE IT TO LOSE IT! The Ultimate Pocket Guide to Save 500 Calories a Day!** By Amy Brightfield. A real-world guide to eating out, shopping smart, and cooking better. Packed with quick tips, essential advice, and hundreds of easy food swaps to help you slim down and lose weight. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Oxmoor. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. Item #5984254 $4.95

**THE FEELGOOD PLAN: Happier, Healthier & Slimmer in 15 Minutes a Day** By D. Wong & K. Faithfull-Williams. Packed with down to earth ideas to help you tune in to what really makes your body feel great, from 15-minute workouts that make you look and feel younger to healthier versions of all your favorite foods. Wong offers practical ideas to fit exercise into jam packed lives, conquer cravings, and stop emotional eating. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $21.95. Item #6763456 $3.95

**FAST FOOD GENOCIDE: How Processed Food Is Killing Us and What We Can Do About It** By Joel Fuhrman with R.B. Phillips. A nutritional researcher and leading voice in the health field explains why the problem of poor nutrition is deeper, more serious, and more pervasive than anyone imagined, and reveals the solution that’s been hiding in plain sight: a nutrient-dense, healthful diet that can save lives. 342 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #2793075 $11.95

**THE MASTER CLEANSE MADE EASY: Your No-Fail Guide to Feeling Great During and After You Detox** By Robin Westen. With these guidelines, you’re sure to succeed on the Lemonade Diet cleanse and jump-start your healthy new lifestyle. They’ll lead you step by step through the process, revealing how easy it is to boost energy, power through your hunger, maintain mental clarity, and keep a positive attitude. 184 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #8713722 $3.95

Nutrition & Weight Management

**EAT REAL TO HEAL: Using Food as Medicine to Reverse Chronic Diseases and More** By Nicolette Richer. Shows you the organic, plant-based foods you should be eating to fortify and detoxify. Focusing on diet, nutrition, detoxification, and self-awareness, this guide teaches you how to power up your immune system to help fight chronic diseases and even cancer. Illus. 199 pages. Mango. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. Item #279313X $13.95

**THINNER IN 30: Small Changes That Add Up to Big Weight Loss in Just 30 Days** By Jenna Wolfe with M. Murphy. Blending athletic wisdom and laugh out loud humor with easy to follow advice, Wolfe will help you discover just how easy it is to get healthy without having to deprive yourself or work out 12 hours a day. In this guide she puts the focus on small, bite-size tips which lead to long-term weight loss. Illus. 218 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00. Item #661050 $5.95

**THE BIGGEST LOSER: The Weight-Loss Program to Transform Your Body, Health, and Life** By Jenna Wolfe with M. Murphy. Based on the hit NBC show that inspired millions. Slim down with the Biggest Loser diet; shed pounds with the exercise plan, and learn the motivations behind the show’s memorable cast members. Color photos. 192 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. Item #2729504 $4.95

**THE ENNEAGRAM OF EATING: How the Personality Types Influence Your Food, Diet, and Exercise Choices** By Ann Gadd. This well-known Enneagram system of personality types offers insight into your personal approach to eating and exercise. Gadd reveals for each of the nine types: the emotional eating triggers; what exercise regime will inspire rather than tire you. why we do what we do; and where each type fails at weight loss. 192 pages. Findhorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #2808501 $13.95

Nutrition & Weight Management

**EAT WELL, LOOK GREAT: Nutrition and Lifestyle Beauty Secrets to Make You Feel Good from the Inside Out** By Sarah Brewer. Dr. Brewer reveals her nutrition and lifestyle secrets for beating common beauty problems, based on the principles of nutritional medicine. Includes the information you need to make your beauty concerns a thing of the past and is packed with nutritional advice based on the latest scientific evidence. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Emisson Books Limited. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. Item #6863835 $9.95

**BEAT CHRONIC DISEASE: The Nutrition Solution** By Fleur Brown. Explains how to apply the principles of nutritional functionality to understand and overcome your health problems, based on Brown’s extensive clinical experience, and illustrated by detailed case histories. 260 pages. Hammersmith Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6847870 $15.95

**SHOULD I SCOOP OUT MY BAGEL? And 99 Other Answers to Your Everyday Diet and Nutrition Questions to Help You Lose Weight, Feel Great, and Live Healthy** By I. Schapiro & H. Rich. Drawing on 25 years of combined experience, the authors tackle some of the most common health and diet questions posed today. Is a wrap better for you than a bagel sandwich? Is it time to give up the gluten-free bandwagon? If you eat whole, what’s the point of a multivitamin? And more. 225 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #855913 $5.95

Healthy Cooking & Special Diets

**The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Flour-Free Eating** By K.W. Berkowitz & S.V. James. Forget the flour! Packed with alternative choices and more than 125 flour and sugar-free recipes for everything from breakfast to dessert, this helpful guide gives you the tools you need to kick out the flour and make room for more healthful food choices. 263 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #883955 $4.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6948790</td>
<td>THE SALT FIX</td>
<td>James DiNicolantonio</td>
<td>Grand Central. Pub. at $27.95</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285161X</td>
<td>EAT CLEAN, STAY LEAN: 300 Real Foods and Recipes for Lifelong Health and Lasting Weight Loss</td>
<td>By W. Bazilian, Eating healthy really means eating clean, or choice whole foods sourced from the earth with the least processing and fewest ingredients that sound like hair dye. This visual guidebook to better health, delicious food, and a slimmer you will show you how to make 50 smarter choices in the supermarket and 150 cleaner fast meals at home. 294 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5765765</td>
<td>THE VIRGIN DIET: Drop 7 Foods, Lose 7 Pounds, Just 7 Days By JJ Virgin</td>
<td>Fitness expert JJ Virgin reveals the real secret behind weight gain–food intolerance. With this guide she'll show you how to eat plenty of anti-inflammatory, healing foods that will never leave you feeling hungry or deprived. In just one week you can drop weight, lose belly fat, gain energy, clear up inflammation, and feel younger. 334 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6822194</td>
<td>THE GENE THERAPY PLAN: Taking Control of Your Genetic Destiny with Diet and Lifestyle</td>
<td>Mitchell L. Gaynor. What if our diets could affect every aspect of our health by controlling the expression of our genes? This work presents the science behind these ideas and provides easy to follow meal plans and recipes to help put them in practice. 346 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.95</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5983738</td>
<td>SLIM DOWN NOW: Shed Pounds and Inches with Real Food, Real Fast</td>
<td>Cynthia Sass</td>
<td>Viking. Pub. at $27.95</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6756333</td>
<td>THE METABOLIC APPROACH TO CANCER</td>
<td>N. Winters &amp; J. H. Kelley</td>
<td>Touchstone. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6556037</td>
<td>THE METABOLIC APPROACH TO WEIGHT LOSS</td>
<td>Kip Andersen et al.</td>
<td>Viking. Pub. at $27.95</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6288963</td>
<td>DR. JOE'S MAN DIET</td>
<td>Joseph Feuerstein with G. Pritchard</td>
<td>Viking. Pub. at $27.95</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2791757</td>
<td>KETTLEBELL KICKBOXING</td>
<td>Dasha Libin-Anderson</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5903983</td>
<td>ESSENTIAL STRENGTH TRAINING SKILLS</td>
<td>Len Williams et al.</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2845547</td>
<td>COMPLETE PHYSIQUE: Your Ultimate Body Transformation</td>
<td>Hollis Lance Lieberman</td>
<td>Rodale</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>693997X</td>
<td>THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO NAVY SEAL FITNESS, THIRD EDITION</td>
<td>Stewart Smith</td>
<td>Rodale</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5500285</td>
<td>EVERY WOMAN’S GUIDE TO FOOT PAIN RELIEF: The New Science of Healthy Feet</td>
<td>Kay Bowman</td>
<td>BenBella</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3429504</td>
<td>BARIATRIC FITNESS FOR YOUR NEW LIFE</td>
<td>Julia Kariotis</td>
<td>Ulysses Press</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Exercise & Fitness

- **STRENGTH TRAINING: Staying Fit & Fabulous**
  - By Kris Calvano. This guide holds the key to feeling and looking great as you age. Whether you’re hoping to alleviate specific problems or simply attempting to maintain your fitness with tailored nutritional and exercise advice, this blend of methods from yoga, Pilates, tai chi, and other disciplines will help you achieve your goals. Well illus. 160 pages. Isa. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #677848
  - $5.95

- **DANCE MANUAL: The Complete Step-by-Step Guide**
  - By Keyra Paul. Dance is gaining recognition as a way for everyone to improve and maintain their physical health, as well as a sense of well-being. This manual includes the history and essence of the dance styles; dress codes and the reasons behind these; suggestions for music; basic moves and steps joined into a simple routine; and ideas for adapting dance styles for people who need to sit on a chair. Fully illus. in color. 194 pages. Haynes. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $36.95. Item #592572X
  - $15.95

- **YOGA AND BODY IMAGE: 25 Personal Stories About Beauty, Bravery & Loving Your Body**
  - By M. Klein & A. Guest-Jelley. Twenty-five contributors—including Alanis Morissette, celebrity yoga instructor Seane Corn and author Dr. Sara Gottfried—discuss how yoga and body interconnect. Through inspiring personal stories, you’ll discover how yoga not only affects your physical health, but also how you feel about your body. 263 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. Item #671519
  - $6.95

- **THE PATH OF MODERN YOGA: The History of an Embodied Spiritual Practice**
  - By Elliot Goldberg. Drawing on over ten years of research from rare primary sources and engaging with contemporary yoga scholarship, Goldberg presents an original, authoritative, provocative, and illuminating interpretation of the history of modern yoga. Photos. 496 pages. Inner Traditions. 8½x10½. Pub. at $39.95. Item #6775450
  - $29.95

### Beauty & Skin Care

- **LOVE THOSE EYES: Alluring Eye-Makeup Looks for Every Occasion**
  - By Sarah Jane Ellis. The 50 eye makeup looks in this beautiful volume are created for all of life’s meaningful moments—fun looks when you want to mix things up, light looks to brighten up your day and dramatic looks for turning heads. And when you want to party? No further—you will rock it! 144 pages. LEX. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. Item #79375X
  - $2.95

- **THE BARBER BOOK**
  - Ed. by Giulia Pivetta. A fun and instructive guide to the most popular men’s hairstyles of the 20th century, with a focus on personalities, culture and fashions, and cultural events that inspired each look. Includes a directory of the world’s finest barber shops. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. Pub. at $24.95. Item #2918730
  - $11.95

- **MAN VS. HAIR: 60 Tutorials for Handsome Hair & Stubble**
  - By Kieron Webb. Collection of 60 fashionable styles for men’s hair and facial hair. Step by step tutorials featuring simple how to illustrations take the guesswork out of styling, while on-trend fashion photography demonstrates how to wear each ‘do. 176 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #2814013
  - $5.95

- **BOHO BRAIDS: 40 Modern, Free-Spirited Hairstyles**
  - By H.M. Garrett & K. Rossi. Features hundreds of how-to photos to guide you every step of the way with accessory ideas to make the style your own. Capture the Boho spirit with these 40 DIY tutorials. 192 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #6934404
  - $5.95

- **5-MINUTE HAIRSTYLES**
  - By Jenny Strebe. With plenty of options for all hair types and lengths, it has never been so easy to try something special, even when you’re in a hurry. Packed full of easy-to-follow instructions, gorgeous step by step photos, and handy timesaving tips to help you achieve maximum style with minimum fuss. 128 pages. HarperDesign. Item #6789439
  - $5.95

### Health & Medical References

- **THE LONGEVITY PLAN: Seven Life-Transforming Lessons from Ancient China**
  - By John D. Day et al. When Dr. Day was lecturing in China, he learned of a village free of disease, and where living past one hundred and in good health was not uncommon. After spending time there, his research revealed seven principles that work in tandem to create health, happiness, and longevity, which he shares in this fascinating guide. Color photos. 288 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #7931583
  - $5.95

- **100 PERFECT HAIR DAYS**
  - By Jenny Strebe. Learn 100 fabulous looks from a seasoned hairstylist that includes step by step illustrations, and inspiring fashion photographs that make it easy to replicate professional-level styles at home. 192 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6699412
  - $8.95

- **THE NATURAL BEAUTY SOLUTION**
  - By Mary Helen Leonard. A step-by-step guide that will help you systematically replace your commercial beauty products with a 100% natural routine. Discover the essential ingredients and tools you need; easy-to-follow, all-natural recipes to replace chemical-laden beauty products; helpful tips; personal stories; troubleshooting advice; and more, illus. in color. 128 pages. Spring House. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6629599
  - $14.95

- **DRUG MUGGERS: Which Medications And Over-the-Counter Drugs Can Compromise Your Natural Health**
  - By Suzy Cohen. This comprehensive resource lists over 600 entries of disease, and where living past one hundred and in good health was not uncommon. After spending time there, his research revealed seven principles that work in tandem to create health, happiness, and longevity, which he shares in this fascinating guide. Color photos. 288 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #7931583
  - $5.95

- **UNRULY CURLS: How to Manage, Style and Love Your Curly Hair**
  - By Michael Price. Whether you have ringlets, waves or even kinky hair, this guide is your savior. Packed with essential tips for looking after your hair from the inside out, this is a fun celebration of curly hair. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $14.99. Item #864708
  - $6.95
TOO MUCH OF A GOOD THING By Lee Goldman. Dr. Goldman tells the story of how these four survival traits have evolved to the point at which they cause more than six times the number of deaths they currently prevent. He explains not only how our bodies have fallen out of sync with today’s world but also what we can do about it. 344 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00

OVERDOSED AMERICA: The Broken Promise of American Medicine By John Abramson. Reveals the ways in which drug companies have misrepresented statistical evidence, misled doctors, and compromised our health. The good news is that the best scientific evidence shows that reclaiming responsibility for our own health is often far more effective than taking the latest blockbuster drug. 334 pages.

MIND YOUR BODY: 4 Weeks to a Leaner, Healthier Life By Joel Harper. A personal trainer to the stars, Harper explores the crucial connection between meals, moves, and mindset. He provides a “whole-istic” three-step program that will help you quadruple your weight loss, maximize your workouts, and boost your happiness and energy levels in just fifteen minutes a day. Well illus. 233 pages. HarperOne.


THE DOCTOR’S GUIDE TO SURVIVING WHEN MODERN MEDICINE FAILS By Scott A. Johnson. Instead of running to the doctor every time you get sick, you can avoid the illness with the solutions offered here. Dr. Johnson tells you how to employ proven dietary supplements, ways to regularly cleanse your body of toxins, how to get the most out of physical activity, and more. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.94

IS GWYNETH PALTROW WRONG ABOUT EVERYTHING? By Timothy Caulfield. Provides an entertaining look into the celebrity world while debunking the celebrity message, including vivid accounts of Caulfield’s experiences trying out for American Idol, having his skin resurfaced, and doing the Gwyneth Paltrow Clean Cleanse. 254 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $24.95

THE TELOMERE EFFECT: A Revolutionary Approach to Living Younger, Healthier, Longer By E. Blackburn & J. Epel. Reveals that sleep quality, exercise, diet, and even certain chemicals profoundly affect our telomeres (which protect our genetic heritage), and that chronic stress, negative thoughts, strained relationships, and even the wrong neighborhoods can eat away at them. The authors show how you can make simple changes to keep your chromosomes and cells healthy. Illus. 398 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**FIXING YOUR FEET, 6TH EDITION: Injury Prevention and Treatments for Athletes By John Vonhof. Don’t wait until foot pain inhibits you. Learn the tricks to help you avoid an injury and get back to the game you love. 334 pages. A Barren St Books. Pub. at $19.95

**THE ENZYME CURE: How Plant Enzymes Can Help You Relieve 36 Health Problems By Lita Lee with L. Turner. Presents a low cost self-help enzyme therapy that can change your life for the better by rebalancing your life hormones and reversing such conditions as allergies, intestinal disorders, kidney stones, asthma, diabetes, and weight problems. 296 pages. Square One Publishers.

**THE GUT WELLNESS GUIDE By A. Post & S. Cavalier. A friendly guide for anyone grappling with chronic pain, fatigue, gas, bloating, and other common disorders associated with the gut. Addressing a wide range of conditions, this guide presents simple ways to relieve the stress, tune into your body, and create a customized action plan to heal. 180 pages. North Atlantic. Pub. at $18.95

**HOW TO BE A PATIENT: The Essential Guide to Navigating the World of Modern Medicine By Sana Goldberg. Walks readers through the complicated and uncertain medical landscape, and empowers them with the information and tools they need to come to good decisions with their providers and sidestep the challenging realities of modern medicine. 432 pages. HarperWave.

**THE LUCKY YEARS: How to Thrive in the Brave New World of Health By David B. Agus..Agus offers a picture of the future of health and medicine—a new golden age where you can take full advantage of the latest science and technologies to customize your care. By understanding your DNA to increase a healthy lifespan; prolong natural fertility and have children in your forties; and lose weight effortlessly without a trendy diet. Illus. 272 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00


**THE PROBIOTIC CURE: Harnessing the Power of Good Bacteria for Better Health By Martie Whittekin. Research shows that a range of illnesses, from stomach ulcers to osteoporosis, can be caused by “H. pylori,” a nasty little bacteria found in the gut. In this guide, a certified clinical nutritionist offers the solution: an effective alternative approach employing good bacteria known as probiotics. 252 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


THEmeldung TOXOUT: Getting Harmful Chemicals Out of Our Bodies and Our World By L. Louie & R. Smith. Gives practical and often surprising advice for removing toxic chemicals from our bodies and homes. With trademark humor, the authors give us the good news about what is in our control, the steps we can take to help our bodies remove our toxic burden—and what we can do to avoid it in the first place. 290 pages.
**Health & Medical References**

- **SUSTAINABLE HEALTH: Simple Habits to Transform Your Life** by Susan L. Roberts. Offers a set of hassle-free tips and tools to help readers impact tangible experiences of living, such as sleeping, eating, working, socializing, and understanding one’s own body. Using the five elements of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Roberts has created a Healing Compass to lead readers on the path toward healing and fulfillment. Illus. 216 pages. Norton. Bx10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95  
  Item #6885848  
  $12.95

- **EVERYDAY HEALING: Stand Up, Take Charge, and Get Your Health Back...One Day at a Time** by Janette Halls-Jaffe. Overcome chronic illness with the daily action steps listed in this guide, helping readers to eliminate old habits and establish new paths to health. Includes personal stories and medical studies to demonstrate up the power of each step; tips for researching new treatment options; and much more. 223 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  
  Item #6762086  
  $5.95

  Item #6849320  
  $4.95

- **BEAT AUTOIMMUNE: The 6 Keys to Reverse Your Condition and Reclaim Your Health** by Palmer Kigola. Learn the tools needed to beat autoimmune disease. This comprehensive guide is the first to explore all six of the critical lifestyle factors that are the root causes of autoimmune conditions—and the sources of regaining health: Foods, infections, gut health, hormone imbalances, toxins and stress. 365 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95  
  Item #6979977  
  $11.95

- **LIVING WELL WITH HEART FAILURE, THE MISNAMED, MISUNDERSTOOD CONDITION** by E.K. Kasper & M. Knudson. Gives an honest account of this misunderstood disease; explains the complex science of heart failure; and looks critically at the care available. With this comprehensive guide those diagnosed with heart failure will learn how to effectively manage the disease. Johns Hopkins. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95  
  Item #6568636  
  $7.95

- **THE CANCER REVOLUTION: A Groundbreaking Program to Reverse and Prevent Cancer** by Leigh Ervin Connelly. Chemotherapy and radiation have their place in cancer treatment, but in many cases, they simply aren’t enough. This guide will equip you with impactful, achievable lifestyle choices that root the fight of the disease, and that offer hope for recovery and a cancer-free life. 282 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99  
  Item #6789501  
  $7.95

**Diseases & Disorders**

- **STOP SNORING THE EASY WAY** by M. Dilles & A. Adams. Take control of your life and stop snoring with Dr. Mike’s 5-minute exercise. His tried and tested method developed over many years will cure your snore. So join the army of people taking small steps each and every day to stop snoring the easy way! 78 pages. Seven Dials. Paperback.  
  Item #6702573  
  $5.95

- **RECLAIMING LIFE AFTER TRAUMA: Healing PTSD with Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy and Yoga** by D. Mintie & J.K. Staples. Drawing on many years of clinical work and their experience administering the successful Integrative Trauma Recovery Program, the authors help readers understand PTSD as a mind-body disorder from which we can use our own minds and bodies to recover, and present powerful tools that target the negative emotions and self-sabotaging behaviors that accompany the disorder. Illus. 180 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
  Item #6821906  
  $13.95

- **EVERYDAY HEALING: Stand Up, Take Charge, and Get Your Health Back...One Day at a Time** by Janette Halls-Jaffe. Overcome chronic illness with the daily action steps listed in this guide, helping readers to eliminate old habits and establish new paths to health. Includes personal stories and medical studies to demonstrate up the power of each step; tips for researching new treatment options; and much more. 223 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  
  Item #5731232  
  $9.95

- **THE FIBRO FIX: Get to the Root of Your Fibromyalgia and Start Reversing Your Chronic Pain and Fatigue in 21 Days** by David Brady. A comprehensive 21-day program which will help you determine if in fact you’re suffering from actual fibromyalgia or from one of a myriad of other conditions often diagnosed as fibromyalgia. The plan offers three steps which include detoxification, dietary changes, and movement. Solutions include both medical and natural approaches, based on your specific root cause. Photos. 278 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
  Item #6800408  
  $5.95

- **THYROID MIND POWER: The Proven Cure for Hormone-Related Depression, Anxiety, and Memory Loss** by Richard Shames et al. This groundbreaking guide offers new hope for millions suffering as a result of improper diagnosis and inadequate treatment of thyroid issues. It pinpoints the connection between thyroid imbalance and conditions such as depression, anxiety, more: and offers simple proven remedies. Photos. 272 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  
  Item #6568210  
  $4.95

- **SHARKS GET CANCER, MOLE RATS DON’T** by James S. Welsh. This exploration of new directions in cancer research focuses on the important role of the immune system in combating the disease. Integrating the animal kingdom, extraordinary human cases, and even embryology, Dr. Welsh offers a compelling account of tumor immunology and the promises of immunotherapy. 12 pages of photos, some color. 406 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00  
  Item #6789714  
  $3.95

  Item #6855474  
  $6.95

- **Bugs, Bowels, and Behavior: The Groundbreaking Story of the Gut-Brain Connection** by Tony Angelia. Explores the myriad of additional factors impacting the health of the gastrointestinal tract and how that, in turn, can have far-reaching and significant effects in other systems of the body—even adversely affecting development and how people think. 285 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95  
  Item #6979920  
  $4.95

- **DIAGNOSIS: Cancer--Your Guide to the First Months of HealthySurvivorship** by Wendy Schlesser Harpman. First published in 1992, this classic work by a physician survivor has been updated to reflect the latest information on diagnosis and treatment. Covers all the important topics that will help you through the months of turmoil, while nourishing hope. 262 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  
  Item #6773273  
  $3.95
**Diseases & Disorders**

**CURING HEPATITIS C** By Gregory T. Everson. Provides the latest information to guide you through the diagnosis and treatment of hepatitis C with an indispensable and comprehensive overview of everything you need to know to take the right steps toward a cure. 179 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 Item #591427X $18.95

**ON THEIR OWN: Creating an Independent Future for Your Adult Child with Learning Disabilities and ADHD** By Anne Ford with J-R. Thompson. Drawing from her personal experience and her work as a nationally recognized learning-disabled activist, Ford has written an indispensable family guide to the many challenges of preparing adult children with LD for the future. Addressing a wide range of topics such as social skills and dating, sibling relationships, and estate planning, Ford helps you figure out how and how much to let go. 313 pages. Newmarket. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 Item #581247X $18.95

** THE WHOLE-BODY MICROBIOME: How to Harness Microbes—Inside and Out—for Lifelong Health** By B. Brett Finlay & J. M. Finlay. Learn the secret to lifelong health: the teeming world of microbes inside and all around us. Meet your whole body microbiome, an invisible ecosystem with the power to potentially change the trajectory of nine out of ten leading causes of death, block the path of harmful bacteria and viruses that make you sick, and more! 313 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $24.95 Item #287783X $18.95

**This is Cancer** By Laura Holmes Haddad. Written by a cancer survivor so other patients and families would have the guide they need, and created for those who prefer their pathos without letting it define their lives or conquer them. 226 pages. Sellers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 Item #59593631 $14.95

**25 Women Who Survived Cancer: Notable Women Share Inspiring Stories of Hope** Ed. by Mark Evan Chinsky. An inspiring collection of 25 personal stories about how to cope with, and prevail over, cancer. Notable women such as Robin Roberts, Joan Lunden, Fran Drescher, Liz Lange, and more, write with moving candor about how they faced cancer without letting it define their lives or conquer them. 226 pages. Sellers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 Item #278187X $14.95

**The Inner Cause: A Psychology of Symptoms from A to Z** By Martin Brofman. The author explores the understanding of symptoms discussed in the A to Z guide, which, in his own words, may be affected, and which issues you might need to look at and resolve the tension or stress. Brofman provides invaluable insight into how we can effectively support our healing process physically, emotionally, and spiritually. 270 pages. Findhorn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 Item #565352X $13.95

**Arthritis-Proof Your Life: Secrets to Pain-Free Living Without Drugs** By Michelle Schroth Cook. Offers you the tools you need to enjoy pain-free living and an improved quality of life. Discover new and advanced natural treatments, including potent phytonutrients that combat joint damage, and enzyme therapy to alleviate both pain and inflammation. 222 pages. Humanix. Pub. at $24.99 Item #5787505 $17.95

**The Psychobiological Revolution: Mood, Food, and the New Science of the Gut-Brain Connection** By Scott C. Anderson et al. Pairing cutting-edge science with practical advice, the authors share the newest discoveries of how the population inside your intestines can cause—and cure—depression, anxiety, and other nervous system disorders. Reshape your understanding of the links between body and mind as well as mental health, diet, and optimal well-being. 319 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $26.00 Item #58752969 $18.95

**Insulin Pumps and Continuous Glucose Monitoring, 2nd Edition: A User’s Guide to Effective Diabetes Management** By Francine P. Kaufman with E. Westfall. This revised edition gives you practical advice and important information on the basics of daily insulin pump use from setting bolus and basal rates; to managing exercise, eating, and travel days; to understanding the role of CGM technology. 256 pages. American Diabetes Assoc. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 Item #6747116 $9.95

**Physical Aspects of Care: Pain and Gastrointestinal Symptoms** Ed. by Judith A. Palen. Provides an overview of the principles of symptom assessment and management, including: pain, fatigue, nausea and vomiting, constipation, diarrhea, obstruction, and ascites, and also a quick reference for daily practice. 148 pages. Oxford. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 Item #5621526 $15.95

**Out of the Shadows: Revealing the Path to Recovery** By Mark Lizsinger with S. Hamaker. Depression had its claws in Lizsinger for years but by taking the hands offered to him from family, friends, and medical professionals, he was able to climb out of the shadow and back into his life. In this guide he helps you understand the disease and develop a plan for getting the best care to overcome it. 209 pages. RML Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 Item #6776353 $12.95

**I Have Cancer, Now What?** Things You, Your Spouse, and Your Family Must Know in Your Battle with Cancer By Carson & Cindy Ross. Offers information on how to deal with the shock and fear of diagnosis, how to talk to your spouse and extended family; how to choose the best doctors and what questions to ask; the real costs of cancer, both financial and emotional; how to manage full-time jobs and much more. 145 pages. Familias. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 Item #565352X $6.95

**A Return Journey: Hope and Strength in the Aftermath of Alzheimer’s** By Sue Petrovski. Based on her own journals kept during her mother’s eight-year illness, and on her correspondence with other caregivers, Petrovski clearly and wisely explains that in Alzheimer’s care, there are no “right” ways, no “best” decisions, no “perfect” answers. There is simply the journey through the disease with loved ones, and back again. 188 pages. Purdue University. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 Item #6685781 $7.95

**Finally Focused** By J. Greenblatt & B. Gottlieb. Offers a breakthrough treatment plan for ADHD. Discover natural and medical methods for treating nutritional deficiencies or excesses, dysbiosis (a microbial imbalance that can lead to conditions such as autism, ADHD, and autism), and food allergies—all of which can cause or worsen ADHD symptoms. 264 pages. Harmony. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 Item #5653512 $9.95

**A Cancer in the Family: Take Control of Your Genetic Inheritance** By Theodora Ross. A go-to resource for anyone who worries that cancer runs in the family. Drawing on her own family’s story, along with the latest science in cancer genetics, Ross will empower you to face your genetic heritage without fear, and to make the right decisions for your family’s health. 296 pages. Avery. Pub. at $25.00 Item #570462X $4.95
Diseases & Disorders

- **INSIGHT INTO DEPRESSION**: Waverley Abbey Insight Series By C. Ledger & W. Bray. Offers a holistic and God-centered approach to moving through and beyond depression, combining warmth and reassurance with practical suggestions and sane biblical insight. 126 pages. CWR. Pub. at $14.99. Item #6776299
  - $11.95

  - $11.95

Stress & Pain Management

- **STACK YOUR BONES**: 100 Simple Lessons for Realigning Your Body and Moving with Ease By Ruthie Fraser. Movement teacher Ruthie Fraser helps you unwind and realign through 100 simple lessons in Structural Integration. By becoming more aware of your body—its habits, structure, and needs—you can relieve pain and move with ease once again. Illus. 240 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $18.95. Item #6913180
  - $5.95

- **INSTANT RELAXATION**: Exercises and Guidance for Everyday Wellness By Sarah Brewer. Drawn from traditions of both East and West, 12 step by step exercises—from simple meditations to gentle stretches, from visualizations to breathing techniques—show you how to put relaxation into practice simply and effectively for rapid stress relief. Illus. 127 pages. Watkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. Item #6988253
  - $6.95

- **MEQUILIBRIUM**: 14 Days to Cooler, Calmer, and Happier By Jan Bruce et al. Teaches you how to shift your response to stress—because getting rid of stress is just not a reality. In just 14 days, you'll learn a new way to respond and in turn a new way to live by creating a new internal operating system. Stress less by doing more and peacefully coexist with your stressors while being more productive and more in control each day. 235 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $26.00. Item #5765249
  - $4.95

- **THE ART OF MINDFUL RELAXATION**: The Heart of Yoga Nidra By Ed Shapiro. Most of us experience some degree of stress and many are too frustrated and exhausted to deal effectively with life's pressures. Consumed by the mind's chatter, we cannot appreciate the beauty and wonder of creation. Shapiro offers an in-depth and easy to follow path to profound relaxation and relief. 100 pages. Ixia. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. Item #6951176
  - $9.95

- **WHEN**: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing By Daniel H. Pink. We all know that timing is everything but we assume that timing is an art. Here, Pink makes clear that timing is really a science. He distills cutting edge research and data and synthesizes them into a fascinating narrative packed with irresistible stories and practical takeaways. 258 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $29.00. Item #6874525
  - $21.95

- **ACUPRESSURE TAPPING**: The Practice of Acutaping for Chronic Pain and Injuries By H-U. Hecker & K. Liebchen. The authors show how many bodily dysfunctions can be self-treated through this revolutionary holistic methodology that combines meridian tapping with acupressure. 12 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Item #3936659
  - $11.95

- **RUNNING IS MY THERAPY**: Relief Stress and Anxiety, Fight Depression, Ditch Bad Habits, and Live Happier By Scott Douglas. The key to running's therapeutic power lies in its lasting physiological effects, inducing changes in brain structure and chemistry that other forms of exercise don't. Douglas presents proven methods so that we can all use running to improve our mental health and live happier—in and out of running shoes. Illus. 288 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6722952
  - $11.95

- **OVERCOMING ACUTE AND CHRONIC PAIN**: Keys to Treatment Based on Your Emotional Type By M.S. Micozzi & S.M. Dibra. For those seeking drug-and-surgery-free alternatives or complements to conventional pain management, the authors explain how you react to emotional and physical stresses and how complementary treatments will work best for you. Whether acupuncture, biofeedback, hypnosis, massage, chiropractic, yoga, herbs, or essential oils, your emotional type is key to successful results. 276 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. Item #5390926
  - $9.95

Complementary & Alternative Medicine

- **LOWER BLOOD PRESSURE WITHOUT DRUGS, SECOND EDITION**: Curing Your Hypertension Naturally By Roger Mason. Essential hypertension is the most prevalent medical condition on the face of the earth; over 65 million Americans have high blood pressure, with another 40 million described as “pre-hypertensive.” This guide reveals how to fight hypertension without expensive and potentially dangerous drugs. 118 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #354706X
  - $6.95

- **BEST VISION NOW**: Improve Your Sight with the Renowned Bates Method By Clara A. Hackett with L. Galton. First published in 1955, features a basic 12-week program of simple routines and drills that are recommended for eliminating nearsightedness, farsightedness, crossed eyes, glaucoma, cataracts, and other serious eye problems. 300 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. Item #8252001
  - $9.95

- **BIOENERGY HEALING**: Simple Techniques for Reducing Pain and Restoring Health Through Energetic Healing By Csongor Daniel. Learn how to feel, see, and manipulate the energy fields of the body in order to induce healing. Includes step-by-step instructions for treating various conditions and diseases such as: arthritis; headaches; pain; chronic fatigue; stress; insomnia; cancer; and much more. Helios. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. Item #676491X
  - $4.95

- **ESSENTIAL OILS FOR HEALTH** By Kymberly Keniston-Pond. Featuring step-by-step instructions and plenty of helpful tips, this guide offers 100 essential oil recipes that help: promote skin, hair, and nails; boost memory retention and concentration; reduce stress, anxiety, and fatigue; treat unsightly blemishes, itchy insect bites, and more. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #824714
  - $4.95

- **ADAPTOGENS**: 75+ Herbal Recipes and Elixirs to Improve Your Skin, Mood, Energy, Focus, and More By Agatha Novellie. Reveals a class of herbs that improve your body’s reaction to emotional and physical stress while increasing your energy, stamina, endurance, and mental clarity. Details the health and wellness benefits to 23 of adaptogenic herbs, plus a wealth of recipes and elixirs. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #5982448
  - $3.95

  - $9.95

- **COMPLEMENTARY & ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE**: The Practice of Acutaping for Chronic Pain and Injuries By H-U. Hecker & K. Liebchen. The authors show how many bodily dysfunctions can be self-treated through this innovative method presenting therapeutic as well as preventive techniques for addressing acute and chronic pain, from back pain and tennis elbow to menstrual pain and tension headaches. Well illus. in color. 122 pages. Healing Arts. Item #3936659
  - $11.95

- **INSIGHT INTO DEPRESSION**: Waverley Abbey Insight Series By C. Ledger & W. Bray. Offers a holistic and God-centered approach to moving through and beyond depression, combining warmth and reassurance with practical suggestions and sane biblical insight. 126 pages. CWR. Pub. at $14.99. Item #6776299
  - $11.95

  - $11.95

- **RUNNING IS MY THERAPY**: Relief Stress and Anxiety, Fight Depression, Ditch Bad Habits, and Live Happier By Scott Douglas. The key to running’s therapeutic power lies in its lasting physiological effects, inducing changes in brain structure and chemistry that other forms of exercise don’t. Douglas presents proven methods so that we can all use running to improve our mental health and live happier—in and out of running shoes. Illus. 288 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6722952
  - $11.95

- **OVERCOMING ACUTE AND CHRONIC PAIN**: Keys to Treatment Based on Your Emotional Type By M.S. Micozzi & S.M. Dibra. For those seeking drug-and-surgery-free alternatives or complements to conventional pain management, the authors explain how you react to emotional and physical stresses and how complementary treatments will work best for you. Whether acupuncture, biofeedback, hypnosis, massage, chiropractic, yoga, herbs, or essential oils, your emotional type is key to successful results. 276 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. Item #5390926
  - $9.95

- **WHEN**: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing By Daniel H. Pink. We all know that timing is everything but we assume that timing is an art. Here, Pink makes clear that timing is really a science. He distills cutting edge research and data and synthesizes them into a fascinating narrative packed with irresistible stories and practical takeaways. 258 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $29.00. Item #6874525
  - $21.95
Complementary & Alternative Medicine

**Complementary & Alternative Medicine**

**YOU CAN SLEEP WELL: Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life** By Chris Idzikowski. A leading expert on sleep and its disorders, Dr. Idzikowski shares his specially devised, tried and tested exercises, meditations and visualizations, as well as his practical tips on herbalism and aromatherapy to help you combat sleep problems and enjoy greater energy at home, work and play. 156 pages. Watkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

* Item #6808239 $4.95

**THE GOOD LIVING GUIDE TO NATURAL AND HERBAL REMEDIES** By Kato Benard. A back-to-nature home remedy guide that details effective herbal medicines for common family health issues: from an upset stomach to sore muscles, wound healing to acne and body care. Packed full of herbal wisdom, traditional herb use, and just the right amount of science, you will gain confidence in plant identification and creating your own elixirs at home. Illus. in color. 311 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $14.99

* Item #6917909 $4.95

**THE BEST MEDICINE IS YOU: A Doctor’s Advice on the Body’s Natural Healing Powers** By Frederic Salzman. Verifies the common sense of folk medicine with the latest medical research to reveal simple do-it-yourself remedies. Salzman reveals how to activate your body’s natural healing powers and address common ailments from allergies and sleep disorders to cardiovascular problems and excess weight. 195 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

* Item #6562213 $6.95

**WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT VITAMINS, MINERALS, HERBS & MORE** By Pamela Wianten Smith. Explains how you can restore and maintain health through the wise use of nutrients. Presents the individual nutrients necessary for good health, then offers personalized nutritional programs for people with a wide variety of health concerns. 433 pages. Square One Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

* Item #6753968 $11.95

**WISDOM OF THE PLANT DEVAS: Herbal Medicine for a New Earth** By Thea Summer Deer. Each plant has a story to share with us, a healing story to guide us in trying times, a spirit medicine for the New Earth that is presently unfolding. Reveals a new dimension beyond the physical. Illus. in color. 243 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

* Item #6950089 $12.95


* Item #696236X $7.95

**GEM WATER: How to Prepare and Use More Than 130 Crystal Waters for Therapeutic Treatments** By M. Gienger & J. Goebel. Explains all you need to know about the correct way to prepare Gem Water and provides important information on which crystals should and shouldn’t be used in the process. Illus. in color. 94 pages. Findhorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

* Item #6775489 $9.95

**YOUR BRAIN ON PLANTS: Improve the Way You Think and Feel with Safe—and Proven—Medicinal Plants and Herbs** By Nicolette & Elaine Perry. This practical, authoritative, and beautiful guide introduces you to more than 50 medicinal plants that offer natural, safe ways to optimize your brain health. Make at home recipes for foods, teas, tinctures, balms, and cordials demonstrate how simple it is to benefit from everything these plants have to offer. Well illus. in color. 235 pages. North Atlantic. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

* Item #7642202 $19.95

**THE MIRACLE OF REGENERATIVE MEDICINE: How to Naturally Reverse the Aging Process** By Elisa Lottor. Harnessing the advances of the new paradigm of medicine—which focuses on the regenerative abilities of the body rather than symptom management—Lottor explains how each of us can turn on the body’s self-healing abilities, prevent illness before it starts, and reverse the aging process. 308 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

* Item #6775527 $14.95

**ZINC-CARNOSINE: Nature’s Safe and Effective Remedy for Ulcers** By Georges M. Halpern. If you or a loved one suffers from ulcers, you know that the cures can often be as problematic as the condition itself. Discover how zinc-carnosine offers a safe and effective treatment to millions of sufferers. 42 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

* Item #4615429 $3.95

**THE SCIENCE BEHIND TAPPING: A Proven Stress Management Technique for the Mind & Body** By Peta Stapleton. Emotional Freedom Techniques, or simply EFT, is a powerful way to deal with unresolved issues, transform beliefs, and reprogram yourself for greater happiness and success. EFT can be used for a whole host of ailments, including anxiety, weight issues, depression, trauma, and more. Get ready to learn more about EFT and its incredible possibilities. 288 pages. Hay House. Pub. at $25.99

* Item #2953064 $18.95


* Item #692919X $19.95

**THE MIRACLE OF REGENERATIVE MEDICINE: How to Naturally Reverse the Aging Process** By Elisa Lottor. Harnessing the advances of the new paradigm of medicine—which focuses on the regenerative abilities of the body rather than symptom management—Lottor explains how each of us can turn on the body’s self-healing abilities, prevent illness before it starts, and reverse the aging process. 308 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

* Item #6775527 $14.95

**ZINC-CARNOSINE: Nature’s Safe and Effective Remedy for Ulcers** By Georges M. Halpern. If you or a loved one suffers from ulcers, you know that the cures can often be as problematic as the condition itself. Discover how zinc-carnosine offers a safe and effective treatment to millions of sufferers. 42 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

* Item #4615429 $3.95

**THE SCIENCE BEHIND TAPPING: A Proven Stress Management Technique for the Mind & Body** By Peta Stapleton. Emotional Freedom Techniques, or simply EFT, is a powerful way to deal with unresolved issues, transform beliefs, and reprogram yourself for greater happiness and success. EFT can be used for a whole host of ailments, including anxiety, weight issues, depression, trauma, and more. Get ready to learn more about EFT and its incredible possibilities. 288 pages. Hay House. Pub. at $25.99

* Item #2953064 $18.95

**H O W TO HEAL YOURSELF WHEN NO ONE ELSE CAN: A Total Self-Healing Approach for Mind, Body & Spirit** By Amy B. Scher. Shows you how to achieve complete and permanent healing by loving, accepting, and being with yourself. Scher presents an easy to understand, three-part approach to removing blockages, changing your relationship with stress, and coming into alignment with who you truly are. 272 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

* Item #592779X $12.95

** BRA VE NEW W EED: Adventures into the Uncharted World of Cannabis** By Joe Dolce. Offers a fresh take on the new world of cannabis and all the promise that this much-maligned plant holds. Enlightening, entertaining, and thought-provoking, this account will surprise and educate advocates on both sides of the cannabis debate. 275 pages. HarperWave. Pub. at $25.99

* Item #6762905 $5.95

** SACRED HERBS: Your Guide to 40 Medicinal Herbs and How to Use Them for Healing and Well-Being** By Opal Stensland. Learn how to harness the magical healing power of plants with this concise guide. Each herb’s properties are described and illustrated in color photographs, so you can discover what herbs are capable of and how to use them to enhance your health. 128 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $14.95

* Item #6814786 $11.95

**WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES** By Earl Mindell. If you are one of the millions of people who are turning to homeopathic products for relief, here is a simple way to find and use the best formula for your needs. Mindell answers a range of pressing questions about homeopathy, giving you access to its myriad health benefits. One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

* Item #6781403 $7.95

**MOUNTAIN STATES MEDICINAL PLANTS: Identify, Harvest, and Use 100 Wild Herbs for Health and Wellness** By Briana Wiles. An essential companion for finding, identifying, harvesting, and safely using the most important wild medicinal plants of Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, the eastern sides of Oregon and Washington, and southern Alberta and Saskatchewan. Illus. in color. 296 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

* Item #6823963 $21.95
**Complementary & Alternative Medicine**

**THE HANDMADE APOTHECARY: Healing Herbal Remedies** By V. Chown & K. Walker. Offers advice on growing and foraging with modern scientific understanding, for a truly holistic approach to herbal medicine. Packed with invaluable information about our body systems, the benefits of each herb, and includes recipes for balms, oils, tinctures, teas, creams, vinegars, and syrups. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $17.95. Item #6774642

$19.95

**WHAT YOUR ACHEs AND PAINS ARE TELLING YOU: Cries of the Body, Messages from the Soul** By Michel Gobut. Offering keys to decipher what the body is trying to tell us, the author shows that we can learn to see physical ailments not as something caused by chance or fate but as a message from our heart and soul. By releasing the energies and patterns they point to, we can return to a state of health. 194 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6794297

$13.95

**AYURVEDA: A Life of Balance** By Maya Tiwari. A profound but practical testament to the healing power of balanced living, this complete guide to Ayurvedic nutrition and body types reveals how these ancient principles can help you achieve the highest levels of physical, emotional, and spiritual well-being. Includes recipes. 354 pages. Healing Arts. 8 ¼x10 ¼. DVD

$19.95

**DVD ESSENTIAL MASSAGE & AROMATHERAPY** Discover how massage and aromatherapy can be used to alleviate the symptoms of stress, tension and fatigue, and even prevent or heal the symptoms of certain illnesses and disorders. A professional teaches you the techniques of massage, how to use essential oils, and the basics of blending and recipes. 30 minutes. IMC. Item #596556X

$3.95

**THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ESSENTIAL OILS** By Julia Lawless. A detailed and systematic survey of more than 190 essential oils revealing the common and uncommon oils and their many medicinal uses. Includes a therapeutic index, a botanical index, and botanical classifications, plus safety information. 323 pages. Conari Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. Item #6829155

$11.95

**THE MIND HACK RECIPE** By Jason Mangrum. Mangrum reveals the specifics of how to hack into the brain’s function as the door to higher awareness. Using the techniques outlined you will gain power over obstacles to success, happiness and health and bring about a higher spiritual awareness. 111 pages. Morgan James. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. Item #667841

$6.95

**SECRETS OF REIKI** By A. Charles & A. Robertshaw. This comprehensive guide will teach you how to use reiki’s hands-on techniques to access the universal life energy within us all and bring peace and balance to the mind, body and spirit. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Ivy Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. Item #6952720

$9.95

**TOTAL LIFE CLEANSE: A 28-Day Program to Detoxify and Nourish the Body, Mind, and Soul** By Jonathan Glass. Integrating the ancient wisdom of Yoga, Ayurveda, and traditional Chinese medicine with naturopathic principles and contemporary nutritional science, Glass presents a practical 28-day program, divided into four phases, designed to initiate and accelerate deep detoxification of your body, mind, and spirit. Photos. 434 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6803776

$14.95

**MAGNET THERAPY: A Natural Solutions Definitive Guide** By William H. Phippott et al. Offers a self-help guide to magnets, which have been clinically proven to relieve 35 health problems, among them arthritis, cancer, diabetes, heart disease, pain, respiratory conditions, fatigue, and much more. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. Item #875368X

$9.95

**MIDWEST MEDICINAL PLANTS: Identify, Harvest, and Use 109 Wild Herbs for Health and Wellness** By Lisa M. Rose. An essential guide for finding, identifying, harvesting, and safely using the most important wild medicinal plants in the midwest area of the United States. Fully illus. in color. 312 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. Item #6607314

$21.95


$13.95

**THE MEDICAL MARIJUANA GUIDE: Cannabis and Your Health** By Patricia C. Frye with D. Smitherman. Educates readers about cannabis and its medicinal qualities, using humorous and touching stories from the many situations Dr. Frye has encountered in her practice over the years. Learn the history of cannabis and how it is used by the medical community and patients today. 225 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #281031X

$14.95

**ORTHOMOLECULAR NUTRITION FOR EVERYONE: Megavitamins and Your Best Health Ever** By Helen Saul Case. The evidence from nearly 80 years of research proves that nutritional therapy works. Orthomolecular nutrition uses vitamins, minerals, and nutritional supplements to prevent and cure real diseases. This guide addresses common questions about supplementation including dosing, safety, and exactly what the vitamins do for you. 460 pages. Basic Health. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. Item #6626009

$17.95

**YOGA FOR THE CREATIVE SOUL: Exploring the Five Paths of Yoga to Reclaim Your Expressive Spirit** By Erin Byron. Combines expressive arts and yoga therapy into a valuable guide to healing emotional wounds and creating a joyful life. Through drawing, writing, and dancing—as well as yoga postures, meditation, relaxation, and more—it will help you to cultivate your true intentions and live your deepest values. 291 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6764223

$9.95

**HEALING PLANTS OF THE CELTIC DRUIDS** By Angela Paine. Covers a wide range of Celtic medicinal plants which are native to Britain, as well as a few plants, such as Sage and Rosemary, which were introduced by the Romans. Paine offers a botanical description of each plant, an outline of their chemical constituents, and advice on ways to grow, harvest, preserve and use each plant. Moon Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. Item #2850397

$21.95

**ECSTATIC SOUL RETRIEVAL: Shamanism and Psychotherapy** By Nicholas E. Brink. Sharing the wisdom of shamanic healing, Brink creates an accessible link between psychotherapy and the ritualized ecstatic trance postures. Using three in-depth case studies, he demonstrates how these practices can be used to resolve a variety of common psychological issues, and improve your connection to Mother Earth. 190 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. Item #6548237

$9.95

**THE HEALING INTELLIGENCE OF ESSENTIAL OILS: The Science of Advanced Aromatherapy** By Kurt Schnaubelt. Laying to rest old arguments over essential oils—alleged toxicity, Schnaubelt presents simple recipes and protocols for treating and Preventing common ailments, such as colds, flu, herpes, and candida, as well as for pain management. He reveals how essential oils can ameliorate the debilitating side effects of chemotherapy, as well. 232 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6495664

$11.95

**POWERYOGA, 2ND EDITION: An Individualized Approach to Strength, Grace, and Inner Peace** By Ullica Norberg. gorgeous color photography depicting yoga poses makes this both a remarkably practical and truly inspiring guide. Norberg offers a fresh and positive approach to yoga practice and as a vibrant part of a fulfilling lifestyle. 128 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6936644

$3.95

Eastern Traditions and Practices
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Binding</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>280445X</td>
<td>QiGONG BASICS</td>
<td>Ellae Elinwood</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2965271</td>
<td>CLEAR YOUR CLUTTER WITH FENG SHUI, REVISED</td>
<td>Karen Kingston</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>Harmony</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6934153</td>
<td>YOGA WEEK BY WEEK</td>
<td>Selvarajan Yesudas</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>Harmony</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$13.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4636317</td>
<td>BIG GAL YOGA</td>
<td>Valerie Sagun</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>Seal</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6983308</td>
<td>CHAKRA HEALING</td>
<td>Chakra Healing</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>Quarto</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6840604</td>
<td>CHAKRA HEALING</td>
<td>Adam J. De Samraj</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>Atlantis</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6786472</td>
<td>KOKORO YOGA: Maximize Your Human Potential and Develop the Spirit of a Warrior</td>
<td>Daniel Lacerda</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>Atria</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>685317X</td>
<td>THE COMPLETE YOGA OF EMOTIONAL-Sexual Life</td>
<td>Avatars Da Samraj</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>Inner Traditions</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6940177</td>
<td>THE MOTHER MANTRA: The Ancient Shambhavi Yoga of Non-Duality</td>
<td>Selene Callen Williams</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>Inner Traditions</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
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<td>266</td>
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<td>Selene Callen Williams</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>Inner Traditions</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Eastern Traditions and Practices**

- **FOUNDATIONS OF REIKI RYOHO: A Manual of Shoden and Okuden** By Nicholas Pearson. Offering Reiki tools to transform your life from the inside out, the author shows how Reiki Ryoho is a healing system that focuses on the inner and spiritual aspects of your being first, allowing you to polish the heart so it reflects the shining light of the soul. 340 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.

- **CUPPING THERAPY FOR MUSCLES AND JOINTS** By Kenneth Choi. Discover what cupping is, how it works, and which cupping techniques would be best for you. You will learn the science behind the suction and the many conditions and ailments it can alleviate, including: lower back strain, tennis elbow, allergies, insomnia, anxiety and stress, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.
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★ THE SEVEN ELEMENTAL FORCES OF HUNA: Practices for Tapping into the Energies of Nature from the Hawaiian Tradition  
By Susanne Weilk. An ancient shamanic tradition from Hawaii that recognizes seven elemental Nature powers into which we can tap anywhere and at any time. It is easier than you think to become a Nature energy worker and reinvigorate your illus. in color. 123 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #2974045

★ MINDFULNESS DAY BY DAY: How to Find Peace in the Present Moment  
By Josh Baran. If you think that enlightenment is reserved for only a chosen few and requires decades of spiritual practice--think again. The awakened state—that place of peace and bliss—is present and available to you, right here, right now, and this is the guide that can point you to it. 400 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #688069X

★ ANGEL RELATIONSHIPS: A Match Made in Heaven  
By Annette Bruchu. By using the exercises, meditations, and visualizations provided in this guide, you can connect to the angels and receive divine guidance for earthly challenges. Learn who the angels are and how you can change and grow to bond with your Guardian Angel and other heavenly beings. 126 pages. Siffer. Paperbound. $14.95. Item #6912204

★ THE WISDOM OF THE SHAMANS: What the Ancient Masters Can Teach Us About Love and Life  
By Don Jose Ruiz. For generations, Toltec shamans have passed down their wisdom through teaching stories. The purpose of this is to implant a seed of knowledge in the mind of the listener, where it can ultimately sprout and blossom into a better way of life. The author shares some of the most popular stories from his family’s oral tradition and offers corresponding lessons. 144 pages. Hierophant. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6988709

★ HEALING BODY MEDITATIONS: 30 Mandalas to Enhance Your Health and Well-Being  
By Mike Annesley with S. Nobel. A unique set of 30 beautiful color mandalas for meditation based on the natural miracle of the human body, focusing on the heart, the eyes, the lungs, the skin, and other organs and systems. Meditating on these designs enables us to draw upon our hidden inner springs of vitality, and restore our being to wholeness and balance. 160 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. Item #6974037

★ MANIFESTING MICHELANGELO: The Story of a Modern-Day Miracle--That May Make All Change Possible  
By Joseph Pearce Farrell with P.Occhiogrosso. On the evening at the dawn of the new millennium, the author made a remarkable discovery: he had the power to unlock his heart’s desires simply by combining intention with a profound connection to a higher source. This is his account of that life-altering realization. 239 pages. Atia. Pub. at $25.00. Item #5659248

★ THE Dharma Method: 7 Daily Steps to Spiritual Advancement  
By Simon Chokinsky. This practical spiritual guide offers eleven time-tested yet simple daily techniques to help you find your spiritual path, or “dharma,” no matter where and what your background. If Christian, Hindu, Buddhist, or Agnostic, Chokinsky reveals how you can best cultivate your spiritual light and share it with the world. 146 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #2808498

★ THE CHAKRA PROJECT: How the Healing Power of Energy Can Transform Your Life  
By Georgia Colombo. With dozens of colorful and inspiring photos along with simple, accessible exercises, this guide will help you to connect with your chakras, get to know each one and help you to heal them if they are unbalanced or blocked. 192 pages. Sterling Ethos. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6943063

★ 12 MAGIC WANDS: The Art of Meeting Life’s Challenges  
By G.G. Bolich. Explaining what magic is and where it abides, Bolich offers twelve magic “wands” that can transform your life for the better. Throughout this guide the author presents inspiring true stories of people who have used the magic in their lives to both help themselves and point the way for others. 236 pages. One Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #6753515

★ LIGHTWORKER: Understand Your Sacred Role as Healer, Guide, and Being of Light  
By Sahvanna Arienta. Lightworker? Find out with this empowering guide, leading readers on a journey to the origin of the soul—and down a path to their own wondrous and healing gifts. 251 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #6720011

★ MANIFESTING: The Art of Accomplishment  
By Annette Polizzi & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. Item #6772811

★ WHEEL OF INITIATION: Practices for Releasing Your Inner Light  
By Julie Tallard Johnson. Drawing upon the life experiences of those who have successfully navigated the Wheel of Initiation, Johnson demonstrates that once fears, assumptions, and ingrained beliefs are confronted and transformed, initiates emerge ready to reenter society with renewed energy and vision. 306 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #2936399

★ BE THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE: Ten Simple Ways to Transform Your World with Love  
By Debra Landwehr Engle. Life is hard. We live in a time riddled with political, emotional, economic, and spiritual crises. This guide offers a way for readers to stay true to their spiritual principles, find peace in a time of chaos, and display the divine light in a world that appears to be increasingly dark and ominous. 226 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #3926399

★ THE SACRED SCIENCE: An Ancient Healing Path for the Modern World  
By Nick Polizzi. Join Polizzi as he explores the primal traditions of native shamans and learns firsthand what it takes to truly heal ourselves of physical disease, emotional trauma, and the sense of “lone ness” that so many of us feel in these modern times. You’ll find practices and principals of native wisdom that you can put to use in your own life. 251 pages. Hay House. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #2914204

★ NEW AGE SPIRITUALITY: An Exploration of the Modern Day Movement  
By Matthew D. Fox. Fox includes a comprehensive definition of “new age” spirituality with an exploration of its history and implications. 150 pages. Novis. Pub. at $16.95. Item #2801117

★ NEW AGE SPIRITUALITY: The Changing of the Spiritual Guard  

★ NEW AGE SPIRITUALITY: An Encyclopedia of Beliefs and Practices  
By Christine Alexandria. Whatever faith you find, whether it is a religion or a philosophy, you can find it in this guide. 110 pages. 250 photos. 8th House. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6733700

★ NEW AGE SPIRITUALITY: The Updated Encyclopedia of Beliefs and Practices  
By Christine Alexandria. 162 current beliefs that are not included in the 1986 edition. 340 pages. 8th House. Pub. at $16.95. Item #6589413
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**New Age Spirituality**

**LOVE YOUR INNER GODDESS: Express Your Divine Feminine Spirit** By Alana Fairchild. Awaken and express your divine feminine spirit with these fun, quick and enjoyable techniques to nourish your soul and enhance your emotional wellbeing. Includes a CD with a guided meditation to get you started. Illus., 96 pages. Blue Angel. Pub. at $23.95. Item #8726321 $13.95

**THE INVISIBLE PLAYER: Consciousness as the Soul of Economic, Social, and Political Life** By Mario Kametnyck. Guides you through the development of human consciousness, showing how our consciousness has been shaped toward the pursuit of power and wealth rather than the enjoyment of life and love. Kametnyck offers a blueprint for reclaiming our psychological, sexual, and political health to create a more joyful life. Illus., 320 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. Item #856939 $5.95

**THE ART OF STOPPING TIME: Practical Mindfulness for Busy People** By Padmini Shojai. What if you had time to accomplish what you want in life? What if, instead of feeling starved for time, you were able to achieve time prosperity? This guide is here to help you. You will walk through a 100 days of easy to follow practices that will fundamentally transform your relationship with time. 210 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $21.99. Item #3046141 $4.95

**A MINDFUL DAY: 365 Ways to Live Life with Peace, Clarity, and an Open Heart** By Dillard-Wright. With just a few minutes a day of meditation, you can improve your physical, emotional, and mental well-being. This guide provides you with the tools you need to enjoy a peaceful moment each day with 365 inspiring quotes and easy mindfulness exercises. 380 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #2786702 $4.95

**IT’S NEVER TOO LATE TO BE WHAT YOU MIGHT HAVE BEEN** By B.J. Gallagher. Designed to inspire anyone who has let fear or busyness get in the way of achieving their highest goals and long-lived dreams, Gallagher offers advice and step by step guidelines, dispersing pure inspiration to act now. 206 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #8756824 $3.95

**JOY ON DEMAND** By Chade-Meng Tan. Learning to cultivate joy is the fundamental secret to success and in this follow-up to Search Inside Yourself, Tan shows us how anyone, no matter where they are, can access this source of happiness. Illus., 261 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #8268711 $4.95


**THE ROAD AHEAD: Inspirational Stories of Open Hearts & Minds** By Jane Seymour. In this uplifting collection, Seymour shares inspirational stories from readers around the world who’ve overcome when the “happily ever after” isn’t. Learn from these three-step process of acceptance, unconditional forgiveness, and selfish acts of kindness that will help you face the road ahead. 160 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #5094057 $4.95

**WHAT’S YOUR CREATIVE TYPE? Harness the Power of Your Artistic Personality** By Meta Wagner. Legendary artists don’t just possess talent, they also understand their creative motivations. Whether you write, paint, film, act, dance, develop software, or even play the ukulele, this guide teaches you to discover your motivation and fulfill your creative potential. 217 pages. Seal. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6946957 $4.95

**THE ART OF CONVERSATION** By Les Leimora. The guide to conversational ease. It shows you how to make small talk big and how to say what you want to say. 158 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $12.99. Item #3484632 $4.95

**JOY OF ABUNDANCE** By Jane Seymour. The secret to getting ahead, offering advice on the boundaries of traditional thought patterns to permanently address the underlying cause of our fear-based problems, setting us on a course to live a happier, more expansive life. 240 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99. Item #8240243 $3.95

**100 THINGS EVERY TALENTED ARTIST SHOULD KNOW** By Adam Grant. Today’s increasingly dependent on how we interact with others. In this exhilarating and groundbreaking guide, Grant makes the case that giving in the secret to getting ahead, offering advice on the dangers and rewards of giving more than you get. 308 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. Item #8715184 $4.95

**THE ART OF STOPPING TIME: Practical Mindfulness for Busy People** By Padmini Shojai. What if you had time to accomplish what you want in life? What if, instead of feeling starved for time, you were able to achieve time prosperity? This guide is here to help you. You will walk through a 100 days of easy to follow practices that will fundamentally transform your relationship with time. Illus., 210 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. Item #6926916 $11.95

**CREATING THE SOUL: Creating Your Life as a Work of Art** By Byron L. Sherwin. Examines what many of the greatest thinkers of the past have had to say about the meaning of life, then takes contemporary culture head-on, demonstrating how many facets of modern life prevent one from ever creating a spiritual existence. Sherwin then offers strategies for infusing your life with spirituality. 225 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #8712991 $4.95

**THE SCIENCE OF HAPPINESS: 10 Principles for Manifesting Your Divine Nature** By Ryudo Okawa. Presents Master Okawa’s ten essential principles for a spiritual life: Happiness; Love; the Mind; Enlightenment; Progress; Wisdom; Utopia; Salvation; Reflection; and Prayer. Following these principles can bring happiness and spiritual growth to ourselves and all those around us. 179 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #8936965 $5.95

**SCHOOL OF WISHING: Lessons to Change Your Life and Make Your Dreams Come True** By Brainard & Delia Carey. A spiritual guide to a life of wishing positively, an homage to the greatest wishers throughout history and literature, and a revelation in the value of asking for something important. Includes an eleven day educational course in the practice of wishing, designed to introduce your mind to alternative processes and to open your soul to possibilities. Photos, 171 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. Item #6581439 $2.95

**UNSTUFFED: Decluttering Your Home, Mind & Soul** By Ruth Soukup. Discover that more space is not the solution to clutter; overcome the frustration of those never-ending piles of kids’ stuff; learn to combat the culture of busy that keeps us all running from one thing to the next; conquer that mountain of paperwork; and find balance by letting go of unhealthy habits. 219 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #8849903 $4.95

**GIVE AND TAKE: Why Helping Others Drives Our Success** By Adam Grant. In today’s dramatically reconfigured world, success is increasingly dependent on how we interact with others. In this exhilarating and groundbreaking guide, Grant makes the case that giving in the secret to getting ahead, offering advice on the dangers and rewards of giving more than you get. 308 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. Item #8715184 $4.95

**UNTHINK: Rediscover Your Creative Genius** By Erik Wahl. Rediscovering your creativity will change everything from how well do you do your job to how you find fulfillment at home. In this compact volume, Wahl, an artist and entrepreneur, pushes the boundaries of traditional thought patterns to unleash the creative genius that resides in all of us. 224 pages. Crown, Pub. at $25.00. Item #8936654 $4.95

**HO’OPONOPONO: The Hawaiian Forgiveness Ritual as the Key to Your Life’s Fulfillment** By Ulrich E. Dupree. Ho’oponopono is the Hawaiian ritual of forgiveness. It follows the notion that we can only influence problems in the external world if we heal the corresponding inner rejection. It relies on four magic sentences—“I am sorry. Please forgive me. I love you. Thank you.” Dupree explains it’s a simple way for everyone. Illus., 96 pages. Earthdancer. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #6783465 $7.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#6953760</td>
<td><strong>LOOKING OUT FOR #1: How to Get from Where You Are Now to Where You Want to Be in Life</strong> by Robert Ringer. In this timeless classic, “the mentor of mentors” guides you on the most exciting and rewarding journey of your life with his life-changing ideas, strategies, and insights. Whether you’re looking for success in your business or personal life, Ringer’s completely updated masterpiece can help. 190 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#577375X</td>
<td><strong>WIN AT LOSING: How Our Biggest Setbacks Can Lead to Our Greatest Gains</strong> by Sam Weismann. Seeking out the perspectives of men and women who have turned significant setbacks into meaningful comebacks, Weismann is able to illustrate in this inspirational guide, how we can not only overcome defeat but grow stronger from the experience of losing. 242 pages. Terrapin/Penguin. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5830400</td>
<td><strong>THE VOICE: Overcome Negative Self-Talk and Discover Your Inner Wisdom</strong> by Brian Alman with S. Montgomery. With this guide, let Dr. Brian Alman teach you how to hear your true, authentic Voice, your deep intuition. The author has developed the revolutionary “Find Your Voice” process, and shares in this volume the three steps needed to overcome negative self-talk. 170 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4630580</td>
<td><strong>THIS LIFE IS JOY</strong> by Roger Teel. Teel shows us how every moment, experience, and person can be an opening for our souls. Organized in three easy-to-use parts, this volume tells a fable that is easy-to-use parts, this volume tells a fable that 259 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5921597</td>
<td><strong>PATHWAYS TO POSSIBILITY</strong> by Rosamund Stone Zander. The author invites readers into an exhilarating realm of true maturity and fulfillment, where limitless growth becomes possible. It expands our notions of who we are and reveals our extensive capacity for both change and growth, demonstrating how easily we can affect others and the world at large. 251 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#695271</td>
<td><strong>DON’T THINK TWICE: Adventure and Healing at 100 Miles Per Hour</strong> by Barbara Schoichet. Within six months, Barbara Schoichet lost everything—her job, her girlfriend of six years and her mother to cancer—and she turned fifty. She pursues a unique method of coping—she takes a three-day motorcycle course, buys a Harley on e-Bay and then flies to New York to drive it home to Los Angeles, alone. An incredible journey to recapture her life. 322 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6894690</td>
<td><strong>THE ART OF SIGNIFICANCE: Achieving the Level Beyond Success</strong> by Dan Clark. One of the world’s leading inspirational speakers and leadership trainers shares his Laws of Significance, which will teach you to connect your head and heart, manage your priorities, and live an extraordinary life that matters to your family, friends, coworkers, community, and country. 244 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6929990</td>
<td><strong>CREATE NOW!</strong> by Marlo Johnson. Do you feel ready to create something amazing? Follow the simple series of Q &amp; A’s inside these pages, and kickstart your artistic process, push through creative blocks, and get on your way to making your best work. 112 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5830400</td>
<td><strong>STARTING OVER: 25 Rules When You’ve Been Laid Off</strong> by Larry Lee Gannon. Whether you’ve been laid off, are looking for ways to network a new business venture, or you’re switching professions because of your employer’s downsizing, Gannon offers proven tips, insightful strategies and new methods for reclaiming your life. An insightful guide that contains valuable information on how you can get in the promotional world. 207 pages. New World Library. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6859011</td>
<td><strong>CARPE DIEM: Seizing the Day in a Distracted World</strong> by Roman Krznaric. We’ve all heard the saying “seize the day.” But what does it really mean? The author unpacks the catchphrase and delivers a rousing call to action for anyone who wants to improve their lives—or our world. He offers a wide range of approaches to the daunting challenge of leading a meaningful life. 276 pages.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6859011</td>
<td><strong>EXIT: The Endings That Set Us Free</strong> by Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot. Lawrence-Lightfoot trains her lens on the myriad exits we make in life. She finds wisdom and perspective in the possibility of moving on. It marks the start of a new conversation: to discover how to make our exits with purposefulness, dignity, and grace. 259 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7520743</td>
<td><strong>CODE TO JOY: The Four-Step Solution to Unlocking Your Natural State of Happiness</strong> by George Pratt et al. Combining six decades of clinical experience with cutting-edge research, Pratt and Dr. Peter Lambrou have developed a revolutionary program for rediscovering (and never letting go of) your innate happiness in four simple, proven steps. 248 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $25.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7520743</td>
<td><strong>HOW WE ARE</strong> by Virginia Deary. Presents the latest part of the monumental How to Live trilogy, a profound and ambitious series that gets to the heart of what it means to be human: how we are, how we break, and how we mend. This volume explores the power of habit and the difficulty of change. Photos. 262 pages. FSG. Pub. at $25.00</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6806074</td>
<td><strong>WABI SABI: The Art of Everyday Life</strong> by Diane Durlston. The gems of wisdom collected in this little book inspire us to discover the humble beauty in our daily lives. Ilus. 368 pages. St. Martin’s Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6813344</td>
<td><strong>THE E-WORD: Ego, Enlightenment &amp; Other Essentials</strong> By Calle Montan. Through stories and practices Montana strips the ego bare and liberates the soul in highly entertaining, relatable ways, showing how even self-improvement techniques can chase away the very fulfillment and wisdom we seek. The ultimate how-to guide for discovering the “real you” within. 219 pages. Atria. Pub. at $24.00</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4800919</td>
<td><strong>THE POWER OF WHEN</strong> by Michael Breus. Uses the exciting new science of chronobiology to show how micro-adjustments in our day to day lives can have us living happily and healthfully in no time. Breus provides the ultimate “life hack” to help you achieve your goals. 370 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6856129</td>
<td><strong>EXITS: The Endings That Set Us Free</strong> by Sarina Lawrence-Lightfoot. Lawrence-Lightfoot trains her lens on the myriad exits we make in life. She finds wisdom and perspective in the possibility of moving on. It marks the start of a new conversation: to discover how to make our exits with purposefulness, dignity, and grace. 259 pages. FSG. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6894690</td>
<td><strong>STARTING OVER: 25 Rules When You’ve Been Laid Off</strong> by Larry Lee Gannon. Whether you’ve been laid off, are looking for ways to network a new business venture, or you’re switching professions because of your employer’s downsizing, Gannon offers proven tips, insightful strategies and new methods for reclaiming your life. An insightful guide that contains valuable information on how you can get in the promotional world. 207 pages. New World Library. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5896129</td>
<td><strong>INSPIRATION, MOTIVATION &amp; SELF-DISCOVERY</strong> By Spencer Johnson. Read by John Dossett. The story of a young man who lives unhappily in the valley and the conversations that occur with an old man who lives on a peak. He uses the old man’s remarkable principles and practical tools and becomes more calm and successful himself. The author shares insights on how to put these principles to work. Two hours on 2 CDs. S&amp;S. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#578448</td>
<td><strong>THE E-WORD: Ego, Enlightenment &amp; Other Essentials</strong> By Calle Montan. Through stories and practices Montana strips the ego bare and liberates the soul in highly entertaining, relatable ways, showing how even self-improvement techniques can chase away the very fulfillment and wisdom we seek. The ultimate how-to guide for discovering the “real you” within. 219 pages. Atria. Pub. at $24.00</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5896129</td>
<td><strong>INSPIRATION, MOTIVATION &amp; SELF-DISCOVERY</strong> By Spencer Johnson. Read by John Dossett. The story of a young man who lives unhappily in the valley and the conversations that occur with an old man who lives on a peak. He uses the old man’s remarkable principles and practical tools and becomes more calm and successful himself. The author shares insights on how to put these principles to work. Two hours on 2 CDs. S&amp;S. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5896129</td>
<td><strong>INSPIRATION, MOTIVATION &amp; SELF-DISCOVERY</strong> By Spencer Johnson. Read by John Dossett. The story of a young man who lives unhappily in the valley and the conversations that occur with an old man who lives on a peak. He uses the old man’s remarkable principles and practical tools and becomes more calm and successful himself. The author shares insights on how to put these principles to work. Two hours on 2 CDs. S&amp;S. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5896129</td>
<td><strong>INSPIRATION, MOTIVATION &amp; SELF-DISCOVERY</strong> By Spencer Johnson. Read by John Dossett. The story of a young man who lives unhappily in the valley and the conversations that occur with an old man who lives on a peak. He uses the old man’s remarkable principles and practical tools and becomes more calm and successful himself. The author shares insights on how to put these principles to work. Two hours on 2 CDs. S&amp;S. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Inspiration, Motivation & Self-Discovery**

- **A MESSAGE TO GARCIA AND OTHER WRITINGS** by Elbert Hubbard. Recounts a soldier’s unquestioning acceptance and fulfillment of his orders. Set in the days of mounting tension that would soon culminate in the Spanish-American War, it follows an able young lieutenant as his mission becomes an imperishable tale of courage, initiative, and resourcefulness. 114 pages. Ixia. Paperback. Pur. at $14.95 Item #277680X $6.95

- **THE TOP 1%: Habits, Attitudes & Strategies for Exceptional Success** by Dan Struzet. Struzet will show you why most of what you think you know about the Top 1% is a myth. You’ll learn that most people who achieve great success are motivated more by serving others, than by how many zeros they have in their bank account. He will not only show you how to earn an income like the Top 1%, but he’ll show you how to reach the Top 1% of the other vitally important areas of your life. 224 pages. Gildan. Pur. at $14.95 Item #598808X $14.95

- **THE MYSTICAL BACKPACKER** by Hannah Papp. When she realized she was living a life without direction or inspiration, Papp quit her job and embarked on a three-month journey across Europe in search of herself. Part travel story and part guidebook, this inspiring work illustrates how you too can start your modern-day vision quest. 244 pages. Atia. Paperback. Pur. at $16.00 Item #5841097 $6.95

- **THE HAPPINESS CURVE: Why Life Gets Better After 50** by Jonathan Rauch. Why does happiness get harder in your forties? Drawing on cutting edge research, the author shows that from our twenties into our forties, happiness follows a U shaped trajectory, a “happiness curve,” declining from the optimism of youth into what’s often a long, slow slump in middle age, before starting to rise again in our fifties. 257 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pur. at $16.00 Item #2960033 $12.95

- **UNFU*K YOURSELF: Get Out of Your Head and into Your Life** by Gary John Bishop. Through decades of working with people as a personal development coach, Bishop has discovered that the barrier to living your best life is one thing only—you. A handbook for the resigned and defeated, Bishop will help you unleash your greatness. 209 pages. HarperOne. Pur. at $19.99 Item #5641067 $14.95

- **IT’S OKAY TO LAUGH: (Crying Is Cool Too)** by Nora McN eyr Purmort. A love letter to life in all its messy glory. Purmort tells a young, fresh twist on the subjects of mortality and resilience. What does it actually mean to live your "one wild and precious life" to the fullest? And she answers the question. How do you keep going when life kicks you in the junk? 274 pages. Day Street. Pur. at $22.99 Item #6787258 $2.95

- **LIFE AS SPORT** by Jonathan Fader. The author shares the skills that he teaches professional athletes, to enhance motivation, set productivity goals, sharpen routines, manage stress, and clarify thought processes, and applies them to real world situations. Helps you to pursue your own goals with an enriched intensity and to unlock what has always been there. 244 pages. Da Capo. Pur. at $24.99 Item #5805663 $6.95

- **THE CROSSROADS OF SHOULD AND MUST: Find and Follow Your Passion** by Elle Luna. Whether you are just starting out or starting over, the most life-affirming thing you can do is to honor the voice inside that says you have something special to give. Offers a series of doorways designed so that you can choose which way your journey will go. Illus. in color. 164 pages. Workman. Pur. at $16.95 Item #462789X $5.95


- **THE HAPPINESS PROJECT** by Gretchen Rubin. Exploring this lively and compelling account, Rubin chronicles her adventures during the twelve months she spent test-driving the wisdom of the ages, current scientific research, and lessons from popular culture about how to be happier. 316 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pur. at $14.99 Item #5793173 $4.95

- **STRESS LESS: Stop Stressing, Start Living** by Kate Hanley. Open up to any page and discover an easy-to-prompt, such as a breathing exercise, a visualization, or a simple yoga pose that will give your mind, body, and heart a moment of peace in the world of chaos. Adams Media. Paperback. Pur. at $12.99 Item #6868185 $4.95

- **FLOURISH: A Visionary Understanding of Happiness and Well-Being** by Martin E.P. Seligman. With interactive exercises to help readers explore their own attitudes and aims, Seligman offers the reader a guide to get the most out of life. 349 pages. Atia. Paperback. Pur. at $17.00 Item #6843581 $3.95

- **LOUDER THAN WORDS: Harness the Power of Your Authentic Voice** by Todd Henry. How do you set yourself apart in such a noisy, crowded world? Henry reveals the key to developing your authentic voice. He offers strategies to help you identify what you truly stand for, develop a clear vision, and learn to express your ideas effectively in your medium of choice. 212 pages. Portfolio. Pur. at $27.95 Item #6634354 $5.95

- **CLEARING CLUTTER: Physical, Mental, Spiritual** by Alexandra Chauran. A perfect guide to letting go of unnecessary attachments and living in peace and tranquility. Through easy yet powerful exercises and techniques, clutter can be permanently cleared. Llewelyn. Paperback. Pur. at $15.99 Item #5861749 $7.95

- **THE CROSSROADS OF SHOULD AND MUST: Find and Follow Your Passion** by Elle Luna. Whether you are just starting out or starting over, the most life-affirming thing you can do is to honor the voice inside that says you have something special to give. Offers a series of doorways designed so that you can choose which way your journey will go. Illus. in color. 164 pages. Workman. Pur. at $16.95 Item #462789X $5.95

- **FULLY ENGAGED: Using the Practicing Mind in Daily Life** by Thomas M. Sterner. In the follow-up to his inspiring The Practicing Mind, Sterner explores specific techniques, such as thought awareness training and setting goals with accurate data, that will not only help you reach your life goals—they will help you engaged throughout every moment of the process. 102 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pur. at $15.95 Item #5838134 $7.95

- **UNFU*K YOURSELF: Get Out of Your Head and into Your Life** by Gary John Bishop. Though decades of working with people as a personal development coach, Bishop has discovered that the barrier to living your best life is one thing only—you. A handbook for the resigned and defeated, Bishop will help you unleash your greatness. 209 pages. HarperOne. Pur. at $19.99 Item #5641067 $14.95

- **THE ART OF GOOD HABITS: Health, Love, Presence & Prosperity** by Nathalie W. Herman. Presents a step by step action plan to achieve your goals and maintain them for continued success. Gain empowerment and control over life’s challenges with effective exercises and easy to understand principles. With the four-pillar system—honesty, willingness, awareness, and appreciation—you’ll unlock the power of enlightened living. 248 pages. Llewelyn. Paperback. Pur. at $16.99 Item #5681706 $9.95

- **FULLY ENGAGED: Using the Practicing Mind in Daily Life** by Thomas M. Sterner. In the follow-up to his inspiring The Practicing Mind, Sterner explores specific techniques, such as thought awareness training and setting goals with accurate data, that will not only help you reach your life goals—they will help you engaged throughout every moment of the process. 102 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pur. at $15.95 Item #5824060 $5.95

- **EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE: The Power of Mise-en-Place to Organize Your Life, Work, and Mind** by Dan Chamnas. Culled from dozens of interviews with culinary professionals, including such renowned chefs as Thomas Keller and Alfred Portale, this essential guide offers a simple system to focus your actions and accomplish your work. This journey will show you how mise-en-place can have a place in your life and not just in the kitchen. 292 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pur. at $14.99 Item #6783317 $5.95


Inspiration, Motivation & Self-Discovery

**COMMIT TO WIN: How to Harness the Four Elements of Commitment to Reach Your Goals** By Heidi Reedor. Busto the many myths swirling around commitment and its critical role in success. Breaking down true commitment into four variables—Treasurers, Troubles, Contributions and Choices—Reeder offers a powerful strategy for building your commitment level to match your aims. 243 pages. Hudson St. Pub. at $25.95  
Item #5863511 $4.95

**YOU WERE NOT BORN TO SUFFER, REVISED** By Blake D. Bauer. If you’re ready to enjoy your life, feel passionate about your work and create fulfilling relationships, this guide will show you how to live authentically, love wholeheartedly and finally value yourself enough to put everyday health and happiness at the center of your life. 333 pages. Watkins.  
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  
Item #598050X $9.95

**TEACH YOURSELF SECRETS OF HAPPY PEOPLE** By Matt Avery. Don’t let another moment pass you by without ensuring that you are truly happy—instead, get started right away with implementing the techniques and strategies in this guide to make a positive and potentially life-changing difference to the way you live. 242 pages. McGraw-Hill.  
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  
Item #583080X $5.95

**PEAK PERFORMANCE PRINCIPLES FOR HIGH ACHIEVERS, REVISED EDITION** By John P. Neve. The author shares the remarkable story of how he transformed himself from a sedentary man in his mid-30s to a dynamic leader and adventurer. He applies the earthly and spiritual lessons he has learned, showing you how to choose accurate goals, how to reach them, and how to remain committed. 184 pages.  
Frederick Fell.  
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  
Item #5907056 $4.95

**THE MISSING ELEMENT: Inspiring Compassion for the Human Condition** By Debra Silverman. Discover a new way to understand yourself and others using the wisdom of the ancients and your natural ability for compassion. Fusing psychology and spirituality, Silverman offers ways to embrace and make peace with ourselves so that we can become more powerful and effective human beings. 160 pages. Findhorn.  
Item #670871X $6.95

**MY F*CKING AWESOME BUCKET LIST** If the average bucket list isn’t enough to contain your ambitions, this interactive volume will take you to the limit. Offers prompts and ideas that will inspire you to live your life to the fullest, like “What World Record Do You Want to Break?” or “Do Something Crazy in the Name of Charity!”  
Cider Mill.  
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  
Item #5744121 $4.95

**WHO ARE YOU, REALLY? The Surprising Puzzle of Personality** By Brian R. Little. Journey beyond the nature-nurtue debate and discover an exciting third aspect to the human condition—the pursuit of personal projects. These are the endeavors big and small that give us a sense of meaning in our everyday lives, and end up shaping who we are. 105 pages. S.S.  
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  
Item #6668399 $6.95

**WHEN HAPPINESS IS NOT ENOUGH** By Chris Skeffleet. A psychologist of over 30 years argues that, in order to live a fulfilling life, we must strike a considered balance between pleasure and achievement. By applying this principle in your own life, he suggests, you can enhance your personal relationships, experience greater fulfillment at work, and more. 229 pages.  
Exisle.  
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  
Item #5659896 $4.95

**BE INSPIRED** Full of inspirational quotes from famous people such as Charlie Chaplin, Oscar Wilde, Henry Ford, Maya Angelou and many others. Illus. Familus.  
Pub. at $14.99  
Item #5653376 $11.95

**NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT: Finding Freedom, Love, and Joy Right Where You Are** By Jack Kornfield. Through his signature warmhearted, tender, and humorous stories, with their aha moments and unexpected outcomes, Kornfield shows how we can free ourselves and serve the world. Each chapter presents a path to a different kind of freedom: freedom from fear; freedom to start over, to love, to be yourself; freedom to stand up; and freedom to be happy. 302 pages. Atria.  
Pub. at $25.00  
Item #658473X $17.95

**LIVING IN A MINDFUL UNIVERSE: A Neurosurgeon’s Journey into the Heart of Consciousness** By E. Alexander & K. Newell. The authors share how we can tap into our greater mind and the power of the heart to enhance relationships, offer self-insight, guidance, and all aspects of our lives. The reader will gain the power to access that infinite source of knowing and learn that the power of the universe is inside you. 272 pages.  
Rodale.  
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  
Item #6912915 $4.95

**THE BRAIN WARRIOR’S WAY** By Daniel G. & Tara Amen. You can master your brain and body for the rest of your life with this scientifically designed program. The Amens will guide you through the process and give you the tools to take control. So if you’re serious about your health, either out of desire or necessity, it’s time to arm yourself and head into battle. 358 pages.  
New American Library. Pub. at $27.00.  
Item #5370483 $5.95

**IS IT ALL IN YOUR HEAD? True Stories of Imaginary Illness** By Suzanne O’Sullivan. A neurologist’s insightful and compassionate look into the misunderstood world of psychosomatic disorders, told through individual case histories. The author takes us on a journey through the world of psychosomatic illness and encourages us to look at the intimate connection between mind and body. 291 pages.  
Other Press.  
Pub. at $26.95  
Item #6983532 $6.95

**UNDERSTANDING DEPRESSION: A Complete Guide to Its Diagnosis and Treatment** By D.F. Klein & Ph. Werder. This updated and expanded second edition evaluates available pharmaceutical and psychological treatments; contains excerpts from real patient histories; explores the causes of depression, and includes self-tests to determine the need to seek a psychological evaluation. 207 pages.  
Oxford.  
Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95  
Item #652622B $2.95

**DRUGS OF THE DREAMING** By G. Fons & B. Thomas. The authors demonstrate that oneirogens (plant and animal substances that have long been used to facilitate powerful and productive dreaming) enhance the comprehensibility and facility of the dream/dreamer relationship and hold a powerful key for disceming the psychological needs and desiries of dreamers today.  
150 pages. Park Street.  
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  
Item #6772056 $4.95

**BE INSPIRED**

“For something different, consider "Do Something Crazy in the Name of Charity!" A book designed to take you to the limit. Offers prompts and ideas that will inspire you to live your life to the fullest, like "What World Record Do You Want to Break?" or "Do Something Crazy in the Name of Charity!" Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.”

**THE STRESSED SEX: Uncovering the Truth About Women, Men, and Mental Health** By Daniel & Jason Freeman. Utilizes a groundbreaking combination of epidemiological analysis and evidence based science to investigate the influence of gender on major psychological disorders from depression and anxiety to eating disorders, anti-social behavior, and autism. 262 pages.  
Oxford. Pub. at $27.95  
Item #6515018 $4.95

**THE INTELLIENT BODY: Reversing Chronic Fatigue and Pain from the Inside Out** By Kyle Davies. A new paradigm is needed where we understand the mind and body as an interconnected flow system. This paradigm embraces the self-healing, self-correcting, and self-creating natures of our connected mind-body system. In this fascinating volume, Davies explains the origins of chronic symptoms and outlines the road to recovery by embracing the full importance of the mind-body connection. 286 pages. Norton.  
Pub. at $25.95  
Item #6562868 $11.95

**THE ART OF INTERPRETATION: A Practical Guide to Understanding Your Unconscious** By Linda Eversden. Unlock the secrets of your unconscious mind with this detailed guide to understanding your dreams. An illustrated directory of symbols will lead you through the most common dream images, illuminating the messages, implications, and hidden emotions they contain. 144 pages.  
Sterling. Pub. at $14.95  
Item #6705642 $9.95

**AARP MEMORY ACTIVITY BOOK** By Helen Lambert. Physical exercise, mental activities, and social interaction may help maintain your brain health and slow the progress of many kinds of dementia, including Alzheimer’s disease. This resource guide is packed with more than 70 activities to stimulate the brain, from nature walks and exercise to arts, crafts, and in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley.  
Pub. at $24.99  
Item #7827433 $17.95


**Healing & the Mind**


Item #660474 $9.95

**A JOYFUL LIFE: How to Use Your Creative Spirit to Manage Depression By Michele Swiderski.** Through simple practices such as journaling, meditation, and crafting, Swiderski was able to rediscover the power of the creative spirit to rebuild her life. Here she shares her hard-won wisdom to guide others who are mired in depression. 199 pages. KICam Projects. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

Item #699590 $4.95

**DREAMWAYS OF THE IROQUOIS: Honoring the Secret Wishes of the Soul By Robert Moss.** The ancient Iroquois people believed that dreams are experiences of the soul. This guide is at once a spiritual odyssey, a guide to the deep wisdom of the First Peoples, and a healing guide to our lives through dreamwork. 278 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

Item #6668815 $9.95


Item #6874487 $11.95

**REST: Why You Get More Done When You Work Less By Alex Soquing-Kim Pang.** Drawing on rigorous scientific evidence and revelation historical examples, this title overturns everything our culture has taught us about work and shows that only by resting better can we start living better. 310 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.

Item #6930824 $9.95


Item #6682913 $6.95

**LLEWELLYN’S LITTLE BOOK OF DREAMS By Michael Lennox.** Discover the basics of dream interpretation, the historical and contemporary understanding of sleep and the mind, and how to use common dream archetypes to improve your life. 241 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95.

Item #6579307 $9.95

**THE DREAMLIFE OF FAMILIES: The Psychospiritual Connection By Edward Bruce Bynum.** Integrating traditional dream analysis with family psychology, clinical science, and parapsychology, the author details how our personal unconscious is interwoven into our larger family unconscious. He reveals how dreams can be healing factors as well as diagnostic signals, detailing how dreamwork can aid in both family and personal healing. 276 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95.

Item #6638791 $5.95

**YOUR PLAYBOOK FOR BEATING DEPRESSION: Essential Strategies for Managing and Living with Depression By C. Richley & M.E. Garrison.** This thorough guide will help you understand, manage, and live with depression. With the information included here, Richley and Garrison offer a tool that will put you on the path to recovery. And as you gain insight into proven and effective treatments, you will be most out of life while living with depression. 183 pages. New Chapter. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

Item #655198X $11.95

**DREAMING ON BOTH SIDES OF THE BRAIN: Discover the Secret Language of the Night By Doris E. Cohen.** Guides you through the fertile nighttime landscape to unlock the secrets of your personal dream language. Cohen will help you interpret the meaning of your dreams and harness the power of your brain to uncover a life of greater richness and meaning. 170 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

Item #6726461 $9.95

**LIFE AFTER DEATH: A Survivor’s Perspective By Doris E. Cohen.** In this inspiring account of his against-all-odds recovery, he uses his experience to examine the challenge of human suffering and to address the question of how we can survive in the midst of pain. 242 pages. Tanner/Penguin. Pub. at $25.95.

Item #6695922 $2.95

**A GOOD DEATH: Making the Most of Our Final Choices By Sandra Martin.** In taking on our ultimate human right, the award-winning journalist charts the history of the right-to-die movement in Canada and abroad through the personal stories of brave campaigners. She asks the tough question none of us can avoid: How do we want to die? HarperCollins. Pub. at $25.95.

Item #6742742 $2.95

**WORDS AT THE THRESHOLD: What We Say as We’re Nearing Death By Lisa Smartt.** Collecting over 100 case studies through interviews and transcripts, Smartt shows how the language of the dying can point the way to a transcendent world beyond our own, 196 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95.

Item #5974291 $3.95

**THE BLACK MIRROR: Looking at Life Through Death By Raymond Tallis.** In this beautifully written personal meditation on life and living, Tallis reflects on the fundamental fact of existence: that it is finite. The author invites readers to look back on their lives from a unique standpoint, one’s own future corpse. From that viewpoint, the preciousness of life can be seen with new intensity. 344 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00.

Item #6933319 $6.95

**THE WIDOWER’S TOOLBOX: Repairing Your Life After Losing Your Spouse By Gerald J. Scherer with T. Bekkers.** A compassionate guide that equips the widower who loses his wife with the tools to deal effectively with his sorrow and tackle the important tasks and issues surrounding the death of his spouse. Includes such topics as: Picking up the pieces, healing from within, giving back to others and loving again. 254 pages. New Horizon. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

Item #6568456 $4.95

**FACING ILLNESS & DEATH**

**THROUGH THE FLAMES By Allan Lokos.** Lokos shares his terrifying story of being snatched off a plane when it crashed and exploded in flames. He was severely burned and told by many doctors that he would not survive. In this inspiring account of his against-all-odds recovery, he uses his experience to examine the challenge of human suffering and to address the question of how we can survive in the midst of pain. 242 pages. Tanner/Penguin. Pub. at $25.95.

Item #6695922 $2.95

**A GOOD DEATH: Making the Most of Our Final Choices By Sandra Martin.** In taking on our ultimate human right, the award-winning journalist charts the history of the right-to-die movement in Canada and abroad through the personal stories of brave campaigners. She asks the tough question none of us can avoid: How do we want to die? HarperCollins. Pub. at $25.95.

Item #6742742 $2.95

**WALKING ON EGGSHIELDS: Caring for a Critically Ill Loved One By Amy Sales.** Addresses many critical issues that caregivers surrounding the death of their loved ones face. Guides caregivers helpful, therapeutic ways to cope with the difficult realities, and shows them how to resume and recreate fulfilling lives, despite the emotional pain they are experiencing and all the chores and roles they must assume. Horizon. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

Item #6768427 $4.95

**BACK SURGERY: Is It Right for You? By Edwin Haronian.** This guide looks at common back conditions and their treatments, both surgical and nonsurgical, and answers all your important questions about treating back problems. Should you elect surgery, important pre- and post-op suggestions are provided. Also offers a proven program to prevent back problems in the future. 178 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95.

Item #6151296 $7.95

**THE CONVERSATION: A Revolutionary Plan for End-of-Life Care By Angelo E. Volandes.** Through the stories of seven patients with seven very different end-of-life experiences, Dr. Volandes demonstrates that what people with serious illnesses—who are approaching the end of their lives—need most is not new technologies but a conversation between their families and their physicians. 220 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00.

Item #6708560 $3.95


Item #5866963 $7.95

---

**Facing Illness & Death**

**CAREGIVER’S SURVIVAL GUIDE: Caring for Yourself While Caring for a Loved One By R. Yonover & E. Crowe.** Based on Yonover’s personal experiences, he offers guidance and advice on how to deal with heavy responsibilities, taking stock of finances, adapting and enjoying life, fighting for your rights and more. Illus. 144 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.

Item #6958999 $11.95
Facing Illness & Death

HOW TO BE SICK, REVISED EDITION: A Buddhist-Inspired Guide for the Chronically Ill and Their Caregivers
By Toni Bernhard.
In 2001, Bernhard got sick, and to her and her partner’s bewilderment, stayed that way. In spite of her many physical and energetic restrictions, Toni learned how to live a life of equanimity, compassion, and joy, and she shares her journey here in an evocative and straightforward manner. 219 pages. Wisdom Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.
Item #796139 $9.95

MAKING FRIENDS WITH DEATH
By Laura Pritchett. A lighthearted, irreverent exploration of death that is certain in all lives—death. Interspersed with a variety of workbook-like exercises, it will prove to be a go-to companion for anyone who would rather be able to great death as an old friend, rather than a spooky stranger. 250 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.
Item #5711235 $12.95

LET’S TALK ABOUT DEATH
By S. Gordon & I. Kacandes. For years, the authors shared a no-holds-barred discussion about death and dying, addressing their views on complicated personal and interpersonal issues to which there are no “right” answers. The result is this frank, personal, and probing work that encourages us to engage that most uncomfortable of topics. 252 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00.
Item #5985307 $4.95

PROFOUND HEALING: The Power of Acceptance on the Path to Wellness
By Cheryl Canfield. At the age of 41, Canfield was diagnosed with advanced cancer. Against medical advice, she rejected proposed surgery and prepared to die. In the process, she cured herself. This down-to-earth account of her journey encompasses self-help practices of wellness that others can utilize as a source of hope, inspiration, and practical advice. 242 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.
Item #593699 $11.95

Facing Illness & Death

STUMBLING STONES: A Path Through Grief, Love and Loss
By Andre Grant. Offers stories, consolations and understandings of the difficulties that are held within loss. Grant's passage through grief, the people she met along the way and the tales she heard all offer ways to navigate the tricky path of sorrow and loss, and help shine a light into the darkness. 117 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $19.95.
Item #5913659 $6.95

THE BOOK OF RESTING PLACES: A Personal History of Where We Lay the Dead
By Thomas Mira y Lopez. A singular collection of essays that weaves together history, mythology, journalism, and personal narrative into the author’s search for a place to process grief. Lopez examines overlooked resting places and what they tell us about ourselves and the passing of those we love. 194 pages. Counterpoint. Pub. at $26.00.
Item #6739490 $18.95

Aging

THE TELOMERASE REVOLUTION
By Michael Fossel. Dr. Fossel draws on decades of experience at the forefront of aging research to take the reader on an enthralling scientific journey, offering startling insights into the nature of human aging. 221 pages. Atlantic. Paperbound. Pub. $19.95.
Item #6700470 $5.95

THE AGELESS BODY: How to Hold Back the Years to Achieve a Better Body
Item #6762954 $2.95

By J. Mitteldorf & D. Sagan. Making the case that aging is not something that “just happens,” nor is it the result of wear and tear or a genetic inevitability, the authors argue that aging is a war waged from within that has a fascinating evolutionary purpose—to stabilize populations which are threatened by cyclic swings that can lead to extinction. 326 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $27.99.
Item #6878222 $5.95

SENIOR MOMENTS: Looking Back, Looking Ahead
By Willard Spiegelman. Gathers more than six decades of lessons from Spiegelman’s storied career as a writer and professor, this series of discrete essays is a joyful, thoughtful reflection on growing older—that unavoidable and universal fate. 190 pages. FSG. Pub. at $24.00.
Item #6784174 $2.95

LIFE REIMAGINED: The Science, Art, and Opportunity of Midlife
By Barbara Bradley Hagerty. Explores the myth of the midlife crisis and reframes the future for people in their forties, fifties, and sixties. Arguing that midlife can in fact be the peak of your existence, she reveals the period as a time of renewal, renegotiation, and a refresh of energies. 451 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $28.00.
Item #670512X $4.95

THE LONGEVITY BOOK
Item #6821953 $9.95

FORTYFIVE: Making the Next Decades the Best Years of Your Life—Through the 40s, 50s, and Beyond
By Sarah Brokaw with M. Fox. In a reassuring voice, Brokaw shows women how to embrace and fully enjoy their fifties, sixties, and beyond. Arguing that midlife can be an opportunity of midlife, and redraws the future for people in their forties, fifties, and sixties. Explodes the myth of the midlife crisis and reframes the period as a time of renewal, renegotiation, and a refresh of energies. 451 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $27.99.
Item #6747396 $9.95

YOUR BEST AGE IS NOW
By Robi Ludwig. Contradicting long-ingrained beliefs, Robi Ludwig draws on myth-busting data from scientific research and her experience as a therapist to show that midlife is not the beginning of your decline—it’s actually a time to pursue your dreams. 248 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $25.99.
Item #6760075 $4.95

YOUNGER: A Breakthrough Program to Restart Your Genes, Reverse Aging, and Turn Back the Clock 10 Years
By Sara Gottfried. Details a seven week revolutionary program that empowers you to make the critical choices necessary to not just look young, but also feel young and live longer. By addressing five key factors, Gottfried’s program delivers an accessible plan to make it possible to change the way you age and to remain healthy and energetic. 354 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $27.99.
Item #6702144 $9.95

SHELVED: A Memoir of Aging in America
By Sue Matthews Petrovski. Petrovski reflects on her move into a senior living community while considering the benefits and deficits of America’s for-profit model of elder care. She argues for the cultural value of our elders, and offers a cogent, well-informed critique of elder care options in this country. 178 pages. Purdue University. Pub. at $25.95.
Item #6729568 $9.95

MY SENIOR MOMENTS HAVE GONE HIGH-TECH
Item #6847633 $7.95
Communication Skills

GET THE TRUTH: Former CIA Officers Teach You How to Persuade Anyone to Tell All By Philip Houston et al. Written by two former CIA officers and complemented with the insights of an internationally recognized attorney, this invaluable guide arms readers with the skills necessary for getting the truth from relatives, co-workers and others—even if it means telling those truths to a friend. 286 pages. Icon. Paperbound.

316 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF QUESTIONS: 1001 Conversation Starters for Any Occasion By Garry Poole. One big compilation of questions you can use to launch great conversations in almost any context. And many of these questions are likely to trigger other questions you may wish to discuss. Think of this guide as a tool to spark interaction, and how to know and understand others, and yourself better. 156 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $12.99

THE SMALL BIG: Small Changes That Spark Big Influence By Steve J. Martin et al. Three heavyweights from the world of persuasion science and practice describe a set of minor changes that research shows can skew the way people’s minds open. Written as an entertaining string of more than 50 insights from persuasion science, it is an indispensable guide for anyone who wishes to change the behavior of others effectively, efficiently, and ethically. 268 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00

THE FINE ART OF FLIRTING By Joyce Jillson. Whether you’re a shy beginner or an advanced coquette, Jillson’s flirting tips and secrets will soon have you charming the socks off everyone. 169 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00

THE PEOPLE CODE/THE CHARACTER CODE, 30TH ANNIVERSARY By Taylor Hartman. In these two volumes, Dr. Hartman introduces the Color Code Personality Profile, explaining why people do what they do by identifying four basic personality types and showing you how to use “color profiles” to cultivate rich and balanced character relationships. 486 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

ANIMAL COMMUNICATION MADE EASY By Pea Horsley. Teaches you the essentials of animal communication to enable you to communicate intuitively with the animals you love. Communicating with animals is fun, profound and healing. It’s the best thing you can do for both yourself and your animals, and will transform how you experience life. 243 pages. Hay House. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

WHAT DOCTORS SAY, WHAT DOCTORS HEAR By Danielle Olfi. Explores the high-stakes world of doctor-patient communication that we all must navigate. Reporting on the latest research studies and interviewing scholars, doctors, and patients, Dr. Olfi reveals how better communication can lead to better health for all of us. 242 pages. Beacon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

THE PERIODIC TABLE OF RELATIONSHIPS By Susan J. Elliott. Based on years of research and work with her own clients, Elliott offers a proven plan that will help you examine past relationships for unfinished business and negative patterns; identify warning signs and red flags; work through rejection, rebounding, and other bumps in the road; and decide when to take a relationship to the next level—and when to say goodbye. 271 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

STUCK FOR WORDS: What to Say to Someone Who Is Grieving By Doris Zagdanski. The author enlists the help of grieving people to tell you what they need from you. She has adapted communication skills and counseling techniques to enable us to speak confidently with a grieving friend, relative, colleague, client, or anybody who needs to talk about their feelings. 153 pages.

PLAIN TEXT END
FLINGS, FROLICS, AND FOREVER AFTERS: A Single Woman's Guide to Romance After Fifty
By K.E. Chaddock & E.C. Egan. For women seeking all types of male companionship, this guide offers an eight-step plan to living a life of romance after fifty. Featuring real-life stories, practical checklists, revealing questionnaires, and informative sidebars, it will motivate you to get up, get out, and get the guy. 344 pages. Ten Speed. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE POWER PARADOX: How We Gain and Lose Influence
By Oatcher Keltner. Power is ubiquitous—but totally misunderstood. Turning conventional wisdom on its head, Keltner presents the very idea of power in a whole new light, demonstrating not just how it is a force for good in the world, but how—via compassion and selflessness—it is attainable for each and every one of us. Photos. 196 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.00. Item #5930271

LOVE ILLUMINATED: Exploring Life's Most Mystifying Subject (with the Help of 50,000 Strangers)
By Daniel Jones. The editor of the New York Times' "Modern Love" column uses his unique perspective to tease apart life's most mystifying subject. Drawing from the 50,000 tales of love that have crossed his desk, he traces the arc of human relationships through ten phases, from the pursuit of new love to the wisdom of love matured. 214 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.95. Item #4955822

GRACIOUS: A Practical Primer on Charm, Tact, and Unsinkable Strength
By Kelly Williams Brown. Whether it's standing up for what you believe in while also listening to other points of view, making a surprise guest feel welcome, or just maintaining your serenity while waiting in an endless queue—graciousness is a quality that everyone could use a little help with. 238 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $22.99. Item #6843646

HOW TO WO A JEW: The Modern Jewish Guide to Dating and Mating
By Tamara Caspi. Your very own Jewish Carrie Bradshaw takes you through each facet of the dating world, from traditional Jewish matchmaking and mixers to modern online match making. Honoring your Jewish traditions while pursuing kosher sex. Whatever mishigas you've made of your own life, Caspi has words of wisdom to help you find your Jewish soul mate. 244 pages. Ten Speed. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. Item #5807131

THE PRESENT HEART: A Memoir of Love, Loss, and Discovery
By Polly Young-Eisendrath. In this thoughtful meditation on the human experience, the author shows how our most intimate relationships, often the source of our greatest pain, can prove to be our path to spiritual enlightenment, and offers a new perspective on how to maintain relationships under all circumstances. 224 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99. Item #2845709

SLEEPING BETTER TOGETHER: How Both of You Can Get a Better Night's Rest
By Gerhard Kloeck et al. Drawing on years of research, the authors provide an overview of sleep patterns, and provide remedies for common disorders. Tackling gender specific issues from pre-bedroom rituals to the emotional and sexual aspects of sharing a bed, they show couples how to achieve a great night’s sleep—together. 158 pages. Hunter. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #572344X

PRINCES, FROGS & UGLY SISTERS: The Healing Power of the Grimm Brothers’ Tales
By Allan G. Hunter. Discover the difference between what the Grimm brothers’ tales actually say and what we think they ought to have said, and in the process find real, vital insights into how we could live more happily, understand our need for personal growth, and find our significant Findhorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #5934142

DUPE: DOUBLE LIVES, FALSE IDENTITIES, AND THE CON MAN I ALMOST MARRIED
By Abby Ellin. In this study, Ellin studies the art and science of lying, talks to people who’ve had their worlds upended by duplicitous partners, and writes with great openness about her own mistakes. These remarkable stories reveal how often we encounter people whose lives beneath the surface are more improbable than we ever imagined. 261 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $27.00. Item #2877597

THE LOVERS' GUIDE TO HOMEMADE VIDEO: Tips and Techniques for Making Your Own Erotic Movies
By Serena Valle with C. Martinez. Inside every person dwells a being who feels curious about or enjoys watching him or herself naked in erotic situations. This guide will help you discover exciting, erotic possibilities, from filming to striptease, to creating a stimulating session of nude photography, and much more. Adults only. Well illus., most in color. 141 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #5940834

HOW TO DRIVE YOUR MAN WILD IN BED
By Tina Robbins. Sex is one of the great joys in life. Whether you’ve been bored in bed or consider yourself a great lover, you can be better. Robbins has looked into the sex lives of men to reveal their deeply guarded desires. Here is the biological and psychological information that can make you the best he’s ever had. Adults only. Illus. 165 pages. Carlton. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. Item #5785502

NATURAL SEX BOOSTERS, SECOND EDITION: Supplements That Enhance Stamina, Sensation, and Sexuality for Men and Women
By Ray Sahelian. Offers an easy-to-follow A-to-Z guide to the many powerful sex boosters available today. Provides a clear and scientifically backed discussion of each substance, explaining what it is, what it does, and how it is taken. Adults only. 137 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. Item #5826411

ANAL PLEASURE & HEALTH, 4TH REVISED EDITION: A Guide for Men, Women, and Couples
By Jack Morin. Take a tour of the anus, complete with information and exercises to open the door to new sources of comfort and satisfaction. You’ll learn habits that cause everything from hemorrhoids to chronic pelvic pain, new ways of achieving solo and partnered pleasures through this humblest of portals. Adults only. 238 pages. Down There Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. Item #753048X

AMAZING SEX POSITIONS
By Richard Emerson. Your passport to a satisfying and fulfilling sex life offering 101 sexual positions, all clearly described and photographed in full color. Adults only. 128 pages. Carlton. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #5814751

ASTROSEX: Sexual Secrets Revealed Through the Stars
By Sarah Bartlett. You’ll find an in-depth description of male and female sexual preferences for each star sign with tips on erogenous zones, preferred positions, and favorite fantasies. With more than 350 atmospheric and sensual color photos, including steamy sex positions, this guide provides a visually seductive experience. Adults only. 240 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6734871

THE LOVERS' GUIDE TO HOMEMADE VIDEO: Tips and Techniques for Making Your Own Erotic Movies
By Serena Valle with C. Martinez. Inside every person dwells a being who feels curious about or enjoys watching him or herself naked in erotic situations. This guide will help you discover exciting, erotic possibilities, from filming to striptease, to creating a stimulating session of nude photography, and much more. Adults only. Well illus., most in color. 141 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #5940834
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- **BOOST YOUR BREAST MILK:** An All-in-One Guide for Nursing Mothers to Build a Healthy Milk Supply
  By Alicia C. Simpson. Every mom wants to produce enough nutritious milk for her tiny one, but many worry they might not be able to. In this guide you'll find the most up to date practices that support a healthy milk supply for baby and a healthy mom. 243 pages.
  Item #6911633 $9.95

- **WHY CAN’T WE JUST PLAY? What I Did When I Realized My Kids Were Way Too Busy**
  By Pam Lobley. Facing summer with her two boys, Lobley asked them what they wanted to do. Their answer? “Why can’t we just play?” Here unfolds her touching and amusing account of the summer she gave her kids the gift of “boredom.” 170 pages. Familius. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95
  Item #866375 $9.95

- **UNTYPING PARENT ANXIETY YEARS 5-8: 18 Myths That Have You in Knots—and How to Get Free**
  By Lisa Sugarman. Drawing on her life as the perfectly knotted Sugarman, Sugarman unravels some of the biggest myths facing parents and offers advice and strategies to help soothe anxious moms and dads. 186 pages. Familius. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99
  Item #6953359 $2.95

Women’s Health & Self-Help

- **THE ESTROGEN WINDOW**
  By Mache Seibel. A definitive guide on hormonal health for menopausal women. Dr. Seibel explains the right time and method to begin estrogen replacement, which can significantly improve women’s health. He reveals how previous studies were inaccurately analyzed leading to a culture of fear and confusion about hormone replacement. 238 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $23.99
  Item #8670870 $2.95

- **THE ELDEST DAUGHTER EFFECT**
  By L. Schultemaker & W. Entwhistle. Shows how firstborn girls become who they are and offers insights that can allow them more freedom to move. Being an eldest daughter has certain advantages, but the overbearing sense of responsibility often gets in the way. 192 pages. Findhorn. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99
  Item #6788319 $12.95

- **ROAR**
  By Stacy T. Sims. Offers a comprehensive, physiology-based nutrition and training guide specifically designed for women. Includes goal-specific meal plans and nutrient-packed recipes to optimize body composition, as well as exercises that build lean muscle, strengthen bone, and boost power and endurance. Illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99
  Item #6782124 $4.95

- **PREGNANCY, OMG! The First-Ever Photographic Guide for Modern Mammas-to-Be**
  By Nancy Reedit. With warmth, humor, and candor, and partnered with the advice of medical experts, this resource guide tackles embarrassing, confusing, and wildly discussed issues that many pregnant women face while offering practical tips and techniques to ease even the strangest problems. Provides women the resources they need for a healthy pregnancy. Well illus. in color. 206 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99
  Item #6863521 $14.95

- **ADVICE TO SINGLE WOMEN**
  By Haydn Brown. Originally published in 1899, it explores the perilous fashion for light-lacing corsets and the dangers of contemporary cosmetics, in contrast to the benefits of healthy exercise and the emerging trend for rational dress, weights the merits of matrimony and much more. 118 pages. British Library. Pub. at $3.95
  Item #8326594 $3.95

Women’s Health & Self-Help

- **ACTION PLAN FOR MENOPAUSE:** Your Guide to a Healthy, Vibrant Transition
  By B. Bushman & J.C. Young. Learn the best and safest exercises for perimenopause, menopause, and postmenopause and how diet, medication, and exercise interact to affect symptoms. Use one of the provided programs or tailor one to your own needs with workouts to gain strength, flexibility, and stamina. Well illus. Kinetics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95
  Item #5793505 $3.95

- **THE MOMMY MOJO MAKEOVER:** 28 Tools to Reclaim Yourself & Reignite Your Relationship
  By Dana B. Myers. An uplifting guide designed to inspire mothers to rediscover their sensual self-confidence, reconnect with their bodies, and reignite the spark in their relationships. Myers offers 28 inspiring and practical tools, interactive exercises, and real-life anecdotes that’ll leave women feeling better. 316 pages. Viva Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95
  Item #6861118

- **MOTHERS OF THE VILLAGE:** Why All Moms Need the Support of a Motherhood Community and How to Find It for Yourself
  By C.J. Schneider. So many mothers feel like something is out of joint, like something is missing. The truth is we are all just missing each other. Discover how to connect with others and to learn with each other to find a piece of yourself that has been missing all along. 202 pages. Familius. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95
  Item #6563597 $2.95

  Item #6952690 $12.95

- **MAN UP!**
  By Frank Miniter. A must-read for every young man looking for a way to become a man, for any middle-aged family man seeking adventure, and for all the other types of men in-between. Through his own search, Miniter provides readers with sage advice on how they can accomplish their own feats of manliness by using an ancient formula. 173 pages.
  Item #6855445 $14.95
I SEE RUDE PEOPLE: One Woman’s Battle to Beat Some Manners into Impolite Society By Amy Alkon. The author ensures that all these rude people get their comeuppance: lax parents, Internet bullies, rude drivers, telemarketing executives, the loud jerk on a cell phone, and many others. She also delves into the anthropology, psychology, and behavioral science to figure out why people are rude.

MODERN SURVIVAL: How to Cope When Everything Falls Apart By Barry Davies. The most current, comprehensive disaster survival guide for the modern world. Teaches you how to survive the elements when all else fails. From a small civil flare-up to World War III, this guide prepares you so that you are not only able to survive, but to thrive after the dust has settled. Color. 300 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.

THE WELL LIFE: How to Use Structure, Sweetness, and Space to Create Balance, Happiness, and Peace By Brianne & Peter Boten. Focuses on three fundamental principles of a satisfying life: sweetness, the importance of feeding your life, body, and soul; how structure can give you more spontaneity; and how to carve out purposeful space, which allows for perspective. By embracing these, you will be able to let go of the stress and tension that gets in the way of being happy. 286 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

PICTURE FREE: The 10-Day Program to End Panic, Anxiety, and Claustrophobia By Tom Bunn. After years of working to help sufferers of panic and anxiety, the author discovered a highly effective solution that utilizes a part of the brain not affected by stress hormones that bombard a person experiencing panic. This process requires just ten days and utilizes a part of the brain not affected by stress hormones. 117 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $18.99.

THE GENTLE ART OF SWEDISH DEATH CLEANING: How to Free Yourself and Your Family from a Lifetime of Clutter By Margareta Magnusson, with Scandinavian humor and wisdom, Magnusson instructs readers to embrace minimalism. Her radical and joyous method helps families broach sensitive conversations and make the process of “cleaning out” uplifting instead of overwhelming. 117 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $18.99.

THE BEST BOOKS OF LESS: Finding Joy in Living Lighter By F. Smits & A. van der Hulst. A thoughtful and surprising guide that shows us how to get less stuff, less stress, less distraction, and less everything. And to help, the guide includes special paper goodies like a one-thought a day diary, a foldout tiny house, and art posters that depict a beautiful picture of what it means to do less, not more. Well illus. in color. 218 pages. Workman. Pub. at $27.50.

BUSY: How to Thrive in a World of Too Much By Tony Crabb. To succeed and be happy in a world of too much, we have to do things differently and we have to think differently. Crabb provides surprising yet practical strategies that will help you regain a sense of mastery over your life, flourish in your career and improve your life satisfaction. 278 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00.

PROCRASTINATE ON PURPOSE: 5 Permissions to Multiply Your Time By Rory Vaden. Presents a bold new approach for getting things done, revealing the five “permissions” we can grant ourselves in order to achieve better results while creating more margin in our daily lives. 236 pages. Perigee. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

OVERWHELMED: The Surprising Guide That Shows Us How to Get Less Stuff, Less Stress, Less Distraction, and Less Everything By Barry B. Steffens & M. Means. This insightful book prepares you so that you are not only able to survive, but to thrive after the dust has settled. Color. 300 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.
HAPPINESS HACKS  Who doesn't want to be happy? From little pick me ups to discovering new ways to spread the love, this collection of over 300 hacks will have you looking on the bright side—one hack at a time. Try offering to pet sit, interview happy people, daydreaming, or practicing a random act of kindness! 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.  


QUESTION AUTHORITY TO THINK FOR YOURSELF  By Beverly A. Potter. Explains why we conform, and how to break out of conformity. It begins with questioning authority, including your own authority, beliefs, and assumptions you’ve accepted as facts. Potter offers techniques, with examples, of how to deflect attacks, side-tracks, and gut-downs that keep us from thinking for ourselves. Illus. 212 pages. Riverhead.  

THE BOOK OF DOING and BEING  by Barnett Barn. Shows how to unleash your creative energy with a treasury of techniques, processes, rituals, and tools. These more than forty exercises form a lattice-work on which your creativity can grow and flourish—Do and Be. 201 pages. Attra. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.  

THE ART OF GRACE: On Moving Well  by Sarah L. Kaufl. Guided by the muse of Gary Grant, Kaufman illustrates the importance of grace in the small moments of everyday life. Here she inspires us to walk taller, spend time on unnecessary kindneses, and celebrate the grace notes in our lives, and those of others. 310 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.  

PLANTS THAT SING, SOULS THAT CHIRP: Transform Your Life with the Spirit of Plants  by Fay Johnstone. Provides a compassionate yet practical road map for restoring our sacred relationship with nature. Sharing her passion for the plant world, Johnstone shows how to confidently meet, explore, and build relationships with key plant allies to enjoy a more balanced connection with yourself and the world. 158 pages. Findhorn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.  

AWAKENING THE HEROES WITHIN  by Carol S. Pearson. Writing for individuals seeking to realize their full potential, and professionals seeking to empower others, Pearson shows how life journeys differ by the age, gender, and cultural background of the seeker. She includes exercises to help the reader understand and awaken the inner capacities of their psyches. 333 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00.  

LISTFUL THINKING: Using Lists to Be More Productive, Highly Successful and Less Stressed  by Paula Rizzo. What do Sir Richard Branson, Martha Stewart, Ellen DeGeneres and Madonna have in common? Each is a list maker, and history shows that change creators like these make to-do lists and check them often. Here, Rizzo shows you how to employ this simple tool in your own life to save time, be more organized; reduce stress and more. 155 pages. Viva Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95.  

L'ART DE LA SIMPLICITE: How to Live More with Less  by Dominique Loreau. Loreau takes you on a step by step journey to a clutter-free home, a calm mind, and an energized body. Free yourself of possessions you need, have more money to spend on life’s little luxuries, eat better and lose weight, and say goodbye to anxiety and negative relationships. 246 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99.  

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE: Rescue Yourself and Live the Life You Deserve  by J. Paul Nadeau. Combining his personal experiences and insights from many years in the field of law enforcement and hostage negotiations, Nadeau helps us overcome the self-sabotaging thoughts and attitudes that prevent us from becoming our best selves and fully achieving our dreams. 209 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95.  

DOWNSIZING THE FAMILY HOME: What to Save, What to Let Go  by Marni Jameson. Takes the reader through the difficult and emotional journey of downsizing your home or their parent’s home. The author shares hands-on wisdom, guidance and insightful advice. Chapters include Get the Right Mind Set; Endowment; Plan E for Estate Sale; The Really Tough Stuff, and more. 237 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.  

THE STRESS TEST: How Pressure Can Make You Stronger and Sharper  by Ian Robertson. Why is it that some people react to seemingly trivial setbacks with distress, while others power through life-changing tragedies showing barely any emotional upset whatsoever? Learn how the right level of challenge and stress can help people to flourish and achieve more than they ever thought possible. 241 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00.  

AWAKEN YOUR INNER FIRE: Ignite Your Passion, Find Your Purpose, and Create the Life That You Love  by HeatherAsh Amara. Introduces you to the fundamentals of your Inner Fire, and explains how the four major aspects of your being—the mental, spiritual, emotional, and physical—all interact with this powerful energy. Amara invites you to take a new perspective on who you are and how you relate to the world. 158 pages. Hierophant. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95.  


WHAT WOULD NIETZSCHE DO? Philosophical Solutions to Everyday Problems  by Marcus Weeks. Get life advice and a crash-course in philosophy from the greatest minds of every generation in this engaging volume. Plato, de Beauvoir, Marx and many more are featured in this fascinating collection of philosophers and their theories. Illus., some color. 192 pages.  
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